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Abstract 

Nowadays, different companies use Ethernet for different industrial applications. 

Industrial Ethernet has some specific requirements due to its specific applications and 

environmental conditions which is the reason that makes it different than corporate 

LANs. Real-time guarantees, which require precise synchronization between all 

communication devices, as well as reliability are the keys in performance evaluation of 

different methods [1].  High bandwidth, high availability, reduced cost, support for 

open infrastructure as well as deterministic architecture make packet-switched 

networks suitable for a variety of different industrial distributed hard real-time 

applications. Although research on guaranteeing timing requirements in packet-

switched networks has been done, communication reliability is still an open problem 

for hard real-time applications. 

In this thesis report, a framework for enhancing the reliability in multihop packet-

switched networks is presented. Moreover, a novel admission control mechanism 

using a real-time analysis is suggested to provide deadline guarantees for hard real-

time traffic. A generic and flexible simulator has been implemented for the purpose of 

this research study to measure different defined performance metrics. This simulator 

can also be used for future research due to its flexibility. The performance evaluation 

of the proposed solution shows a possible enhancement of the message error rate by 

several orders of magnitude, while the decrease in network utilization stays at a 

reasonable level. 
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Chapter 1  

1 Introduction  

A computing system which is able to respond to specific events within precise time 

constrains is known as Real-Time system. The correctness of these kinds of systems 

depends on not only output results but also the time when the results are 

produced[2]. Real-time applications can be classified into two different groups which 

are soft real-time applications as well as hard real-time applications. Soft real-time 

applications are the ones where losing time constraints decreases the throughput of 

the system but the system is allowed to have a certain amount of loss. Radio and air 

condition in cars are good examples of soft real-time applications. Missing deadlines 

in hard real-time applications may lead to failure in system functionality and the 

system has zero loss tolerance. If missing the deadline can cause a catastrophic 

situation it is called safety critical application. Good examples for these kinds of hard 

real-time systems are wired brake in cars, steering control in airplanes, avionics or 

plant process control. We can imagine vehicles being welded while moving along the 

body shop production line at company’s assembly plant. What would happen if a 

deadline is missed? In this case, there is no tolerance for missing time constraints but 

the consequences are less serious than safety critical applications. The objective of 

this thesis is to work on hard real-time tasks for industrial embedded systems to 

improve reliability without using hardware redundancy. Examples of such 

applications include telecommunication systems such as radio base stations, 

automation technologies, process control or processing systems. 

When Ethernet was standardized in 1985 all the links were half duplex and it limited 

nodes to either send or receive at a time. In traditional field bus communication 

systems, there was a need to define a non-deterministic method to deal with 

collisions and CSMA/CD began to be used for this purpose. Traditional shared 

media Ethernet was not suitable for modern real-time communication systems since 

the system was not predicable, according to the random back-off time specification 

of CSMA/CD. Although several research studies have been performed to employ 

real-time communications over shared Ethernet such as traffic smoothing techniques 

[3], CSMA/DDCR protocol [4] or Ethernet PowerLink (EPL) [5] but it failed to satisfy 

certain requirements of different applications due to its lack of compatibility and 

speed [6]. As time went on, full duplex links were standardized with the use of 

switches which defined a single collision domain for every node avoiding access 

contention. This seems suitable for hard real-time communications because of 

deterministic intrinsic of the system in this architecture and therefore, it necessitated 

packet-switched networks to be studied for hard real-time deadlines. Although there 

is no collision in full duplex packet-switched networks, internal and external noises 

can still cause some amount of packet loss in the system which could jeopardize the 

reliability of hard real-time packets. Moreover, there must be a guaranteed 

mechanism for admission control in wired distributed real-time systems to abandon 

the acceptance of new traffic if there can be possible side effects on already accepted 

traffic. 
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High bandwidth, high availability, reduced cost, support for open infrastructure as 

well as deterministic architecture makes packet-switched networks suitable for a 

variety of different industrial distributed hard real-time applications. Generally 

speaking, there are various Ethernet-based large distributed hard real-time 

applications such as industrial process control systems, used for automation to 

operate equipment, or command and control systems. Reliability is the key 

performance measure in hard real-time applications while guarantying both arrival 

and timeliness of tasks. The latter is the focus of this thesis, targeting at increased 

reliability of large distributed hard real-time systems using multi-switched network. 

 Network and Design Specification  1.1

There are different properties considered here to analyze the network. They are 

categorized as network characteristics and design specifications. 

There are three different traffic models in the network. Periodic traffic consists of a 

periodic flow of packets which are activated regularly at fixed rates. In periodic 

traffic every flow which is implemented by a channel, consists of an infinite sequence 

of messages and every message is produced in pre-specified time. Sporadic traffic is 

released in bounded time intervals irregularly while aperiodic traffic is activated 

irregularly, with some unknown rates. Periodic traffic is considered here as the only 

traffic that is produced by applications with hard real-time tasks since it is the most 

common traffic in time triggered control applications [6]. Some researchers used to 

employ bernouli or poisson processes as the input in queuing theory which is not 

truly representing the traffic in industrial networks [7].  

The process to choose a path from the source node to destination node is called 

routing. Routing can be done statically or dynamically. In dynamic routing, the 

routing decision is based on routing protocols and the view of corresponding 

network for each router is dependent on the chosen routing protocol. This is defined 

by the network administrator for all paths in static routing. It is considered here that 

the best route is chosen in the beginning dynamically and it is not going to change 

during the analysis. If the routing path from a source node to a specific destination 

node changes for two different messages of a periodic flow during the transmission, 

the end-to-end delay analysis for each message becomes independent and unique. It 

makes the whole analysis too complicated (if not impossible). Hence, it is assumed 

that the best routing is chosen first, but it does not change during the analysis. 

Due to the number of input and output ports, there might be a number of packets in 

each port that must be handled by the chosen buffering strategy. All the packets are 

queued at the input ports in Input queued switches and there is no buffering at the 

output ports, so there is a possibility for Head Of Line (HOL) effect in this strategy. 

HOL happens when the first packet in the input queue is not able to be sent since the 

selected output for the packet is being used by packets from other input ports. 

Consequently, other packets in the input queue, which has a blocked packet in the 

front, become blocked. The buffering strategy is called Output Queued if packets are 

being queued in the output port of the switch and it is called Virtual Output queued if 

there is a virtual queue for each output port in every input port. For instance, if there 

are 𝑁 output ports, there must be 𝑁 virtual queues in every input port, one for each 

output port. The two last strategies omit the HOL effect and are more practical.  
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As will be discussed in chapter 2 we suggest five different priority queues in the 

output port to increase the reliability. 

Controlled-load service and guaranteed service are two different service classes for 

Quality of Service (QoS). Controlled-load services perform well when the network is 

not highly loaded. The only parameter considered for admission control is required 

bandwidth about the flow whilst guaranteed service is used for applications that 

cannot tolerate deadline loss. In guaranteed service, in addition to required 

bandwidth, the delay bound must be specified for admission control too. According 

to the definition of hard real-time deadlines, flows with strict delay bounds must use 

guaranteed service to assure meeting their time constraints. Due to the deterministic 

intrinsic feature of full duplex packet-switched networks, predictability for hard real-

time deadlines could be satisfied and delay bounds as well as jitter bounds are 

attempted to be achieved as QoS constraints in this work. 

All recently produced switches are stated to operate with wire-speed. This implies 

that the switching fabric is capable of delivering data with the grand total speed of 

all ports in a switch [8]. In this case, all the ports in a switch can send and receive 

data on their maximum bit rate. It is assumed in this thesis that all switches have this 

feature and are able to operate at wire speed.  

According to [9] service disciplines can either be work conserving service disciplines or 

non-work conserving service disciplines. In the first type, if there is an eligible packet to 

be sent, transmission occurs while in the second type, transmission might not occur 

even if there is a packet ready to be sent. The good example for non-work conserving 

service disciplines is Jitter-EDD which indicates a method to decrease a delay jitter. 

Delay-jitter is typically defined as the variation of delay differences between any two 

received packets in the node and leads to some distortion in the system. In hard real-

time systems, the communication tasks are defined based on worst-case scenarios 

rather than statistical parameters and therefore, in this case, jitter can be defined as 

the difference between maximum and minimum end-to-end delay [6]. It is decided 

here to use a non-work conserving discipline with some amount of holding time in 

every node to reduce jitter, which is going to be discussed in chapter 2. 

There are two different usual queuing strategies used in packet-switched networks. 

First-Come-First-Served or FCFS (FIFO also) is the most common queuing strategy in 

Ethernet. There is no complication for the algorithm and the earlier packet arrives, 

the sooner it is served. Earliest Deadline First or EDF is a dynamic priority and 

optimal scheduling algorithm. Frames are served regarding their deadlines in EDF 

and it implies that the frame with the least deadline is transmitted first. EDF for real-

time traffic and FCFS for non-real-time traffic using priority queuing are utilized 

here. In this case, real-time frames with earlier deadline are served sooner, which is 

highly desired in a lot of industrial applications [10]. 

Typically, switches either operate using the store-and-forward paradigm or the cut-

through paradigm. The former retains packets to do the Frame Check Sequence (FCS) 

after receiving them. The erroneous packets are then automatically discarded while 

the latter paradigm forwards packets to output port without performing FCS. The 

cut-through paradigm reduces forwarding latency and memory requirements due to 

its inherent properties [6], but wastes the link utilization due to forwarding 

erroneous packets. 
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The store-and-forward paradigm is used by most switches on the market today and 

is also employed in this project. 

 Background 1.2

As IEEE began to standardize Ethernet, different companies started to adopt it in 

their industrial environment for different applications such as process control or 

automation. Unlike what it was intended for, there has been a demand to use 

Ethernet even on field level for real-time communication between sensors and 

actuators [11]. Industrial Ethernet has some specific requirements due to its specific 

applications and environmental conditions. Real-time guarantees which require 

synchronization between all communication devices and reliability are the keys in 

performance evaluation in different methods.  

The IEEE 1588 protocol is used in order to provide high time precision for all 

distributed communication devices including sensors, actuators, etc., which deliver 

precision of sub microsecond. The principle is to send synchronization frames 

periodically to improve the clock accuracy of stations [12]. According to [6], 

distributed real-time clock synchronization such as IEEE 1588 are not recommended 

due to high amount of message exchange and clock correction mechanism which 

might lead to increased communication and computation overhead respectively. As 

an alternative solution RBS (Reference-broadcast synchronization) is suggested in 

order to provide a global timing view for all communication devices. The latter 

broadcasts a beacon across the network which on its arrival can be used by all 

devices as a reference to coordinate transmission times.   

Ethernet Power link (EPL) is designed by an Austrian company and is supported by 

the EPL Standardization Group [5]. It uses a master-slave structure and provides 

determinism by utilizing slot Communication Network Management (SCNM). 

Switches are not recommended here due to increasing jitter and decreasing 

determinism and alternatively, hubs are suggested. In EPL V3, simplified IEEE1588 

is used for synchronization of a number of real-time segments in order to provide 

more distributed EPL. Real-time traffic must be separated from non-real-time (NRT) 

traffic in EPL; otherwise, they share segments with each other. 

EtheReal uses a connection-oriented mechanism to offer bandwidth guarantees. 

Although the switches are modified in this method EtheReal networks are 

interoperable with standard switches. Nodes, which are willing to send real-time 

data, must send a request frame as seen in Figure 1.1. The available resources are 

checked in each switch and if the requirements of the real-time traffic can be satisfied 

by the corresponding switch, the request frame is forwarded to the next one. The 

algorithms is similar to Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) [1]. 

Ethernet for Control Automation Technology (EtherCAT) is usually used for motion 

control and is implemented as a master-slave structure. EtherCAT changes the 

standard IEEE 802.3 MAC protocol and consequently is not interoperable with 

devices using the standard protocol. Slotted frames are generated by the master in 

EtherCAT and it is read by slave devices to which the data is addressed. Slaves can 

insert information when the frame passes through [13]. It is unfit for large 

distributed real-time networks due to its master-slave approach. Although it can be 
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used for applications with high timing constraints, all the timing guarantees are lost 

in case of presence of standard IEEE 802.3 traffic (Interoperable) [1]. 

There have been some studies to guarantee timing constraints over single hop 

switched Ethernet for industrial applications by adding a thin layer between network 

layer and data link layer to support RT communication. These methods typically 

analyze worst-case delay and guarantee bitrate for periodic traffic [14]. This model 

defines two different queues in end nodes and switch, EDF queue for RT traffic as 

well as FCFS for non-RT traffic. In the transport layer, TCP is used for non-RT traffic 

and packets are queued with FCFS policy in RT layer whilst UDP is usually used for 

RT traffic and packets are put in deadline sorted queue.  

In [15], the channel is established by the switch to support RT traffic. The node 

requiring traffic to be sent must send a request frame involving traffic specification 

to switch. Then, the switch does the feasibility check between source and switch as 

well as switch and destination and if it remains feasible including new traffic, then it 

sends the Request Frame to a destination. Respond Frame is sent back to the switch 

by the destination node if it can be accepted in there, and then it is sent back to 

source node and channel can be established. The complete mechanism is shown in 

Figure 1.1. 

 

 
EtherNet/IP uses the similar method to satisfy real-time guarantees. As it is defined 

in IEEE 802.1Q, real-time data can bypass the TCP/IP layers and prevent delay 

caused by this protocols. ETherNet/IP uses the same architecture with an additional 

Control and Information Protocol (CIP). It uses the control part of the protocol for 

real-time traffic and the information part for non-real-time traffic. EtherNet/IP is 

interoperable which implies that it can be used with standard IEEE 802.3 devices due 

to the fact that it is not changing the standard MAC protocols [1]. Besides, it uses the 

IEEE1588 protocol for synchronization [12].  

In [14], [16], a protocol with similar analysis is suggested but RT traffic bypasses the 

TCP/IP suit and is directly queued in an RT layer. This method leads to avoidance of 

non-deterministic behavior of TCP and IP layer and it causes growth in rate of 

achievable frames. However, the analysis has been developed for single switch 

networks and no related packet-level implementation has been made. 

A novel comparison study of different categories of switched Ethernet has been 

performed in [6]. Switched Ethernet networks are classified in three groups with 

custom NIC, custom switch or custom NIC and switch. Latency, cost and best-effort 

packet loss are studied as performance measures by providing a NetFPGA 
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Figure 1.1: Real-time channel establishment using the switch to perform a feasibility check. 
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prototype. The packet loss is considered for best effort traffic due to the non-

preemptive structure. 

There are some complexities to provide real-time guarantees on distributed real-time 

embedded systems. In packet-switched networks, packets traverse through multi 

hops and it is required to have information about both queuing mechanism and 

traffic handling in every node, or at least the ones that share path with the channel 

under consideration of admission control, to compute worst-case scenarios of 

interfering traffic at each hop. 

The guaranteed service is achieved in [17], [18] without considering the possibility of 

packet loss. A novel feasibility analysis is proposed for multi-hop switched Ethernet 

using FCFS queuing with variable sized packets and different bit rates for non-

identical ports. The scenario utilized in there might lead to pessimism for worst-case 

end-to-end delay due to computing worst-case scenarios in both nodes and switches, 

while they do not necessarily co-appear.  

End-to-end delay bound is achieved by dual level traffic smoothing for maximum 

transmission unit switched Ethernet with a tree topology in [19]. This method 

ensures that all the periodic messages are satisfied by their deadline if zero Bit Error 

Rate is considered. The results in this paper have shown a delay in milliseconds 

which can be beneficial for low speed sensors or drive control applications, but for 

motion control or high-speed devices, there is a need to have a maximum delay in 

microseconds.  

Many Ethernet methods have been suggested by the community to support real-time 

guarantees such as PROFINET IRT which is widely used in different application 

areas. PROFINET IRT (Isochronous Real-Time) is made to support hard real-time 

traffic with delay less than 1 ms and guaranteed determinism [20]. The PROFINET 

switches are highly synchronized, typically using distributed clock mechanisms such 

as IEEE1588, and prioritize real-time traffic [21]. It also has been the first solution to 

enable coexistence of both real-time and non-real-time traffic together without 

jeopardizing hard real-time deadlines using custom NIC and switches [6], [11]. 

Modified PROFINET switches are used in the systems with strict isochronous real-

time requirements. The traffic is classified as isochronous real-time, real-time and 

non-real-time in this mechanism and time is split into three different communication 

modes. Isochronous traffic is sent in the first mode of each cycle without 

interpretation of destination address in the Ethernet frame. Real-time and non-real-

time traffic is sent in the following modes and switches change to address-based 

Ethernet communication. In other words, they operate as normal Ethernet switches 

in the last two modes[22].  

As it is explained in all previous works, different methods were suggested to 

guarantee hard real-time constraints in industrial Ethernet, but there was no 

consideration of internal or external noises or other effects that might lead to packet 

loss during transmission. In other words, the Bit Error Rate (BER) and consequently, 

Message Error Rate are considered to be zero. In fact, the studies are mainly focused 

on satisfying the timing requirements of the applications without taking reliability 

into account. 
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 Motivation, Importance and Research Objective  1.3

Although packet-switched networks can provide some amount of predictability, 

real-time analysis is still challenging for distributed real-time systems. Due to traffic 

interference, there are different kinds of nodes and switches in the network with 

uncorrelated properties and conditions at different times. This interference causes 

different impacts on message delay which must be taken into account in order to 

perform proper analysis for hard real-time tasks.  

Reliability for real-time systems has been studied by different researchers in wireless 

communication and Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). A novel retransmission 

scheme for industrial point-to-point real-time wireless communication in [23], [24] 

and the similar methods for predictable 802.15.4 WSN in [25], [26] motivated us to 

conduct research into expanding the model for improvement of reliability in large 

distributed real-time systems focusing on industrial switched Ethernet.  

The studies that has been done for reliability in industrial Ethernet such as [12], [27] 

mostly concentrate on redundancy methods to enhance reliability. In fact, they only 

consider permanent failures as the cause of packet loss and they can be classified as 

preventive methods. Preventive approach, in here, refers to methods that make effort 

to curb the packet loss but they have no solution in occurrence of loss during 

transmission. In [28], packet loss is considered as a parameter  which might occur 

due to overflow of the output ports in switched Ethernet networks. The solution is 

consequently made to prevent this overflow by shaping the traffic. Another 

approach in dealing with loss in the network can be defined as reactive approach 

which has not been taken into account by researchers. Reactive approach, in here, 

implies to methods that have solutions to deal with packet loss during transmission. 

Here, we try to have both reactive and preventive approach to enhance reliability. 

According to the IEEE 802.3 standard [29], [30], Near-End CrossTalk (NEXT) loss, 

echo interference and secondary sources may have influences on objective Bit Error 

Rate (BER). Secondary sources to produce extra noises are classified as Inter Symbol 

Inference (ISI) which is the irreverent energy from one symbol that interfere the 

transmission of another symbol, noises caused by non-idealities in transmitter, 

receiver or physical channel such as shot noise or thermal noise, noises from outside 

of cabling that might couple into the physical channel via electric or magnetic fields 

as well as alien NEXT which is caused by adjacent cables. In spite of NEXT and echo 

interference which can be reduced at least 20dB by cancelers, the secondary noises 

must be reduced by meeting the requirements of environmental conditions to 

achieve the objective BER for a specific technology. The environmental conditions in 

industrial Ethernet have a huge difference compared to the conditions in office due 

to vibration, temperature, power and air pollution, magnetic disturbance, etc. [12]. 

Hence, it is tough or sometimes impossible to meet the objective BER, specified by 

the IEEE 802.3 standard, due to the inherent characteristic of industrial environment. 

Considering 100BASE technologies, the most common one used for 100 Mb/s 

Ethernet is 100BASE-TX. Although the objective BER is not specified for 100BASE-TX 

in the IEEE 802.3 standard, it is specified as 10−8 for the nearest technology which is 

100BASE-T. This number might seem to be very small at first sight. Now, suppose 

that a periodic message consisting of four full-size packets that must be sent to a 

node which is four hops away is considered. The Message Error rate (MER) as the 

possibility of having this message erroneous in receiver in this case is 0.002. It 
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implies that two messages, in average, out of 1000 messages are erroneous, in this 

example. According to the IEEE 802.3 standard for 1000BASE-T under receiver 

differential input signal chapter, the objective BER for 1000BASE-T is 10−10 which 

leads to reduced MER with around two erroneous messages out of hundred 

thousand for the previous example. The significant point is that depending on 

application area, it is tough and sometimes impossible to meet environmental 

requirements to meet the objective BER of different technologies due to the intrinsic 

characteristics of industrial Ethernet.  

In addition to what it has been stated, the packet loss might happen if the size of the 

output queue is not big enough to store the arriving packets. Consequently, overflow 

might occur and packets can be lost [31].   

Despite of the fact that packet-switched networks have remarkable features for 

embedded interconnections, there is still a need for them to be improved for some 

application demands regarding real-time services. Timing constraints and reliability 

are the most important performance measures in industrial Ethernet. In hard real-

time systems such as motion control, packet loss might cause failure in the whole 

system. This thesis proposes a new approach based on a retransmission scheme for 

large distributed real-time switched networks, where both normal and 

retransmission packets respect the specified deadline for the message. The results are 

also presented in a paper accepted for the international publication [32]. 

Considering the above mentioned discussion, in this research study, retransmissions 

are suggested as a method to increase the reliability of system. Depending on the bit 

error rate of the network, different number of retransmissions may be proposed.  

End-to-end channels between sender and receiver are proposed for the ordinary 

transmission of messages. Besides, logical retransmission channels are considered to 

be point-to-point for node to switch, switch to switch and switch to node 

retransmission handling with specified allocated shared bandwidth. These 

retransmission channels can be utilized by all ordinary channels in case of erroneous 

received or lost messages. The need for prioritizing different packets becomes 

necessary to be able to compute delay bounds either for the first transmission of a 

message or retransmissions. Five different priority levels are designed here for the 

queuing, which separate different kinds of real-time traffic not only among 

themselves but also from non-real-time traffic.  

Time-out in regards with start of a retransmission is another issue to analyze for the 

source nodes. This time-out has been studied in this thesis in two separated parts. 

First, the worst-case timing analysis for each message to traverse from source node to 

destination node has been discovered and then, the delay for acknowledgements in a 

respective reverse route is estimated. The traffic of acknowledgements is separated 

with a different queue with the top priority, while a traffic shaper, defined on top of 

Ethernet, smooth its traffic. In fact, all the real-time channels use point-to-point 

acknowledgement channels to notify their specific source node. 

In this work, in Chapter 2, the protocol to support retransmissions and traffic 

shaping is introduced. This protocol is expansively analyzed and theoretically 

formulized in terms of real-time scheduling and admission control in this chapter. 

Then, after defining performance measures and explaining characteristics of the 

simulator, the comparative study on performance measures is done in order to 

evaluate advantages and disadvantages of the proposed protocol in Chapter 3. Last 

but not least, Chapter 4 summarizes and concludes this thesis. 
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Chapter 2  

2 Methods  

The objective of this project is to enhance the reliability of hard real-time networks by 

utilizing retransmissions. There are some complexities to provide real-time 

guarantees on spatially dispersed real-time embedded systems because packets 

traverse through multiple hops and it is required to have information about both 

queuing mechanisms and traffic handling of both nodes and switches. The important 

point here is that the original deadline of a packet must be met by both the ordinary 

transmission and the retransmission in case of loss in the former. The rest of the 

chapter is organized as follows: a physical overview of the system in first section, the 

overview of the framework in the second section and the timing analysis of both 

ordinary transmissions and retransmissions to guarantee hard real-time traffic comes 

in the third section. 

 Physical Overview 2.1

Physical channel is referred to as the physical transmission medium which can be a 

twisted pair, coaxial cable or optical fiber (According to IEEE 802.3). The IEEE 803.3x 

standard was found in 1997 to support full duplex point-to-point links. Full duplex 

links technically can double the network bandwidth, but practically there are 

limitations with internal processing capability [33]. There are just two nodes 

connected to each physical channel in full duplex point-to-point networks. 

A full duplex packet-switched network offers a single collision domain for each node 

to avoid collision. It is promoted here because it offers a degree of predictability due 

to the collision free behavior in these kinds of networks. Full duplex switches must 

be used in cooperation with nodes that are able to handle full duplex links.  

In contrast with Ethernet in office, most of the devices in industrial Ethernet include 

an embedded bridge. Consequently, there can be three possible topologies in 

industrial switched Ethernet as follows: line, ring and tree. In the first two 

topologies, the embedded bridge, which has three ports, has two connected ports to 

adjacent switches and one connected port to the device [1]. For instance, there is a 

good example in [34] which proposes the SelfS algorithm to guarantee hard real-time 

deadlines for actual and virtual ring topologies. In [8], the simulation studies are 

based on a line topology and in [19] a tree topology has been chosen as a system 

model.  

 Framework Overview and Protocol Definition 2.2

In order to increase the reliability of distributed switched real-time networks, timely 

retransmissions are proposed. In real-time systems, retransmissions must be 

implemented in such a manner that not only the first transmission has the possibility 

to arrive at destination before the message deadline, but all retransmissions must 

also be able to meet their required delay bound. Therefore, it is proposed here to
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 divide the original deadline into two deadlines where the first is considered as the 

deadline for the first transmission (ordinary transmission), and the second one is the 

delay bound for one or several retransmission(s). This section describes message 

handling from the highest layer, where the task is produced, to the lowest layer, 

where the frame is sent over the physical link. 

The application layer in the end nodes produces task sets based on the requirements 

of the industrial application, in which case a packet-switched network is being used 

as a suitable solution for the communication of tasks. Take, for instance, motion 

control applications that have several needs in each end node. These control 

applications are usually performing an action at certain times periodically or 

consider robot assembly in discrete process control. In this case, each device must 

perform a timely periodic action in order to put a particular component in the right 

position. The digital bit stream from one sender to one receiver, belonging to a 

certain task, which has a specific capacity of data rate is called channel (or logical 

real-time channel). In previous examples, the channel is containing control data to 

trigger a particular action. A channel must be established when a periodic task, with 

periodic messages, is produced in the application layer of an end node. These 

messages must be divided into different packets if being large. Each channel is 

indicated by 𝜏𝑠𝑛,𝑘 which represents the 𝑘𝑡ℎ channel of source node 𝑠𝑛 and is 

intended to transfer pre-specified periodic messages. The reason to choose this 

notation is that ordered pair (𝑠𝑛, 𝑘) can specify every channel in the packet-switched 

network globally. According to this, 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑘) in every source node is the number of 

channels in that source node. In order to recognize all the specifications of a channel, 

it is represented as 𝜏𝑠𝑛,𝑘 = {𝑑𝑛, 𝑃𝑠𝑛,𝑘 , 𝐷𝑠𝑛,𝑘 , 𝐿𝑠𝑛,𝑘} where 𝑑𝑛 is the destination node to 

which the channel is aimed to deliver data, 𝑃𝑠𝑛,𝑘 is the period of the message, 𝐷𝑠𝑛,𝑘 is 

the total relative end-to-end deadline for the whole message to be delivered at 𝑑𝑛 

and 𝐿𝑠𝑛,𝑘 is the length of the whole information in bits for the channel that is 

produced periodically to be sent.  

As it has been mentioned, retransmissions are suggested here in order to increase the 

reliability, but having retransmissions for real-time tasks requires some amount of 

time before the deadline to be able to accomplish a retransmission of a packet, 

otherwise system failure may happen in hard real-time systems.  

According to the IEEE 802.1Q standard, frame tagging is allowed in Ethernet. This 

feature of Ethernet leads to enabling prioritization of different traffic. Bridges can 

handle up to eight different traffic classes where, in this thesis, five of them are used 

and explained later in this section. Generally speaking, there are two different 

methods to handle industrial real-time Ethernet. One approach is to handle real-time 

traffic on top of TCP/IP protocols. Real-time traffic uses the TCP/UDP/IP layers 

without any modification in this approach. Nevertheless, this approach needs 

reasonable memory and processing power and cause non deterministic delays in 

communication. The other approach is to handle real-time traffic on top of Ethernet 

to avoid drawbacks of previous approach. In this approach, real-time traffic bypass 

the TCP/IP layers and instead, they pass a real-time protocol [22]. The latter is 

proposed and developed in our framework. As a result, packets follow this real-time 

protocol in the transport layer instead of the TCP/UDP protocols. In the network 

layer, beside the standard IP protocol stack our protocol stack identified by our own 

protocol type can be defined in the real-time protocol to specify the requirements of 
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our framework. It can be realized by specifying a special protocol type in the 

Ethertype part of the Ethernet frame.  

Channel definition is suggested to be done in the transport layer using the suggested 

real-time protocol stack. These channels in the transport layer are represented by 

𝜏𝑠𝑛,𝑘 . The elements’ definition for this channel is the same as it is defined above.  

The channel requested by the application layer is defined by 

𝜏𝑇,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 = {𝑑𝑛, 𝑃𝑇,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 , 𝐷𝑇,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 , 𝐿𝑇,𝑠𝑛,𝑘} where 𝑇 indicates transport layer. 

In order to provide timely retransmissions, 𝐷𝑠𝑛,𝑘 is divided into two parts in the 

transport layer, as it is in Figure 2.1. One part is the new deadline for the first 

transmission called ordinary transmission and the other one is the deadline for the 

next transmission called retransmission and is used in case of loss. This new ordinary 

deadline is actually for all the packets in a message in the next layer. So we have: 

 𝐷𝑠𝑛,𝑘 = 𝐷𝑜𝑟𝑑,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 + 𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 Equation 2.1 

 

where 𝐷𝑜𝑟𝑑,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 and 𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 represent the relative deadline for ordinary transmission 

and retransmission in the transport layer, respectively. 

 

 
 

The network layer handles path determination and logical addressing in a packet 

level approach, which necessitates certain changes to the channel definition. The 

channel 𝜏𝑁,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 requested from the network layer has a lot in common with its 

transport layer version. If 𝜏𝑁,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 is the equivalent channel in the network layer, it is 

represented as 𝜏𝑁,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 = {𝑑𝑛, 𝑃𝑁,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 , 𝐷𝑁,𝑠𝑛,𝑘, 𝐿𝑁,𝑠𝑛𝑘}, where 𝑁 represents the network 

layer. All the parameters are the same as in the transport layer channel except for 

𝐷𝑁,𝑠𝑛,𝑘, which is set to 𝐷𝑜𝑟𝑑,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 in order to handle the ordinary transmission. Hence, 

it can be formally denoted as: 

 𝐷𝑁,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 = 𝐷𝑜𝑟𝑑,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 Equation 2.2 

 

As it has been mentioned, paths between source nodes to destinations are not 

supposed to change to be able to perform a deterministic real-time scheduling. 

Consequently, all the timing guarantees will be lost in case the routing of a channel 

changes. For the sake of simplicity, it is suggested here to add the route in the 

channel descriptor in the network layer. Consequently the parameters of 𝜏𝑁,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 

become 𝜏𝑁,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 = {𝑑𝑛, 𝑃𝑁,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 , 𝐷𝑁,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 , 𝐿𝑁,𝑠𝑛𝑘, 𝑆𝑁,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 , 𝑅𝑁,𝑠𝑛,𝑘} where 𝑆𝑁,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 here and after 

1 1

Dsn,k

Dret,sn,kDord,sn,k

 

Figure 2.1: The example of end-to-end deadline division in order to enable timely 
retransmissions. 
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is known as a set of all switches between source 𝑠𝑛 and destination 𝑑𝑛 for the 𝑘𝑡ℎ 

channel in 𝑠𝑛 and is defined as: 

 𝑆𝑁,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 = {(𝑠𝑚, 𝑝𝑚)|(𝑠𝑚, 𝑝𝑚) ∈ 𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ} Equation 2.3 

Switches are indicated here by (𝑆, 𝑃) representing a particular port 𝑝 in a specific 

switch 𝑠 which 𝜏𝑁,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 passes through. As a result of unalterable route for a specific 

channel, the route can be stored in the channel descriptor as an ordered pair (𝑠𝑚, 𝑝𝑚), 

in which case it represents the output port 𝑝 of switch 𝑠 that periodic messages from 

channel 𝜏𝑁,𝑠𝑛,𝑘  are passed by in the 𝑚𝑡ℎ hop of their end-to-end transmission. In 

other words, (𝑠𝑚, 𝑝𝑚) is a source port for the point-to-point link in the 𝑚𝑡ℎ hop of 

channel 𝜏𝑁,𝑠𝑛,𝑘. The analysis which has been done in this thesis is applicable for 

networks which have different bandwidth over individual links. Due to the reason 

that our analysis supports different bandwidth for different links, 𝑅𝑁,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 is defined 

as a set which consist of the links’ bandwidth passed by 𝜏𝑁,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 in case of having 

different bandwidth. The 𝑚𝑡ℎ member of this set can be considered as the bandwidth 

of the link connected to (𝑠𝑚, 𝑝𝑚). From now on, the output port of the switch that is a 

source for point-to-point communication for the 𝑚𝑡ℎ hop of 𝜏𝑁,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 can also be 

represented by 𝑆𝑠𝑛,𝑘,𝑚 and its bandwidth can be indicated as 𝑅𝑠𝑛,𝑘,𝑚. In addition, due 

to the reason that we need routing for our analysis we use 𝜏𝑁,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 and 𝜏𝑠𝑛,𝑘 

interchangeably. 

A set of channels is said to be feasible if there is a schedule where all of them can 

meet their delay bounds [35]. Therefore, in the sense of logical channels, a set of 

channels is feasible if there is a schedule where all their periodic messages can meet 

their deadlines for an infinite time. A novel admission control is proposed, in this 

thesis, for feasibility checking, and is explained in subsection 2.4.3. Admission 

control is used when new channels are requested by the application layer. Its 

responsibility is to check whether the new channel jeopardize the already accepted 

channels or the new one. Therefore, the channel is accepted if there are enough 

resources in the source node and switches en route. Hence, the admission control can 

be performed in the network layer for the path from the source node to the 

destination node. Moreover, the admission control considers the ordinary deadline. 

The reason lies in the fact that the actual delay bound for the first transmission is the 

shortened or so-called ordinary deadline. 

As it has been stated, IEEE 802.1p enables the capability to classify different data 

types for different frames. IEEE 802.1p has been recently incorporated with the IEEE 

802.1D standard .The arrival frames consequently are queued in different queues and 

therefore, higher priority queues are guaranteed to have less delay and response 

time. To employ priority queuing, the four byte IEEE 802.1Q field between source 

address and EtherType must be utilized in the Ethernet MAC header. This field is 

called Tag Control Info (TCI). The first two bytes of TCI is always set to 0x8100, 

which is called IEEE 802.1Q tag type, and it is followed by three bits for allocating 

priority, one bit for Canonical Format Indicator (CFI) and ends with 12 bits Virtual 

Local Area Network identifier (VLAN ID) [10], [36]. It implies that IEEE 802.1p can 

adopt up to eight different traffic levels while five priority queues are used in this 

thesis. We propose an architecture where traffic, in descendant order of priority is 

classified as follows: 
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 Acknowledgments (Ack.) traffic: They are produced by the transport layer in 

the destination node in case the packet has arrived correct. 

Acknowledgments have the top priority among all data traffic in our queuing 

strategy in order to support shorter delays. 

 Retransmissions (Ret.) traffic: If the acknowledgment of a specific packet has 

not arrived on time, a retransmission packet is produced in the transport 

layer to increase reliability. Ret queue has the second highest priority in the 

queuing structure to raise the possibility of deliverance with respect to 

retransmission’s time constraints. 

 Hard Real-time (HRT) traffic: The traffic which has strict time requirements is 

classified in this category. The objective of this project is to guarantee 

timeliness of this kind of traffic, while reliability is also taken into account. 

 Soft Real-time (SRT) traffic: The traffic which has less strict time 

requirements. There are no timing guarantees for SRT traffic. 

 Non-real-time (NRT) traffic: The traffic which has no time constraints and can 

be considered as normal data traffic. Standard protocols can be employed for 

NRT traffic. 

 

Earliest Deadline First is utilized for the acknowledgement, retransmission, hard 

real-time as well as soft real-time queues. All of the packets are sorted in each queue 

according to their absolute deadlines and the one that has shorter time remaining to 

its own deadline is given higher priority to be sent in its own queue. Nevertheless, 

First Come First Served (FCFS) queuing is used for non-real-time (NRT) traffic. The 

reason to choose EDF for real-time scheduling, which is now compliant with 

standard Ethernet, is not only its developed and well-proven analysis framework 

[23] but also its optimality on uniprocessors in terms of feasibility [37] which can 

strengthen its capabilities to schedule successfully in sense of delay-bounds. The 

structure uses strict priority queuing, i.e., packets in lower priority queues cannot be 

sent unless there is no other packet in higher priority queues. 

The objective of this project is to provide some amount of reliability for hard real-

time traffic while timeliness is also taken care of. According to the reason that 

acknowledgements are short in length, acknowledgment queues are expected to 

require less bandwidth than hard real-time queues. In fact, all the acknowledgements 

have the same length, which is equal to the shortest possible frame in Ethernet.  

Consider the case of link disconnection. Consequently, the number of erroneous 

packets increases and retransmission queues therefore become congested. Due to 

priority queues structure, it can jeopardize the sending rate of hard real-time packets 

here and therefore, starvation can happen. To do the real-time scheduling for hard 

real-time traffic, flow control seems necessary for retransmission and 

acknowledgement traffic. Therefore, a traffic shaper with a specific rate of 

bandwidth for each retransmission and acknowledgment queue is proposed here to 

smooth their traffic and avoid starving lower priority queues. According to [38], a 

traffic shaper is an algorithm or device which has a packet stream with arbitrary 

bitrate on the input and produces packet streams with identified bandwidth 

reservation on all the specified periods on output. Here, traffic shapers are intended 

to allocate the amount of bandwidth for specific queues. It implies that queues which 

are using traffic shapers are guaranteed to have a pre-specified bandwidth, but this 

amount might be used by lower priority queues if there is no packet to be sent for 
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these queues. In this case, timing guarantees can also be provided for hard real-time 

traffic. Time intervals must be discussed and set in order to be able to analyze a 

worst-case delay caused by both retransmission and acknowledgement queues on 

lower priority queues, which is discussed in the next section. As a result, if the queue 

has used all its allocated bandwidth in a certain time, it is not allowed to send more 

packets. Therefore, the lower priority queue that has some packets, which are ready 

to be sent, starts sending. It is worth mentioning that this structure is defined for 

output ports of all end nodes and switches, as shown in Figure 2.2, to schedule the 

traffic in the whole network. 

 

 
In order to be able to regulate the traffic of the acknowledgement queue and the 

retransmission queue between the network layer and data link layer, the scheduler 

layer is suggested. This is actually software used for scheduling different types of 

packets with different priorities which is added to both nodes and switches. As it has 

been mentioned, non-real-time traffic do not have any timing constraints and can 

therefore be handled with old fashioned protocols, using TCP/IP or UDP/IP layers 

regarding the type of traffic and is then placed in the lowest priority queue. 

However, hard real-time and soft real-time traffic passes the real-time protocol stack 

and are placed in their corresponding queues in the scheduler layer. Retransmission 

and acknowledgement packets are generated by the real-time protocol stack in the 

transport layer whenever needed. They are placed in corresponding priority queues 

in the scheduler layer while retransmission queues and acknowledgement queues 

are restricted in their bandwidth by traffic shapers provided in the scheduler layer. 

This implementation requires improvements of the protocol stack on both end nodes 

and switches. Therefore, hardware updates might be necessary compared to 

standard Ethernet components to implement the proposed framwork, i.e., it is not 

only something you put on top of standard-compliant Ethernet.  
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Figure 2.2: Traffic classification in the proposed framework.  
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As a result, it can be concluded that all different traffic types are located in a right 

queue from the network layer to the scheduler layer. The whole architecture is 

shown in Figure 2.3.  

Without loss of generality, it is assumed that end nodes are aware of the traffic in 

intermediate switches. End-to-end channel establishment is proposed for ordinary 

transmissions in the source node and the packet is sent over the network if there is a 

feasible schedule for every point-to-point link en route. However, point-to-point 

communication is suggested here for acknowledgements and retransmissions. 

There can be two different approaches for acknowledgments. The first approach is 

using end-to-end channels, using hard real-time queues, in which case they can be 

assigned shorter deadlines compared to hard real-time traffic. There is no need for 

additional queue in this approach. However, first, the traffic caused by 

acknowledgments cannot be limited and second; real time analysis including 

acknowledgments may lead to pessimism. The second approach, which is chosen in 

this thesis, is to give the additional queue the highest priority for acknowledgements 

to separate their traffic. In other words, there is a point-to-point channel between 

each two node-switch, switch-switch and switch-node for acknowledgments. 
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Figure 2.3: Real-time Ethernet solution for the proposed framework. 
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There is also a point-to-point channel for retransmissions in each hop because on one 

side it is high usage of bandwidth to have one retransmission channel for each 

ordinary transmission channel. On the other side, there is no need in packet-

switched networks to allocate huge amount of bandwidth for retransmissions due to 

low message error rates (MER). The suggested method here is shown in Figure 2.4 

below. Unlike ordinary transmission channels, acknowledgment and retransmission 

channels are actually point-to-point while there is a certain amount of bandwidth 

assigned to them which are assumed to be 𝑟𝐴𝑐𝑘 and 𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑡 respectively (see 

subsection 2.3.2). This allocated bandwidth has some effects on feasibility checking 

for schedulability analysis and must be considered as a fixed parameter that 

decreases available resources for ordinary transmissions, including hard real-time 

and soft real-time traffic. Regarding retransmission channels, 𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑡 and 𝑟𝐴𝑐𝑘 indicate 

the number of packets of any random messages that can be retransmitted over a 

certain amount of time from output port of node or switch. Resource allocation 

should guarantee an assured number of retransmissions over a defined period whilst 

the deadline of ordinary transmissions must still remain guaranteed. 

 

 

 Timing Analysis 2.3

This section aims to introduce different timing relations that are helpful to 

understand how the framework works. There are different equations of which some 

might seem simple but the intention is to use the conclusion of both subsections to 

introduce a theoretical admission control mechanism for the presented framework. 
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Figure 2.4: End-to-end channels for ordinary transmissions and point-to-point channels for 
acknowledgments and retransmissions. 
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2.3.1 Packet Size and Transmission Time Analysis 

Full-size frame1 or maximum transmission unit (MTU) is the maximum possible size 

of a frame that can be sent through the network. The size of MTU can be set by 

standards (such as Ethernet) or systems at start up. A larger MTU leads to better 

efficiency due to the fixed amount of headers while having more user data. On the 

other hand, it causes a higher message error rate for a given bit error rate. Hence, for 

larger time to retransmit the whole erroneous packets is required. The default size 

for MTU in Ethernet, including inter-frame gap, is 1542 bytes. This amount of data 

per frame causes the transmission time to become equal to 123.36 μs and 12.336 μs 

for fast Ethernet (100 Mb/s) and Gigabit Ethernet (1 Gb/s), respectively. The size of 

MTU is denoted as 𝐿𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘. In every packet, there is some amount of bits containing data 

and some amounts of bits containing header as indicated below: 

 𝐿𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑘 = 𝐿𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 + 𝐿ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑟 Equation 2.4 

Regarding Equation 2.4, 𝐿ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑟 includes inter-frame gap, frame check sequence 

(CRC) and also the headers which are added in the data link layer. This implies, as 

mentioned before, that the unit of data which is called packet here is actually the 

complete frame that is sent over the network.  

The transmission time for full-size packets (or MTUs) in source node 𝑠𝑛 can therefore 

be calculated as: 

 𝑇𝑋,𝑠𝑛 =
𝐿𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘

𝑅𝑠𝑛
 Equation 2.5 

where 𝑅𝑠𝑛 is the bitrate of the link of source node 𝑠𝑛. Hence, the transmission time of 

a full-size packet (or MTU) in port 𝑝 of switch 𝑠 is as follows: 

 𝑇𝑋,𝑠,𝑝 =
𝐿𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘

𝑅𝑠,𝑝
 Equation 2.6 

where 𝑅𝑠,𝑝 indicates the bitrate of port 𝑝 in switch 𝑠. As previously mentioned, 𝜏𝑠𝑛,𝑘 

is generally determined by 𝜏𝑠𝑛,𝑘 = {𝑑𝑛, 𝑃𝑠𝑛,𝑘, 𝐷𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑠𝑛,𝑘, 𝐿𝑠𝑛𝑘, 𝑆𝑠𝑛,𝑘 , 𝑅𝑠𝑛,𝑘}  where 𝐿𝑠𝑛𝑘 

illustrates the number of bits that the channel sends in each period 𝑃𝑠𝑛,𝑘. This number is 

limited by the MTU and therefore, the number of packets per message is: 

 𝑁𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑘,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 = ⌈
𝐿𝑠𝑛,𝑘

𝐿𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎
⌉ Equation 2.7 

There can be one packet that does not have the same size as others and consequently, 

the size of its frame in the MAC layer becomes smaller. The number of packets with 

maximum size is: 

 𝑁𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑀𝑎𝑥,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 = ⌊
𝐿𝑠𝑛,𝑘

𝐿𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎
⌋ Equation 2.8 

                                                      
1 From now on, the terms “packet” and “frame” are used interchangeably as the unit of data 
which is transmitted from source to destination through the network. 
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Considering Equation 2.4, Equation 2.7 and Equation 2.8, the size of the last packet 

can be achieved given: 

 
𝐿𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑡,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 = (𝑁𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑘,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 − 𝑁𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑀𝑎𝑥,𝑠𝑛,𝑘)

∙ (𝐿𝑠𝑛,𝑘 − 𝑁𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑀𝑎𝑥,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 ∙ 𝐿𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 + 𝐿ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑟) 
Equation 2.9 

The first part of the multiplication becomes zero in case of not having a different size 

for the last packet. Consequently, the similar result for 𝑇𝑋_𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑡,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 as the transmission 

time for the last packet of the 𝑘𝑡ℎ channel in 𝑠𝑛 can be achieved by: 

 𝑇𝑋_𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑡,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 =
𝐿𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑡,𝑠𝑛,𝑘

𝑅𝑠𝑛
 Equation 2.10 

According to what has previously been stated, the transmission time for the entire 

message for the 𝑘𝑡ℎ channel in source node 𝑠𝑛 can be demonstrated by: 

 𝑇𝑋_𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 = 𝑁𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑀𝑎𝑥,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 ∙ 𝑇𝑋,𝑠𝑛 + 𝑇𝑋_𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑡,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 Equation 2.11 

Generally speaking, if all the links have different bitrates, similar calculations must 

be made for intermediate switches. Thus, the transmission time for the last packet of 

channel 𝜏𝑠𝑛,𝑘 in (𝑠, 𝑝), which is presented as 𝑇𝑋_𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑡,𝑠𝑛,𝑘,𝑠,𝑝 can be dictated as: 

 𝑇𝑋_𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑡,𝑠𝑛,𝑘,𝑠,𝑝 =
𝐿𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑡,𝑠𝑛,𝑘

𝑅𝑠,𝑝
 Equation 2.12 

where 𝑅𝑠,𝑝  is the bitrate of (𝑠, 𝑝). As a result, the total transmission time for a full 

message of 𝜏𝑠𝑛,𝑘  in (𝑠, 𝑝), which is presented as 𝑇𝑋_𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑠𝑛,𝑘,𝑠,𝑝, is directly proportional 

to the ratio of the source node’s send rate on the port’s send rate. It can be calculated 

as: 

 𝑇𝑋_𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑠𝑛,𝑘,𝑠,𝑝 =
𝑅𝑠𝑛

𝑅𝑠,𝑝
∙ 𝑇𝑋_𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 Equation 2.13 

and of course, the total transmission time of a message in all (𝑠, 𝑝)s become the same 

as 𝑇𝑋_𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 if all the links have the same send rate. It is worth noting that the scaling 

in the above equation for the whole transmission time of a message is also valid for 

the interframe gap. According to the definition, the interframe gap is the brief 

recovery time that must be considered between the frames. The minimum interframe 

gap must be the amount of time required to send 12 bytes of raw data, which can be 

scaled relatively to the bitrate of the node or the port.  

Considering Equation 2.13, the transmission time of a specific message in (𝑠, 𝑝) 

depends only on the ratio of the source node’s send rate to the send rate of port 𝑝 in 

switch 𝑠, both of which are indicated in channel descriptor 𝜏𝑠𝑛,𝑘. 

To achieve the worst-case transmission time in each port, 𝑇𝑋_𝑀𝑎𝑥,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 is defined as the 

maximum transmission time for the 𝑘𝑡ℎ channel in source node 𝑠𝑛 : 

 𝑇𝑋_𝑀𝑎𝑥,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 = {
𝑇𝑋,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 ,  𝑁𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑀𝑎𝑥,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 ≥ 1

𝑇𝑋_𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑡,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 ,  𝑁𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑀𝑎𝑥,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 = 0
 Equation 2.14 
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𝑇𝑋_𝑀𝑎𝑥,𝑠𝑛 is defined as the maximum transmission time of all channels in source node 

𝑠𝑛. If the source node has 𝑄 different channels, it can be dictated as follows: 

 𝑇𝑋_𝑀𝑎𝑥,𝑠𝑛 = max
∀𝑘∈[1,𝑄]

(𝑇𝑋_𝑀𝑎𝑥,𝑠𝑛,𝑘) Equation 2.15 

This implies that if there is at least one channel with at least one message with length 

of 𝐿𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘, then  𝑇𝑋_𝑀𝑎𝑥,𝑠𝑛 becomes equal to 𝑇𝑋,𝑠𝑛. 

The equivalent maximum transmission time for an arbitrary port in an electable 

switch is: 

 𝑇𝑋_𝑀𝑎𝑥,𝑠,𝑝 = max
∀(𝑠𝑛,𝑘)|(𝑠,𝑝)∈𝛤𝑠𝑛,𝑘

(𝑇𝑋_𝑀𝑎𝑥,𝑠𝑛,𝑘) Equation 2.16 

 

The parameter 𝑇𝑋_𝑀𝑎𝑥,𝑠,𝑝, either in source node or a specific port in the en route 

switch, becomes equal to the transmission time to send a full-size packet in case there 

is at least one maximum size packet among all channels passing the specific source 

node or port. 

Due to different bitrates in different ports, it is important here to specify the 𝑠𝑛 or 
(𝑠, 𝑝) in our analysis. If all the links are considered to have the same bitrate or just a 

single node is being analyzed, the transmission time of a full-size packet is denoted 

simply as 𝑇𝑋. 

2.3.2 Traffic shapers and Their Influence on Hard Real-Time Traffic 

Traffic shaping in the output port of nodes or switches, is the method that buffers the 

incoming packets to produce a packet stream on the output given a certain traffic 

specification. However, greedy traffic shaper is the instance of traffic shaper that 

additionally assures packets are not delayed longer than necessary [39]. Traffic 

shapers are mostly used as the solution to overcome the buffer limitation in network 

nodes, where overflow might happen as a result of simultaneously arriving packets, 

as in [40]. There has also been some research studies on utilizing traffic shaping to 

decrease resource interference on fixed priority scheduling such as [41]. Traffic 

shapers might be used to provide either a restriction on the output’s burstiness or a 

specified minimum interarrival time on the output stream [39].  The objective to use 

traffic shapers in this thesis is to force retransmission and acknowledgment queues 

to comply on a specific minimum interarrival time on the output stream, in which 

case real-time scheduling for hard real-time queues becomes possible. 

As shown in Figure 2.2, a traffic shaper has a buffer to which the belonging traffic 

arrives first. Then, the shaper has to smooth this traffic and send it to the ready 

queue. In fact, the traffic shaper makes the interarrival of this ready queue to 

conform to a specific traffic specification.  

Bandwidth allocation using traffic shapers for the two highest priority queues leads 

to a specific number of sent frames in a specific time interval or as it is called here 

period. Consider, for instance, 10 Mb/s bandwidth allocated to each of the 

acknowledgement and retransmission queues in a node which is able to send at a 

rate of 100 Mb/s. This indicates that each of these queues can send the traffic as big 

as one full-size frame in each period that is long enough to send ten full-size frames. 

If the length of this period becomes double, the amount of traffic which is as big as 
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four full-size frames can be sent in total from the retransmission and 

acknowledgement queues.  

Let 𝜎 be a traffic shaper represented as: 

 𝜎 = {𝑟, 𝑃} Equation 2.17 

where 𝑟 is the bandwidth allocated for the output of the traffic which the shaper is 

responsible to provide and 𝑃 is the period or time interval that 𝑟 is counted in. In 

fact, traffic shapers are used in here to force the acknowledgment and the 

retransmission output streams to follow this period for their minimum interarrival. 

By way of illustration, we can consider the case that 𝑟 is 5 Mb/s and 𝑃 is 2000 𝜇𝑠. 

Then, if there are enough packets to be sent, at the beginning of each period, a 

number of packets, that are as big as 10 𝐾𝑏 in total, are sent. As a result, the period is 

actually specifying the minimum interarrival of the output stream and in the case of 

congested traffic behind the shaper; the traffic is released periodically. 

In this subsection, we first analyze the traffic shaper for the retransmission queue 

and then the shaper for the acknowledgment queue is discussed. 

Considering what has been stated, for the traffic shaper on the retransmission queue 

we have: 

 𝜎𝑟𝑒𝑡 = {𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑡, 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡} Equation 2.18 

where 𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑡 is the bandwidth allocated for retransmissions and 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡 is actually the 

period or time interval that 𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑡 is counted in. 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡 is suggested to be chosen here as 

the optimal period in a sense that it causes the least delay on the hard real-time 

queue (and therefore other lower priority queues too) in a worst-case analysis. 

Hence, 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡 must be chosen in a way that leads to lesser pessimism in the real-time 

scheduling analysis. Below follows a description on how to choose 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡 in order to 

put less pessimism in the real-time scheduling. 

The release pattern for the retransmission queue while using the traffic shaper can be 

modeled as an arrival function. Hence, the worst-case arrival function 𝛼𝑟𝑒𝑡(𝑡) for the 

retransmission queue in this case becomes: 

 𝛼𝑟𝑒𝑡(𝑡) = ⌈
𝑡

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡
⌉ , ∀𝑡 ≥ 0 Equation 2.19 

The arrival function is actually the number of times that the traffic shaper has 

allowed retransmissions to leave the shaper’s buffer and enter the ready queue (see 

Figure 2.2) from 𝑡 = 0 until a certain point in time. Therefore, another issue is that it 

must also be specified how much retransmission traffic is allowed in each period. 

The objective here is to choose 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡 in a way that it makes less pessimism in the real-

time scheduling of the hard real-time queues. Considering the period of the traffic 

shaper, if the bandwidth allocated to the retransmission queue in a node or output 

port of a switch is 𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑡 and the whole bandwidth of a link is 𝑅𝑙 , the worst-case 

transmission time that can be allocated to retransmissions in each 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡, 𝑇𝑤𝑐,𝑟𝑒𝑡, can be 

calculated as: 

 𝑇𝑤𝑐,𝑟𝑒𝑡 =
𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑡

𝑅𝑙
∙ 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡 Equation 2.20 
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In fact, 𝑇𝑤𝑐,𝑟𝑒𝑡 is the maximum time that the retransmission queue is allowed to send 

its packets in each period. The objective of using traffic shapers here is to control the 

output stream of retransmission and acknowledgement queues in order to guarantee 

hard real-time traffic. Therefore, the worst-case amount of time that retransmissions 

have utilized the link to retransmit erroneous packets before a certain time 𝑡 can be 

defined as a Demand Function for retransmissions (𝐷𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑡) and can be calculated as: 

 𝐷𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑡(𝑡) = 𝛼𝑟𝑒𝑡(𝑡) ∙ 𝑇𝑤𝑐,𝑟𝑒𝑡 , ∀𝑡 ≥ 0 Equation 2.21 

This 𝐷𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑡(𝑡) is actually a worst-case transmission time in total that must be 

considered for retransmission traffic while doing real-time scheduling of hard real-

time packets which have a delay bound after 𝑡 (as explained later). 

The maximum frame size the retransmission queue can have is the same size as 

MTU, and in the worst-case situation, all the frames in the retransmission queue 

have the maximum size. Therefore, if the allocated bandwidth for this queue is 𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑡 

and 𝑅𝑙 is the total send rate of the output link, the minimum required period to be 

able to send at least one full-size frame is as follows: 

 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛 =
𝑅𝑙

𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑡
∙ 𝑇𝑋 Equation 2.22 

where 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛 is the minimum possible period for the traffic shapers of the 

retransmission queues to be able to send at least one full-size frame in each period 

and 𝑇𝑋 is the transmission time of a full-size packet in the corresponding source node 

or port. It is worth noting that if you put this 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛 in Equation 2.20, the execution 

time in each period becomes 𝑇𝑋 which is actually the objective to define the 

minimum possible period here. The 𝐷𝐹 function for retransmissions on hard real-

time traffic then becomes: 

 

𝐷𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑡
1 (𝑡) = 𝛼𝑟𝑒𝑡(𝑡) ∙ 𝑇𝑤𝑐,𝑟𝑒𝑡                           

= ⌈
𝑡

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
⌉ ∙ 𝑇𝑋 

Equation 2.23 

where 𝐷𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑡
1 (𝑡) is the demand function required for retransmissions and caused by 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛 .  

The rest of this subsection intends to show a mechanism on how to choose the period 

of retransmissions in such a case that leads to less pessimism on the admission 

control mechanism. This aim is achieved by a discussion on different periods for 

retransmissions. To be able to send a number of complete retransmission frames, 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡 

must be equal or coefficient of 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛  . Therefore, we define 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑛 as the period 

which is 𝑛 times longer than 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛. Hence, 𝐷𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑡
𝑛 (𝑡) is the demand function for 

retransmissions on the hard real-time queue if the period of the traffic shaper is 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑛 

and it can be represented as: 

 𝐷𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑡
𝑛 (𝑡) = ⌈

𝑡

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑛
⌉ ∙ 𝑇𝑋 Equation 2.24 

And since  

 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑛 = 𝑛 ∙ 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛 Equation 2.25 
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then we have: 

 𝐷𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑡
𝑛 (𝑡) = ⌈

𝑡

𝑛 ∙ 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
⌉ ∙ 𝑇𝑋 ∙ 𝑛 Equation 2.26 

The workload function, discussed in the next section, decides if the new traffic can be 

accepted. At each certain time, it contains the sum of 𝐷𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑡(𝑡) with some other terms 

that are out of scope for this discussion. Therefore, the workload function decreases 

with the reduction of the demand function. Note that this reduction is achieved by 

manipulating the period of the traffic shaper and the allocated bandwidth is still the 

same. The demand function, regardless of the chosen period, is monotonically 

increasing. Accordingly, if  𝐷𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑡
1 (𝑡) is smaller than or equal to 𝐷𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑡

𝑛 (𝑡) for any value 

of 𝑡, and it can be proven that 𝐷𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑡
1 (𝑡) is more efficient in sense of workload 

effecting the hard real time queues. Below, it is proved that 𝐷𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑡
1 (𝑡) ≤ 𝐷𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑡

𝑛 (𝑡)  ∀𝑡, 

but you can skip this part if you think it is obvious. 

Theorem: If 𝐷𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑡
1 (𝑡) = ⌈

𝑡

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
⌉ ∙ 𝑇𝑋 and 𝐷𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑡

𝑛 (𝑡) = ⌈
𝑡

𝑛∙𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
⌉ ∙ 𝑇𝑋 ∙ 𝑛, while n can 

have any arbitrary natural value, then 𝐷𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑡
1 (𝑡) is smaller than or equal to 

𝐷𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑡
𝑛 (𝑡)  for any non-negative value of 𝑡. 

Proof: First, we can simplify the expression to make it easier to prove. Due to the fact 

that 𝑇𝑋 is the transmission time, which has a positive value, the statement can easily 

be simplified as: 

⌈
𝑡

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
⌉ ≤ ⌈

𝑡

𝑛 ∙ 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
⌉ ∙ 𝑛  ∀𝑡 |  𝑡 ∈ ℝ+ ∪ {0}, 𝑛 ∈ ℕ  

and it can be rewritten as: 

⌈
𝑡

𝑛 ∙ 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
⌉ −

⌈
𝑡

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
⌉

𝑛
≥ 0∀𝑡 |  𝑡 ∈ ℝ+ ∪ {0}, 𝑛 ∈ ℕ  

As a result, the lemma is valid if the above inequality is proved to be correct. In the 

following, we consider all different cases for 
𝑡

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
 and show that the above 

inequality is valid for all cases. It is worth noting that 
𝑡

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
 is always bigger than or 

equal to zero since both its numerator and denominator are positive numbers. 

Case 1: If  
𝑡

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
∈ ℕ ∪ {0} then  ⌈

𝑡

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
 ⌉ =

𝑡

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
  then we have: 

⌈
𝑡

𝑛 ∙ 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
⌉ −

⌈
𝑡

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
⌉

𝑛
= ⌈

𝑡

𝑛 ∙ 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
⌉ −

𝑡

𝑛 ∙ 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
≥ 0 ∀𝑡 |  𝑡 ∈ ℝ+ ∪ {0}, 𝑛 ∈ ℕ  

which is a correct statement according to the intrinsic characteristics of the ceiling 

function. 
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Case 2: If 
𝑡

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
∈ ℝ+ ˄ 

𝑡

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
∉  ℕ ∪ {0} , then  

𝑡

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
= ⌊

𝑡

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
⌋ + 𝛼 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 0 < 𝛼 < 1 

Then we have: 

⌈
𝑡

𝑛 ∙ 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
⌉ = ⌈

⌊
𝑡

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
⌋ + 𝛼

𝑛
⌉ = ⌈

⌊
𝑡

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
⌋

𝑛
+

𝛼

𝑛
⌉ 

⌈
𝑡

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
⌉

𝑛
=

⌈⌊
𝑡

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
⌋ + 𝛼⌉

𝑛
=

⌊
𝑡

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
⌋

𝑛
+

1

𝑛
 

In here, two different cases might happen. 

Case 2.1: If ⌊
𝑡

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
⌋ is divisible by 𝑛, then we have 

⌈
𝑡

𝑛 ∙ 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
⌉ = ⌈

⌊
𝑡

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
⌋

𝑛
+

𝛼

𝑛
⌉ =

⌊
𝑡

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
⌋

𝑛
+ 1 

 

because  0 <
𝛼

𝑛
< 1. Therefore, 

⌈
𝑡

𝑛 ∙ 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
⌉ −

⌈
𝑡

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
⌉

𝑛
= (

⌊
𝑡

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
⌋

𝑛
+ 1) − (

⌊
𝑡

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
⌋

𝑛
+

1

𝑛
) = 1 −

1

𝑛
≥ 0 

 

Case 2.2:  If ⌊
𝑡

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
⌋ is not divisible by 𝑛, then  

⌊
𝑡

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
⌋ = 𝑛 ∙ 𝑘 + 𝑟 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑟 ∈ ℕ, 𝑟 < 𝑛, 𝑘 ∈ ℕ 

Therefore,  

⌈
𝑡

𝑛 ∙ 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
⌉ −

⌈
𝑡

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
⌉

𝑛
= ⌈

⌊
𝑡

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
⌋

𝑛
+

𝛼

𝑛
⌉ −

⌊
𝑡

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
⌋

𝑛
−

1

𝑛

= ⌈
𝑛 ∙ 𝑘 + 𝑟

𝑛
+

𝛼

𝑛
⌉ −

𝑛 ∙ 𝑘 + 𝑟

𝑛
−

1

𝑛
= ⌈𝑘 +

𝑟 + 𝛼

𝑛
⌉ − 𝑘 −

𝑟 + 1

𝑛
 

Due to the reason that 0 < 𝑟 + 𝛼 < 𝑛 + 1, the expression in the ceil could be either 

𝑘 + 1 𝑜𝑟 𝑘 + 2, where in worst case it can be considered as 𝑘 + 1. On the other side, 

1 < 𝑟 + 1 ≤ 𝑛 and hence, 
𝑟+1

𝑛
 is always less or equal to one. As a result we have 

⌈
𝑡

𝑛 ∙ 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
⌉ −

⌈
𝑡

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
⌉

𝑛
= ⌈𝑘 +

𝑟 + 𝛼

𝑛
⌉ − 𝑘 −

𝑟 + 1

𝑛
≥ 0 
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As it has been shown, ⌈
𝑡

𝑛∙𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
⌉ −

⌈
𝑡

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
⌉

𝑛
 is bigger than or equal to zero for all the 

cases for all possible states of ⌈
𝑡

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
⌉ and the lemma is proved. 

Accordingly, this implies that the real-time scheduling leads to less pessimism if: 

 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡 = 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛   Equation 2.27 

Consequently, if 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡 is chosen according to Equation 2.27, due to Equation 2.20, the 

𝑇𝑤𝑐,𝑟𝑒𝑡 can be considered as 𝑇𝑋,𝑠𝑛 or 𝑇𝑋,𝑠,𝑝 specified in the corresponding source node 

or port, respectively, in the worst-case analysis.  

As a result, it is proposed here to use the minimum possible period as the optimal 

period which decreases the pessimism of real-time scheduling in comparison with 

longer periods. Two different periods for 𝜎𝑟𝑒𝑡 are shown in Figure 2.5. In both of 

them 𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑡 is assumed to be the same and the acknowledgment queue is not 

considered. In the first case, 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡 is assumed to be 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛. As you shall see, the 𝐷𝐹 

function for the hard real-time packets which arrive in [0, 𝑇1), [𝑇1, 𝑇2)  and [𝑇2, 𝑇3) 

becomes 𝑇𝑋, 2𝑇𝑋 and 3𝑇𝑋, respectively. These amounts of times are actually the 

worst-case workload that must be allocated to retransmissions in the real-time 

scheduling for hard real-time packets. On the other side, while having 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡 = 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,3,  

all the hard real-time packets arriving in the interval of [0, 𝑇3) are considered to 

suffer 3𝑇𝑋 from retransmission traffic. As a result, it can be said that pessimism is 

increased in the latter while doing real-time scheduling. 

 

 
In regards with traffic shaper on acknowledgment queue, if 𝜎𝐴𝑐𝑘 is the traffic shaper 

for the acknowledgment queue then we have: 

 𝜎𝐴𝑐𝑘 = {𝑟𝐴𝑐𝑘, 𝑃𝐴𝑐𝑘} Equation 2.28 

Twc,ret

= TX

Tec,ret

=TX

Twc,ret

=TX

Pret,min Pret,min Pret,min

Pret,3

Twc,ret =3TX

while Pret,3

0 T1 T2 T3 time

 

Figure 2.5: An example to show the growth in pessimissm of real-time analysis while 
increasing the period of retransmission traffic shaper. 
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where 𝑟𝐴𝑐𝑘 is the bandwidth allocated to acknowledgment queues and 𝑃𝐴𝑐𝑘 is the 

time interval or period that 𝑟𝐴𝑐𝑘 is counted in.  

Due to the fact that acknowledgment frames are significantly shorter than MTUs, the 

similar analysis for acknowledgments leads to a short 𝑃𝐴𝑐𝑘. Typically, the shortest 

possible frame is considered for acknowledgments. According to IEEE 802.3, the 

minimum possible frame size in Ethernet is 84 octets. Hence, all acknowledgment 

frames are expected to have the same size which is equal to the length of the 

minimum frame size in Ethernet. Therefore, if Equation 2.22 is rewritten for 

acknowledgments then we have: 

 𝑃𝐴𝑐𝑘 =
𝑅𝑙

𝑟𝐴𝑐𝑘
∙ 𝑇𝐴𝑐𝑘 Equation 2.29 

where 𝑇𝐴𝑐𝑘 is the transmission time to send a complete acknowledgment frame. By 

way of illustration, consider the case that 𝑟𝐴𝑐𝑘 is 10 Mb/s and 𝑅𝑙 is 100 Mb/s. Then, 

𝑇𝐴𝑐𝑘becomes around 6𝜇𝑠 and therefore 𝑃𝐴𝑐𝑘 becomes 60𝜇𝑠. This implies that the 

acknowledgment queue is allowed to transmit 6𝜇𝑠 out of  60𝜇𝑠 while the 

transmission for MTUs for the corresponding 𝑅𝑙 is around 124𝜇𝑠. Therefore, due to 

the assumption of nonpreemptive transmission of packets, acknowledgements 

frequently would become blocked as lower priority packets already have been sent 

to the Network Interface Card (NIC). As a result this could not be a proper solution. 

It is suggested here to choose the same period for both shapers in the two highest 

priority queues. Then, the period of the acknowledgment shaper become: 

 𝑃𝐴𝑐𝑘 = 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡 = 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛 Equation 2.30 

The arrival function of the traffic shaper for acknowledgments then becomes the 

same as the arrival function for retransmissions: 

 𝛼𝐴𝑐𝑘(𝑡) = ⌈
𝑡

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡
⌉ , ∀𝑡 ≥ 0 Equation 2.31 

In order to respect 𝑟𝐴𝑐𝑘, a number of acknowledgments must be sent to comply with 

the traffic specification of 𝜎𝐴𝑐𝑘. To be consistent with the traffic specification, the 

worst-case transmission time for acknowledgments in each period is dependent on 

its bandwidth allocation and can be calculated as follows:  

 𝑇𝑤𝑐,𝐴𝑐𝑘 = (
𝑟𝐴𝑐𝑘

𝑅𝑙
) ∙ 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡 + 𝑇𝐴𝑐𝑘 Equation 2.32 

The reason to add one 𝑇𝐴𝑐𝑘 lies in the size of the acknowledgment packets. Traffic 

shapers check the amount of data that is sent by the acknowledgment queue in each 

period. As the last acknowledgement transmission can start close to the end of an 

interval of length (
𝑟𝐴𝑐𝑘

𝑅𝑙
) ⋅ 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡, the used time might exceed the amount specified. 

However, the demand function for acknowledgment traffic is given by 

 𝐷𝐹𝐴𝑐𝑘(𝑡) = 𝛼𝐴𝑐𝑘(𝑡) ∙ 𝑇𝑤𝑐,𝐴𝑐𝑘 , ∀𝑡 ≥ 0. Equation 2.33 
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 Real-Time Scheduling Analysis 2.4

In summary for what has been discussed until now, there is a relative end-to-end 

deadline for each channel in an arbitrary source node denoted as 𝐷𝑠𝑛,𝑘. This is 

actually the maximum delay bound by which messages from this channel must be 

delivered to destination node. This deadline is divided into two parts in 

Equation 2.1, one for ordinary transmissions denoted as 𝐷𝑜𝑟𝑑,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 and the other for 

the possible retransmission, if a packet is erroneous, denoted as 𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑠𝑛,𝑘. The former 

can be understood as a delay bound for a message to arrive at the destination node. 

Source nodes also must be notified by acknowledgments if a packet has arrived to its 

destination, before this delay bound. Every message is split into packets and each 

packet has the same deadline as the message it belongs to. In order to make real 

time-scheduling work, all other delays must be subtracted from 𝐷𝑜𝑟𝑑,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 to achieve 

the isolated end-to-end queuing delay for each end-to-end channel. Then, the 

analysis is made to realize if all the derived queuing delays, including the 

transmission time of messages, can be guaranteed [23]. The time that a packet waits 

in a queue before it can be sent, including its transmission time, is here called 

queuing delay. This is the most challenging term in switched networks that has 

effects on the message delay. Every packet going through switches can experience a 

different amount of queuing delay. It usually happens when packets arrive at the 

switches with a rate more than the amount the switch can process and send. Thus, 

switches must put packets in the output queue (also known as buffer) before the time 

they can be executed. 

As it has been stated, packets stand regarding their deadline here because of the EDF 

scheduling used in queues for real-time packets. The reason to use EDF is its ability 

to schedule packets optimally which means it schedules packets feasibly if there is a 

feasible schedule for the task set. Consider Figure 2.6 as an example. There are two 

interfering channels competing in port 3 of switch 2, or (2,3), in this example. 𝜏1,1is 

produced by node 1 and aims to send the message 1 to node 3, while 𝜏1,2 is produced 

by node 2 in order to send message 2 to node 3. Presupposing that the two presented 

packets are the first packet of respective messages, the packet of the former channel 

experience queuing delay equal to its transmission time in (1,2), because there is no 

other packet to compete with. As the packets sent by both channels arrive at (2,3), 

their absolute deadlines are compared. Suppose that the packet from message 1 gets 

higher priority and stands at the head of the queue. Therefore, the packet from 

message 2 experiences some amount of queuing delay which includes transmission 

time of its own and the packet from message 1. 

The network is considered, in here, as the interconnection of spatially dispersed 

network elements. To be able to analyze real-time scheduling, the pure end-to-end 

queuing delay is essential to be achieved. There are some delay constants that are 

dependent only on network devices which must be subtracted from end-to-end 

delay bound. They are categorized as follows: 

Propagation delay is the amount of time which it takes for a single bit to be sent from 

source node to destination node. It depends only on the distance from the source to 

the destination node and the physical link such as fiber, copper and so on. For 

instance it takes around 1𝜇𝑠 for 100 meters copper or fiber medium [42]. Propagation 

delay should not be confused with transmission time of a packet, which is the time 
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needed to send all bits of that packet. Propagation delay is denoted as 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝 and is 

assumed to be identical between all communication devices. 

Blocking time is the amount of time that the packet at the head of the hard real-time 

queue can be delayed if there is a packet already sent to the Network Interface Card 

(NIC). The packet in the NIC could be from any queue including the hard real-time 

queue where the lower priority packet in the NIC is chosen slightly before the time 

the higher priority packet is released. Blocking time happens due to non-preemptive 

transmission of packets. In worst-case analysis, blocking can be considered as the 

transmission time of a full-size packet. Consequently, according to Equation 2.5 and 

Equation 2.6, it can be denoted as 𝑇𝑋,𝑠𝑛 or 𝑇𝑋,𝑠,𝑝depending on where the packet is 

being sent. 

In a packet-switched network, packets pass through switches from source node to 

destination node. In each switch, it takes a short time to perform the Frame Check 

Sequence (FCS) and also read the headers to put the packet in the right output port. 

The former happens for the store and forward paradigm considered in our method. 

The amount of time that it takes for a packet in a switch to perform previously 

mentioned actions is denoted as 𝑇𝑠𝑤𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ. It also takes an amount of time in the 

destination node to realize the received packet and prepare an acknowledgment 

which is denoted as 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐,𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡. To be able to handle timely retransmissions, 

acknowledgments are necessary.  

To achieve enhancement in reliability, timely retransmissions are utilized here. 

Acknowledgments are utilized in order to notify the source if the packet has arrived 

to the destination node or not. It takes a short amount of time for the source node to 

realize the acknowledgment. It is denoted here as 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐,𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒. There also take a short 

amount of time to initiate retransmissions in source nodes which is denoted as 

𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐,𝑟𝑒𝑡. The following analysis considers only hard real-time traffic. 

As a result, for a channel which has 𝐷𝑜𝑟𝑑,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 as the relative deadline for ordinary 

transmission and 𝑁 switches between source node and destination node, the pure 

maximum allowed end-to-end queuing delay can be calculated as follows: 

Γ1,1

Γ2,1

1

2

2

(1,1)
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Figure 2.6: An example of maximum queuing delay. 
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𝑑𝑒2𝑒,𝑜𝑟𝑑,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 = 𝐷𝑜𝑟𝑑,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 − 2 ∙ (𝑁 + 1)𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝 − 𝑇𝑒2𝑒,𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘,𝑠𝑛,𝑘

− 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐,𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 − 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐,𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡 − 2 ∙ 𝑁 ∙ 𝑇𝑠𝑤𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ

− 𝐷𝑒2𝑒,𝐴𝑐𝑘,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 − 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛 − 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐,𝑟𝑒𝑡 

Equation 2.34 

where 𝑇𝑒2𝑒,𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 is the end-to-end worst-case blocking time that a packet might 

suffer while going to destination node and can be formulated as: 

 𝑇𝑒2𝑒,𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 = 𝑇𝑋,𝑠𝑛 + ∑ 𝑇𝑋,𝑠,𝑝

∀(𝑠,𝑝)∈𝜏𝑠𝑛,𝑘

 Equation 2.35 

The summation in the equation above refers to all the maximum transmission times 

in all the ports that channel 𝜏𝑠𝑛,𝑘 packets pass. 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛 is considered as the amount of 

time to assure about unexpected occurrences that can postpone arrival time of 

acknowledgments in source nodes. 

The term 𝐷𝑒2𝑒,𝐴𝑐𝑘𝑠𝑛,𝑘 refers to maximum relative delay bound for the transmission of 

acknowledgments of a message from destination node to the source node for 𝜏𝑠𝑛,𝑘. 

The mechanism to choose this delay bound is dependent on the characteristics of 

𝜎𝐴𝑐𝑘 for traffic shapers behind the acknowledgment queues (see Equation 2.28). The 

delay bound considered for acknowledgments is considered to be 𝑇𝑤𝑐,𝐴𝑐𝑘 for each 

hop (see Equation 2.32). This implies that each acknowledgment is supposed to have 

the maximum queuing delay, including its transmission, as long as 𝑇𝑤𝑐,𝐴𝑐𝑘. Meeting 

this requirement can be considered as the performance measure of the traffic shaper. 

In fact, if there is enough resource allocated to 𝜎𝐴𝑐𝑘 in regards with 𝑟𝐴𝑐𝑘, then this 

requirement can be met. In simulation studies, we will see how traffic shapers can be 

utilized to meet 𝐷𝑒2𝑒,𝐴𝑐𝑘,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 .Therefore; the distributed model for Equation 2.32 in 

order to achieve 𝐷𝑒2𝑒,𝐴𝑐𝑘,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 can be rephrased as: 

 𝐷𝑒2𝑒,𝐴𝑐𝑘,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 = 𝑇𝑤𝑐,𝐴𝑐𝑘,𝑠𝑛 + ∑ 𝑇𝑤𝑐,𝐴𝑐𝑘,𝑠,𝑝 ∀(𝑠,𝑝)∈𝜏𝑠𝑛,𝑘
  Equation 2.36 

where 𝑇𝑤𝑐,𝐴𝑐𝑘,𝑠𝑛 refers to Equation 2.32 in the source node of 𝑠𝑛 and the summation 

applies to worst-case transmission times for 𝜎𝐴𝑐𝑘 for all (𝑠, 𝑝)s which are in the route 

of 𝜏𝑠𝑛,𝑘 in total. 

As you shall see, Equation 2.34 has two unknown parameters which are 𝑑𝑒2𝑒,𝑜𝑟𝑑,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 

and 𝐷𝑒2𝑒,𝐴𝑐𝑘,𝑠𝑛,𝑘. It is proposed to suggest a policy for 𝐷𝑒2𝑒,𝐴𝑐𝑘,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 , as in the 

preceding equation, to achieve 𝑑𝑒2𝑒,𝑜𝑟𝑑,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 to be able to perform real-time 

scheduling. However, if 𝑟𝐴𝑐𝑘 is changed, 𝐷𝑒2𝑒,𝐴𝑐𝑘,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 changes too. Therefore, 

simulations can lead us on how to choose 𝐷𝑒2𝑒,𝐴𝑐𝑘,𝑠𝑛,𝑘. 

From source node point of view, there must exist a time where the source node can 

stop waiting for acknowledgements of a specific message and start the 

retransmission of the lost packets belonging to the corresponding message. This 

specific time is called time-out and is denoted as 𝑇𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒−𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 for channel 𝜏𝑠𝑛,𝑘. This 

is actually the relative time-out and for each message it must be added to the 

generation of this specific message. According to definition 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐,𝑟𝑒𝑡, which is 

considered as the time interval required to produce retransmissions in source nodes, 

the time-out for each channel can be calculated as follows: 

 𝑇𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒−𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 = 𝐷𝑜𝑟𝑑,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 − 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐,𝑟𝑒𝑡  Equation 2.37 
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Figure 2.7 shows the constant parameters expected for a transmission of a packet 

from source node to destination node in several hops, excluding its queuing delay. 

The packet, in this example, starts traversing from source node and passes through 
(1, 𝐷1), (2, D2), …, (𝑁, 𝐷𝑁) and finally arrive at destination. However, the 

corresponding acknowledgment traverse from destination node to source node 

passing through (𝑁, 𝐴𝑀), …, (2, 𝐴2) and (1, 𝐴1).  

 

 

2.4.1 Per-hop Behavior 

According to Equation 2.34, 𝑑𝑒2𝑒,𝑜𝑟𝑑,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 is the maximum end-to-end queuing delay 

for a specific channel. In order to be able to perform real-time scheduling in each 

hop, a maximum queuing delay for each hop must be considered. It is suggested 

here to specify the amount of queuing delay for each hop by direct proportional to its 

send rate.  Different weights can be assigned to each specific hop if links have 

different capacities [15] (see Figure 2.8). The higher bandwidth a link has the less 

weight it is assigned to. Therefore, a particular weight can be assigned to each hop 

and maximum queuing delay division can be made.  The maximum point-to-point 

queuing delay for the 𝑛𝑡ℎ hop for channel 𝜏𝑠𝑛,𝑘 can be calculated as follows:  

 𝑑𝑜𝑟𝑑,𝑠𝑛,𝑘,𝑛 =
𝑤𝑛

∑ 𝑤𝑚𝑚
. 𝑑𝑒2𝑒,𝑜𝑟𝑑,𝑠𝑛,𝑘      Equation 2.38 

 

where 𝑑𝑜𝑟𝑑,𝑠𝑛,𝑘,𝑛 is the maximum point-to-point queuing delay for the 𝑛𝑡ℎ hop and 

𝑤𝑛 is the weight assigned to this hop. The summation in the denominator of the 

fraction refers to all the hops that the corresponding channel passes to arrive at its 

destination.  
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Figure 2.7: End-to-end analysis to calculate time out, excluding queuing delays for data 
packets. 
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Here, without loss of generality for our purpose, if the same link capacity for all links 

is considered, Equation 2.38 for the specific channel 𝜏𝑠𝑛,𝑘 with 𝑁 switches between 𝑠𝑛 

and the corresponding destination can be rewritten as: 

   𝑑𝑜𝑟𝑑,𝑠𝑛,𝑘,𝑛 =
1

𝑁 + 1
. 𝑑𝑒2𝑒,𝑜𝑟𝑑,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 Equation 2.39 

 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑤1 = 𝑤2 = ⋯ = 𝑤𝑁+1  1 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝑁 + 1  

The real-time scheduling analysis is supposed to check whether the new channel’s 

point-to-point queuing delays for all hops can be guaranteed with respect to already 

accepted channels. Consider the case where all the point-to-point queuing delays for 

𝜏𝑠𝑛,𝑘has been accepted and the channel has been established. Therefore the relative 

deadline in the first hop (=in source node 𝑠𝑛) for this channel is as follows: 

  𝐷𝑜𝑟𝑑,𝑠𝑛,𝑘,1 = 𝑑𝑜𝑟𝑑,𝑠𝑛,𝑘,1 + 𝑇𝑋,𝑠𝑛 Equation 2.40 

where 𝐷𝑜𝑟𝑑,𝑠𝑛,𝑘,1is the relative deadline for the first hop and 𝑑𝑜𝑟𝑑,𝑠𝑛,𝑘,1is the point-to-

point queuing delay for the first hop. Last but not least, 𝑇𝑋,𝑠𝑛 is considered for the 

possibility that the packet in the head of hard real-time queue becomes blocked due 

to non-preemptive transmissions of packets. This amount of time was subtracted 

while calculating the end-to-end queuing delay. Accordingly, the relative deadlines 

for the next hops, which are in fact the specific output port of switches, can be drawn 

as: 

 

  𝐷𝑜𝑟𝑑,𝑠𝑛,𝑘,𝑛 = 𝑑𝑜𝑟𝑑,𝑠𝑛,𝑘,𝑛 + 𝑇𝑋,𝑠,𝑝 + 𝑇𝑠𝑤𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ Equation 2.41 

where 𝑇𝑋,𝑠,𝑝 is the transmission time of a MTU in (𝑠, 𝑝)which is the sender of 𝜏𝑠𝑛,𝑘 in 

the 𝑛𝑡ℎ hop. 𝑇𝑠𝑤𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ is the amount of time that it takes for switches to perform FCS 

and prepare packets to locate them in the proper queue. Both instances were 

subtracted while calculating the end-to-end queuing delay. Equation 2.41 for the last 

hop must be added with a 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐,𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡 for the processing time in the destination node. 

…

N Switches

  Γsn,k={dn, PN,sn,k, DN,sn,k, LN,sn,k, Ssn,k,Rsn,k}    |Ssn,k|=N+1
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Figure 2.8: End-to-end queing delay division, according to the weight assigned to each link 
that the channel is going through, to achieve maximum point-to-point queuing delay.  
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2.4.2 Delay Jitter 

Delay-jitter is the variation of delay difference between any two packets in the flow 

in real-time channels. However, hard-real time analysis is mostly based on worst-

case scenarios rather than statistical measurements. As a result, delay jitter can also 

be defined as the difference between least and most observed delays in different 

messages for a specific channel [6]. Consequently, the delay-jitter for a specific 

message can be defined as the difference between maximum and minimum delay 

observed in different packets of a message. Due to the reason that the only variable 

(excluding constants) in ordinary transmissions of a packet in each hop is queuing 

delay, the end-to-end delay-jitter for a message can be considered as the summation 

of differences between maximum and minimum of all observed queuing delays 

between any two packets for each hop. As it has been stated, guaranteed service 

discipline is utilized here to assure respecting time constraints of hard real-time 

packets. Unlike best effort service disciplines that take average performance into 

account, performance bounds are important in guaranteed service disciplines.  

To be able to perform worst-case real-time analysis in each hop, packets must be sent 

periodically to the output ports. If a channel is demanded in a specific node, the 

channel is established, after performing distributed feasibility checking, to send 

periodic messages to the corresponding destination node. These messages are 

divided into packets, but all the packets belonging to one message are produced 

periodically in the source node. Then, packets are sent to the next switch following 

the traffic specification of the channel, but due to the different queuing delay of 

packets, delay jitter may occur. All packets are processed by the switch and sent to 

the respective port while the processing time for all of them is approximately equal. 

As it can be drawn from what has been discussed, packets belonging to one real-time 

channel do not arrive periodically at the respective output port after a second hop.  

Jitter Earliest-Due-Date (jitter EDD) is suggested in [9] to resolve the mentioned 

problem. According to this method, each packet, after being served in each switch, is 

stamped with the difference of the local deadline for that hop and its finishing time. 

The packet is held in the next hop for this period of time and then, it becomes eligible 

to be scheduled. In here, it is assumed that jitter EDD is being used. The mechanism 

is shown in Figure 2.9 (next page) and applied in the proposed framework. The 

proposed framework assumes that each packet is held at every hop for the interval of 

time between its actual arrival time and the theoretically calculated maximum point-

to-point queuing delay.  

2.4.3 Distributed EDF Feasibility Check  

A set of tasks are said to be feasible if all of the tasks can be completed with respect 

to their deadlines. It is proved in [43] for tasks having deadline equal to their period 

that a task set, scheduled according to EDF, is feasible if and only if the sum of 

utilization function for all of the tasks is equal or less than one. Here, deadlines can 

be less, equal or longer than the period and consequently, the utilization limit 

becomes the necessary condition in order to assure not to exceed hundred percent for 

the usage of link’s bandwidth. This condition is still not sufficient to guarantee delay 

bounds of hard real-time messages.  
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As it has been debated in 2.3.2, there is some amount of time considered for 

acknowledgment and retransmission packets to be sent. In reality, lower priority 

queues can use this amount in case there is no retransmission or acknowledgment to 

be sent. However, the maximum amount that could be used by those two must be 

considered in the worst-case analysis. Hence, the utilization of source node 𝑠𝑛, 

denoted as 𝑈𝑠𝑛, can be calculated as follows and must be equal or less than one. 

 𝑈𝑠𝑛 =
𝑇𝑤𝑐,𝐴𝑐𝑘,𝑠𝑛

𝑃𝐴𝑐𝑘,𝑠𝑛
+

𝑇𝑤𝑐,𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑠𝑛

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑠𝑛
+ ∑

𝑇𝑋_𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑠𝑛,𝑘

𝑃𝑠𝑛,𝑘
≤ 1

∀𝑘∈[1,𝑄]

 Equation 2.42 

where 𝑇𝑤𝑐,𝐴𝑐𝑘,𝑠𝑛and 𝑇𝑤𝑐,𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑠𝑛 are defined as in Equation 2.32 and Equation 2.20 

respectively, but in source node 𝑠𝑛. 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑠𝑛 and 𝑃𝐴𝑐𝑘,𝑠𝑛 are chosen according to 

Equation 2.27 and Equation 2.30 in  𝑠𝑛, respectively. 𝑇𝑋_𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 , as the transmission 

time of the message in source node 𝑠𝑛, is calculated according to Equation 2.11. The 

utilization function condition must be checked for all output ports en route for 𝜏𝑠𝑛,𝑘. 

Hence, utilization checking should be made for ports for every channel which has 

that specific (𝑠, 𝑝) in its routing. The utilization function for en route (𝑠, 𝑝) becomes 

as follows: 

 𝑈𝑠,𝑝 =
𝑇𝑤𝑐,𝐴𝑐𝑘,𝑠,𝑝

𝑃𝐴𝑐𝑘
+

𝑇𝑤𝑐,𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑠,𝑝

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡
+ ∑

𝑇𝑋_𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑠𝑛,𝑘,𝑠,𝑝

𝑃𝑠𝑛,𝑘
≤ 1

∀(𝑠𝑛,𝑘)|(𝑠,𝑝)∈𝛤𝑠𝑛,𝑘

 Equation 2.43 

where 𝑇𝑤𝑐,𝐴𝑐𝑘,𝑠,𝑝and 𝑇𝑤𝑐,𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑠,𝑝 are the same as the previous equation but in (𝑠, 𝑝) and  

𝑇𝑋_𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑠𝑛,𝑘,𝑠,𝑝 has been achieved in Equation 2.13.  

The sufficient condition for real-time scheduling must be fulfilled in order to 

guarantee the feasibility of traffic allocation over the multi-hop network. In order to 

explain the sufficient condition for real-time scheduling some concepts in the area of 

real-time scheduling must be introduced. Hyper period is the least common multiple 

value of all the periods. Hyper period can be considered as the period of the whole 

schedule and hence, after each hyper period, the schedule repeats itself. This time 
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Figure 2.9: Holding time in each hop, for the period of time difference between its finishing 
time and point-to-point queuing delay in previous hop,  in order to make packets periodic.
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interval is defined when all the periods start at the same time and therefore, all the 

traffic flows start simultaneously again for the next Hyper period. Busy Period is any 

interval in Hyper Period for which link is not idle. Busy period can have zero length 

if the last considered message is finished and a new message is activated 

simultaneously. Workload function is actually the whole transmission time required to 

transmit all messages of all real-time channels having the absolute deadline from the 

starting point to a specific time 𝑡 in a point-to-point link. It was intended to measure 

the processor demand but it can be approved in the concept of network in case EDF 

is assumed to be used [44]. To calculate the original workload function, the number 

of messages each channel has produced with the absolute deadline equal or greater 

than a point of time 𝑡 must be computed. Then, the transmission time required for all 

messages for each channel must be achieved. Finally, the summation of all these 

transmission times leads to the workload function in time 𝑡. The workload function 

considers all the channels to start their period simultaneously, in which case this is 

proven to be worst case in terms of workload [45]–[47] and only in worst case 

analysis there could be considered upper delay bounds in real-time scheduling. 

Acknowledgment and retransmission queues, which can be understood as point-to-

point channels, are also assumed to be released at the beginning of their period, 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡, 

with the full amount of worst case execution time, 𝑇𝑤𝑐,𝐴𝑐𝑘 and 𝑇𝑤𝑐,𝑟𝑒𝑡 respectively. 

However, this is not the case in reality because the former starts when the packet 

arrive at destination and the latter when acknowledgment has not arrived before 

time-out instant. Therefore, the real-time scheduling leads to an amount of 

pessimism. 

The significant point in this thesis is that there must be a distributed approach to all 

previous stated concepts. The periodic channels are produced in source nodes and 

hence, the workload function is applicable due to assumption of periodic channels 

for hard real-time traffic. The workload function in source node 𝑠𝑛 is as follows: 

 

ℎ𝑠𝑛(𝑡) = ⌈
𝑡

𝑃𝐴𝑐𝑘,𝑠𝑛
⌉ . 𝑇𝑤𝑐,𝐴𝑐𝑘,𝑠𝑛 + ⌈

𝑡

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑠𝑛
⌉ . 𝑇𝑤𝑐,𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑠𝑛

+ ∑ (1 + ⌊
𝑡 − 𝑑𝑜𝑟𝑑,𝑠𝑛,𝑘,1

𝑃𝑠𝑛,𝑘
⌋) ∙ 𝑇𝑋_𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑠𝑛,𝑘

∀𝑘∈[1,𝑄]
𝑡≥𝑑𝑜𝑟𝑑,𝑠𝑛,𝑘,1

 

 

Equation 2.44 

 

Remember that the first and second expressions in the equation above are actually 

𝐷𝐹𝐴𝑐𝑘 and 𝐷𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑡 in source node 𝑠𝑛 respectively, while 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡 = 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛 (see 

Equation 2.27). Due to the assumption of jitter-EDD, the packets are kept in the 

switches before they become eligible. This makes traffic flows to stay periodic in the 

next hops.  Hence, the workload function can be calculated in en route switches as 

follows: 

  

 

ℎ𝑠,𝑝(𝑡) = ⌈
𝑡

𝑃𝐴𝑐𝑘,𝑠,𝑝
⌉ . 𝑇𝑤𝑐,𝐴𝑐𝑘,𝑠,𝑝 + ⌈

𝑡

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑠,𝑝
⌉ . 𝑇𝑤𝑐,𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑠,𝑝

+ ∑ (1 + ⌊
𝑡 − 𝑑𝑜𝑟𝑑,𝑠𝑛,𝑘,𝑛

𝑃𝑠𝑛,𝑘
⌋) ∙ 𝑇𝑋_𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑠𝑛,𝑘,𝑠,𝑝

∀(𝑠𝑛,𝑘)|(𝑠,𝑝)∈𝛤𝑠𝑛,𝑘

𝑡≥𝑑𝑜𝑟𝑑,𝑠𝑛,𝑘,𝑛

 
Equation2.45 
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where the first two expressions are 𝐷𝐹𝐴𝑐𝑘and 𝐷𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑡 in (𝑠, 𝑝) under the assumption of  

𝑃𝐴𝑐𝑘 = 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡 = 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛.  

As it has been mentioned, the workload function calculates all the transmission times 

for all messages, having the absolute deadline less than time 𝑡, produced by all 

channels including retransmissions and acknowledgments until the specific time 𝑡. 

Therefore, the workload function must keep the following requirement: 

 
ℎ𝑠𝑛(𝑡) ≤ 𝑡, ∀𝑡 
ℎ𝑠,𝑝(𝑡) ≤ 𝑡, ∀𝑡 

Equation 2.46 

The  previous requirement has high computational  complexity due to the 

introduction of continuous time [23], [25], [48]. This inequality must be checked for 

all values of continuous 𝑡 till the certain point in time 𝑡. Hence, the order of 

computation here is pseudo-polynomial and its running time is exponential in the 

length of the input 𝑡. Nevertheless, the complexity has been decreased by declining 

the continuous time to certain points in times where deadlines occur before the end 

of the first busy period, denoted as 𝐵𝑃, in [49], ends. As mentioned, the workload 

function is actually the whole transmission time needed by all messages having the 

deadline before time 𝑡 and hence, the busy period can be computed recursively by 

calculating the workload function between zero to a certain point of time 𝑡, without 

considering deadlines [35]. This workload function assisting to achieve the first busy 

period, 𝐵𝑃, is denoted as 𝑊 and do not considers deadlines. The 𝑊 function and 𝑡 

increase together until they become equal and the first 𝐵𝑃 is then computed. The 

workload for our model in source node 𝑠𝑛 can be calculated as: 

 

𝑊𝑠𝑛(𝑡) = ⌈
𝑡

𝑃𝐴𝑐𝑘,𝑠𝑛
⌉ . 𝑇𝑤𝑐,𝐴𝑐𝑘,𝑠𝑛 + ⌈

𝑡

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑠𝑛
⌉ . 𝑇𝑤𝑐,𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑠𝑛

+ ∑ ⌈
𝑡

𝑃𝑠𝑛,𝑘
⌉ . 𝑇𝑋_𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑠𝑛,𝑘

∀𝑘∈[1,𝑄]

   
Equation 2.47 

Therefore, the first busy period, 𝐵𝑃,  for source node 𝑠𝑛 can be calculated with the 

following recurrent equation, which is stopped when (𝐿𝐾) = 𝐿(𝐾+1): 

 {
𝐿(0) = 𝑇𝑤𝑐,𝐴𝑐𝑘,𝑠𝑛 + 𝑇𝑤𝑐,𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑠𝑛 + ∑ 𝑇𝑋_𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑠𝑛,𝑘

𝑘∈[1,𝑄]

𝐿(𝑘) = 𝑊𝑠𝑛(𝐿(𝑘−1))

 Equation 2.48 

When the recurrent equation stops, then 𝐵𝑃𝑠𝑛 = 𝐿(𝑘). Consequently, the 𝑊 function 

in (𝑠, 𝑝), which is a port  in a particular switch that messages from 𝜏𝑠𝑛,𝑘 passes en 

route, can be computed as: 

 

𝑊𝑠,𝑝(𝑡) = ⌈
𝑡

𝑃𝐴𝑐𝑘,𝑠,𝑝
⌉ . 𝑇𝑤𝑐,𝐴𝑐𝑘,𝑠,𝑝 + ⌈

𝑡

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑠,𝑝
⌉ . 𝑇𝑤𝑐,𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑠,𝑝

+ ∑ ⌈
𝑡

𝑃𝑠𝑛,𝑘
⌉ . 𝑇𝑋_𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑠𝑛,𝑘,𝑠,𝑝

∀(𝑠𝑛,𝑘)|(𝑠,𝑝)∈𝛤𝑠𝑛,𝑘

  
Equation 2.49 
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Hence, the first busy period for all the channels that passes (𝑠, 𝑝) en route can be 

calculated with the following recurrent equation where 𝐿𝐾 = 𝐿𝐾+1 .  

 {
𝐿(0) = 𝑇𝑤𝑐,𝐴𝑐𝑘,𝑠,𝑝 + 𝑇𝑤𝑐,𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑠,𝑝 + ∑ 𝑇𝑋_𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑠𝑛,𝑘,𝑠,𝑝

∀(𝑠𝑛,𝑘)|(𝑠,𝑝)∈𝛤𝑠𝑛,𝑘

𝐿(𝑘) = 𝑊𝑠,𝑝(𝐿(𝑘−1))

 Equation 2.50 

Then, 𝐵𝑃𝑠,𝑝 as the first busy period in (𝑠, 𝑝) becomes equal to 𝐿(𝑘). Both 𝐵𝑃𝑠𝑛 and 

𝐵𝑃𝑠,𝑝are convergent if and only if  Equation 2.42 and Equation 2.43, respectively, are 

hold, [49].  

Therefore, the workload function ℎ𝑠𝑛(𝑡) can be computed in discrete times as 

follows: 

 
𝑡 ∈ ⋃ {𝑑𝑜𝑟𝑑,𝑠𝑛,𝑘,1 + 𝑚. 𝑃𝑠𝑛,𝑘: 𝑚 = 0,1,2 … }

∀𝑘∈[1:𝑄]

 

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑡 ∈ [1, 𝐵𝑃𝑠𝑛] 

Equation 2.51 

Consequently, ℎ𝑠,𝑝(𝑡) can be calculated in discrete times as follows: 

 
𝑡 ∈ ⋃ {𝑑𝑜𝑟𝑑,𝑠𝑛,𝑘,𝑛 + 𝑚. 𝑃𝑠𝑛,𝑘: 𝑚 = 0,1,2 … }

∀(𝑠𝑛,𝑘)|(𝑠,𝑝)∈𝛤𝑠𝑛,𝑘

 

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑡 ∈ [1, 𝐵𝑃𝑠,𝑝] 

Equation 2.52 

It is worth noting that Equation 2.44 and Equation2.45 do not hold for small amounts 

of 𝑡. The reason lies in the point that the worst case execution time of 

acknowledgements and retransmissions are added at the beginning of each 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑡 . The 

problem can be either solved with adding these 𝑇𝑤𝑐s linearly with time or using 

Equation 2.51 and Equation 2.52, where in this project the second solution is chosen. 

In summary, in order to assure a new channel can be accepted to send its traffic 

without jeopardizing already accepted channels’ delay bounds and to guarantee its 

own deadline, both necessary and sufficient conditions must be checked for both the 

source node of the channel and all ports that the channels need to pass. If all the 

conditions are met, the channel is accepted and guaranteed to meet its requirements. 

As the matter of fact that real-time channels are not expected to be requested 

regularly, the computation for admission control is not high in reality and can even 

be made offline if all of them are known at design stage or system start up [23]. 
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Chapter 3  

3 Performance Evaluation 

For the validation of the proposed retransmission scheme and assessment of its 

performance in improving the message error rate, a simulator has been implemented 

in two levels: a channel level simulator, which is used for schedulability analysis, 

and a packet level simulator, to monitor each individual packet traversing in the 

network. In this chapter, different performance metrics, which are used for 

performance evaluation, are defined in the first section. In the next section, first, the 

brief explanation about the implemented simulator is given. The network 

characteristics and traffic generation in simulator is also presented in section 3.2. At 

last, the performance of our retransmission scheme is discussed, in section 3.3.  

 Performance Metrics 3.1

There are some metrics defined here that are intended to represent advantages and 

drawbacks of our framework later. 

Definition 1: The channel acceptance ratio for the set of requested hard real-time 

channels is the ratio of the number of accepted channels to the number of requested 

channels. This ratio is achieved in the channel level simulation.  

Network utilization is one of the metrics conducted in the channel level simulation 

and presents to which degree all communication links are used by the simulated 

real-time traffic. The mechanism is to first generate random real-time channel 

requests and then calculate the average bandwidth utilization for accepted channels 

in both cases of having retransmission and having solely ordinary transmissions 

according to below definition. 

Definition 2: The network utilization, 𝑈𝑁𝑒𝑡, for the set of accepted hard real-time 

channels 𝛤 = {𝜏1,1, … , 𝜏1,𝑘1
, 𝜏2,1, … , 𝜏2,𝑘2

, … } is the average utilization of all 

communication links for a specific number of requested channels. Hence, the 

network utilization for a network with 𝑛 nodes and 𝑚 ports can be computed as  

 𝑈𝑁𝑒𝑡 =
∑ 𝑈𝑠𝑛

′ +∀𝑠𝑛 ∑ 𝑈𝑠,𝑝
′

∀(𝑠,𝑝)

𝑛 + 𝑚
 Equation 3.1 

 

where the acknowledgement and retransmission bandwidth allocation is excluded 

for the case of having the retransmission scheme. It implies that 𝑈𝑠𝑛
′  and 𝑈𝑠,𝑝

′  are 

computed by calculating the last summation in Equation 2.42 and Equation 2.43, 

respectively. 

The Message Error Rate (MER) is the most important performance metric in our 

analysis. It shows to what extent our method can increase the reliability in packet-
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switched networks. This metric is measured through packet level simulation by 

monitoring each packet from source node to destination node. 

Definition 3: The Message Error Rate (𝑀𝐸𝑅) for the set of accepted hard real-time 

channels, is the ratio of number of messages containing at least one packet that either 

has not arrived or has not correctly arrived at the destination with respect to its time 

requirement, to number of produced messages. The 𝑀𝐸𝑅 can be calculated as 

  Equation 3.2 

 

𝑀𝐸𝑅 = 1 −
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓  𝑛𝑜𝑛 − 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑜𝑢𝑠 𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛 𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠
 

According to the presented real-time analysis, there should not be any message 

arriving at destination in its ordinary transmission disrespecting its deadline. 

However, this has been traced in the simulator to assure correctness of the 

implementation. On the other side, there could be some retransmission packets 

arriving at destination after their deadline. Therefore, the concerning messages of 

these retransmissions are considered as erroneous. 

The deadline of produced messages must also be considered while counting number 

of produced messages in simulation which is due to limitation in simulation length. 

This implies that although the implementation is doing its normal behaviour to 

simulate the network, but messages that have their deadline after simulation end 

time should not be counted in source nodes as produced messages or as erroneous 

messages. This also applies while calculating all the performance measures 

presented in the rest of this section. 

The MER for a single channel 𝜏𝑠𝑛,𝑘 = {𝑑𝑛, 𝑃𝑠𝑛,𝑘, 𝐷𝑠𝑛,𝑘 , 𝐿𝑠𝑛𝑘, 𝑆𝑠𝑛,𝑘, 𝑅𝑠𝑛,𝑘}, where |𝑆𝑠𝑛,𝑘| is 

the number of ports belonging to different switches that messages from this channel 

passing through, can also be calculated according to probability theory. Therefore, if 

|𝑆𝑠𝑛,𝑘| + 1 is the number of hops that messages from 𝜏𝑠𝑛,𝑘 pass to arrive at destnation, 

the 𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑠𝑛,𝑘can be mathematically calculated as 

 𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑠𝑛,𝑘 = 1 − (1 − 𝐵𝐸𝑅)𝐿𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘∙𝑁𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑠𝑛,𝑘∙(|𝑆𝑠𝑛,𝑘|+1) Equation 3.3 

 

where 𝐵𝐸𝑅 is the bit error rate of the network, 𝐿𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘 is the packet length in bits 

according to Equation 2.4 and 𝑁𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑠𝑛,𝑘 is the number of packets for 𝜏𝑠𝑛,𝑘 in each 

message according to Equation 2.7. 

The importance of this is that according to Equation 3.3, the expected value of 𝑀𝐸𝑅 

for both cases of not having the retransmission scheme and having the 

retransmission scheme can be achieved. These expected values are beneficial to show 

both validation of simulation and expected improvement of the framework in case 

there is no retransmission that loses its deadline (more on this in section 3.3). 

Definition 4: The Expectation of Message Error Rate, 𝐸𝑀𝐸𝑅, for the set of accepted 

hard real-time channels 𝛤 = {𝜏1,1, … , 𝜏1,𝑘1
, 𝜏2,1, … , 𝜏2,𝑘2

, … } is the mathematical 

expectation of the 𝑀𝐸𝑅 while only having the chance of ordinary transmissions for 

these channels and can be computed as 
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 𝐸𝑀𝐸𝑅 = ∑ 𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑠𝑛,𝑘 ∙ 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏(𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑠𝑛,𝑘)

∀(𝑠𝑛,𝑘)∈𝛤

 Equation 3.4 

where 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏(𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑠𝑛,𝑘) is the probability that 𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑠𝑛,𝑘 as a random variable can 

happen. 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏(𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑠𝑛,𝑘) can be viewed as the weighted average that depends on how 

frequently messages from 𝜏𝑠𝑛,𝑘 are released and as a result, it is inversely dependent 

on the period of 𝜏𝑠𝑛,𝑘. The longer period implies messages are released less 

frequently and hence, the weight of 𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑠𝑛,𝑘 , 𝑊𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑠𝑛,𝑘, as the relative indicator to 

show how frequently channel 𝜏𝑠𝑛,𝑘 is released can be defined as 

 𝑊𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑠𝑛,𝑘 =
1

𝑃𝑠𝑛,𝑘
 Equation 3.5 

where 𝑃𝑠𝑛,𝑘 is the period of 𝜏𝑠𝑛,𝑘 and therefore 

 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏(𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑠𝑛,𝑘) =
𝑊𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑠𝑛,𝑘

∑ 𝑊𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑠𝑛,𝑘∀(𝑠𝑛,𝑘)∈𝛤
. Equation 3.6 

In case of having the retransmission scheme, the Message Error Rate for a channel 

𝜏𝑠𝑛,𝑘, presented by 𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑠𝑛,𝑘, must be calculated in a different way. To calculate the 

𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑠𝑛,𝑘, in Equation 3.3, the probability of having the complete message non-

erroneous at destination was subtracted from one to derive the probability of having 

at least one erroneous packet in that message. However, for 𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 , having 

different cases for different number of packet loss in each message leads to different 

probabilities in the second transmission of packets. Therefore, the probability of 

having different number of erroneous packets must be taken into account. Take, for 

instance, a channel that must send three packets for each message. Consequently, the 

𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 includes the probabilities of having three, two or one erroneous packets 

in the first transmission. In each case, the probability of having at least one erroneous 

retransmission is different.  Therefore, if 𝑃𝐶𝑠𝑛,𝑘 is the probability that a packet in 

channel 𝜏𝑠𝑛,𝑘 arrives at its destination correctly and 𝑃𝐸𝑠𝑛,𝑘 is the probability that a 

packet produced by channel 𝜏𝑠𝑛,𝑘 goes through its source node to its destination 

erroneous, then the 𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 can be computed as 

 

𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 = ∑ (
𝑁𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑠𝑛,𝑘

𝑘
) ∙ 𝑃𝐸𝑠𝑛,𝑘

𝑘 ∙ 𝑃𝐶𝑠𝑛,𝑘

𝑁𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑠𝑛,𝑘−𝑘

𝑁𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑠𝑛,𝑘

𝑘=1

∙ (∑ (
𝑘

𝑓
) ∙ 𝑃𝐸𝑠𝑛,𝑘

𝑓
∙ 𝑃𝐶𝑠𝑛,𝑘

𝑘−𝑓

𝑘

𝑓=1

) 

Equation 3.7 

where 𝑁𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑠𝑛,𝑘 is the number of packets per message in 𝜏𝑠𝑛,𝑘 shown in 

Equation 2.7. The first summation refers to ordinary transmissions while the second 

one refers to different scenarios that might occur after retransmission of erroneous 

packets according to the corresponding scenario for them in the first summation. 

Definition 5: The Expectation of Message Error Rate while having the retransmission 

scheme, 𝐸𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑡, for the set of accepted hard real-time channels 

𝛤 = {𝜏1,1, … , 𝜏1,𝑘1
, 𝜏2,1, … , 𝜏2,𝑘2

, … } is the mathematical expectation of 𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑡 while 

having the retransmission scheme for these channels. This can be computed as 
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𝐸𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑡 = ∑ 𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 ∙ 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏(𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑠𝑛,𝑘)

∀(𝑠𝑛,𝑘)∈𝛤

 Equation 3.8 

where 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏(𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑠𝑛,𝑘) can be calculated similir to Definition 5 and according to 

Equation 3.6 and Equation 3.5. Both of 𝐸𝑀𝐸𝑅 and 𝐸𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑡 can represent the 

theoretical results. A comparison study has been done between the theoretical and 

the simulation results in next section. 

Definition 6: The Acknowledgment Time-out Loss Rate, 𝐴𝑇𝐿𝑅, for the set of accepted 

hard real-time channels is the ratio of acknowledgment packets that have missed 

their time-out (𝑇𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒−𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 in Equation 2.37) to come back to the respective source 

node to the total number of acknowledgment packets, 𝑁𝐴𝑐𝑘. In order to measure this 

metric erroneous acknowledgments are excluded from calculation and 

acknowledgments that arrive at destination before the time-out are counted at the 

destination. These acknowledgments are subtracted from the total number to derive 

the time-out loss rate of acknowledgments. It is computed as 

 
𝐴𝑇𝐿𝑅 = 1 −

𝑁𝐵𝑇𝐴𝑐𝑘

𝑁𝐴𝑐𝑘 − 𝑁𝐸𝐴𝑐𝑘
 

 
Equation 3.9 

where 𝑁𝐵𝑇𝐴𝑐𝑘 is the number of acknowledgment packets before their 𝑇𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒−𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 

counted in source nodes, 𝑁𝐴𝑐𝑘 is the total number of acknowledgments counted in 

destination nodes, where the corresponding acknowledgement is produced, and 

𝑁𝐸𝐴𝑐𝑘 is the number of erroneous acknowledgments. 

The reason to exclude erroneous acknowledgments lies in 𝐴𝑇𝐿𝑅‘s usage. The 𝐴𝑇𝐿𝑅 is 

actually presenting the performance of 𝜎𝐴𝑐𝑘 and hence, it is not reasonable to include 

the error rate while analysing the 𝐴𝑇𝐿𝑅. The less 𝐴𝑇𝐿𝑅 in the system, the more 

suitable 𝑟𝐴𝑐𝑘 for the system. This concept will be more explained in the next section. 

Definition 7: The Retransmission Deadline Loss Rate, 𝑅𝐷𝐿𝑅, for the set of accepted real-

time channels is the ratio of retransmission packets that has missed their deadlines 

(𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 in Equation 2.1) to arrive at destination to the total number of produced 

retransmissions. The total number of retransmissions in this metric includes both 

retransmissions that are produced due to loss or late packets and acknowledgments. 

Therefore, this metric represents a mixed performance of 𝜎𝐴𝑐𝑘 and 𝜎𝑟𝑒𝑡. Erroneous 

retransmissions are also excluded from the calculations here in order to make a more 

precise analysis of the traffic shapers.  The 𝑅𝐷𝐿𝑅 can be formulated as 

 
𝑅𝐷𝐿𝑅 = 1 −

𝑁𝐵𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑡

𝑁𝑟𝑒𝑡 − 𝑁𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑡  
 

 
Equation 3.10 

 

where 𝑁𝐵𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑡 is the number of retransmissions meeting 𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑠𝑛,𝑘 counted in the 

corresponding destination nodes, 𝑁𝑟𝑒𝑡 is the total number of produced 

retransmissions counted in source nodes and 𝑁𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑡 is the number of erroneous 

retransmission packets. 
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 Simulation Set-up 3.2

Our simulator was built in MATLAB. There has been a lot of effort to implement a 

novel and generic simulator that can also be used for future studies. It has the ability 

to simulate both at the channel and packet level. Nodes and switches were 

implemented as objects and therefore, their characteristic such as the send rate, 

routing table and queuing strategy can be modified easily. The GUI of the simulator 

provides high amount of flexibility in studying different performance metrics with 

different network characteristics. Any topology can be simulated using this 

simulator, called g_simulator, with defining the regarding routing table. Currently, 

the star topology and line topology using either two or three switches with any 

arbitrary number of nodes are implemented and ready to use. The send rate of each 

link can be either 100 Mb/s or 1 Gb/s which provides the possibility to study the 

influence of using different link’s send rate on utilization of the network. The GUI of 

g_simulator is shown in the figure below. As you can see, the traffic and network 

specification can be chosen by the user in g_simulator. Under the panel called 

topology and link speed, the star topology is simulated if the number of nodes 

specified for the second and third switch is zero. The line topology with two switches 

can be simulated while having zero number of nodes for the third switch. Finally, 

line topology with three switches is simulated having any arbitrary number of nodes 

for all three switches. It is also possible to have 1 Gb/s link speed between the 

switches in the GUI. The simulator runs the whole procedure for not having the 

retransmissions scheme separately by default. However, this usually takes a long 

time for large networks and therefore, there is a radio button in the left bottom to 

prevent this.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.1: The graphical user interface of g_simulator including the traffic specification, 
design parameters, topology and number of nodes used in the simulation results. 
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3.2.1 Network Architecture 

In order to be able to conduct a study on the presented framework on packet-

switched networks, it is required to modify a limited number of characteristics and 

allow the rest to be static. The assumptions made are shown in the figure of 

g_simulator (Figure 3.1) and listed as follows: 

 A linear network topology that consists of three intermediary switches is 

chosen. 

 The network contains ten end-nodes. Switch 1 and 3 are connected to four 

end nodes, while switch 2 is connected to two end nodes. 

 The bit rate over each of the full-duplex links is 100 Mb/s in each direction.  

 The propagation delay for a link (𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝) is assumed to be 0.5 μs per hop, 

corresponding to 100-150 meter link depending on the physical medium.  

 Each MTU and acknowledgment packet contains 1542 and 84 bytes, 

respectively. These numbers are only used for calculating the probability of 

having a packet or acknowledgment erroneous. 

 The transmission time for a MTU and acknowledgment packet is 124 μs and 7 

μs, respectively, over a link with 100 Mb/s send rate. This value is directly 

related to the previous assumption, but this one is used for an actual 

transmission time in simulation while the previously stated assumption is 

only used for simulating erroneous packets and acknowledgments. 

 The parameters 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛, 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐,𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒, 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐,𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡, 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐,𝑟𝑒𝑡 and 𝑇𝑠𝑤𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ in 

Equation 2.34 are assumed to be negligible for the sake of simplicity. 

 The Bit Error Rate (BER) for each hop is assumed to be 10−7. 

 The 𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑡,𝑠𝑛,𝑘, in Equation 2.1, is considered to be identical for all different 

accepted hard  real-time channels 𝜏𝑠𝑛,𝑘. It is referred to as 𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑡 when 

explaining the simulations. 

3.2.2 Traffic Generation 

The traffic is chosen randomly with discrete uniform distribution from the table 

shown in Figure 3.1 under the traffic specification panel. As can be seen in this table, 

the total deadline, period and number of packets in each message is specific. It is also 

required to choose source and destination nodes for the generated periodic traffic. 

Therefore, each channel is assigned random nodes as source and destination node 

drawn from discrete uniform distribution. In case of having the same source and 

destination node, the procedure is repeated to achieve different nodes as source and 

destination. 

 Simulation Results  3.3

This section assesses the performance of the presented analysis based on the metrics 

described in section 3.1. In all figures, the x axis represents the number of requested 

channels. This choice of representation is due to making analysis and discussions 
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simpler. If the number of requested channels is multiplied by the corresponding 

number in channel  acceptance ratio, the number of  accepted  real-time  channels  for 

that number of requested channels can be drawn. Due to the fact that simulation on 

the packet level takes a long time, especially for large number of requested channels, 

it has been done for one channel and every tenth number of requested channels after 

that (represented by squares in all figures). All different metrics presented by y axis, 

are drawn by running the simulation at least 10 times with the duration of 100 hyper 

periods of accepted real-time channels. As a result, all the metrics presented on the y 

axis are average values. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 3.2: The simulation results for the case of having 𝑟𝐴𝑐𝑘 = 4 𝑀𝑏/𝑠, 𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑡 = 6 𝑀𝑏/𝑠 and 
𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑡 = 3000 𝜇𝑠. 
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Figure 3.2 - Figure 3.4, present the simulation results for three different cases of 

𝑟𝐴𝑐𝑘 ,  𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑡 and 𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑡. The first figure represents the case of having 𝑟𝐴𝑐𝑘 = 4 𝑀𝑏/𝑠, 

𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑡 = 6 𝑀𝑏/𝑠 and 𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑡 = 3000 𝜇𝑠. Remember that all link speeds is considered to be 

100 Mb/s. As it is shown, the channel acceptance ratio for the case of having the 

retransmission scheme has a steady decline in comparison with the case of not 

having the retransmission scheme while having 600 requested channels. The 

utilization penalty, presented in Figure 3.2 (b), at saturation becomes less than 0.12 

which is the worst degradation experienced for the case of having retransmission. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 3.3: The simulation results for the case of having 𝑟𝐴𝑐𝑘 = 6 𝑀𝑏/𝑠, 𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑡 = 2 𝑀𝑏/𝑠 and 
𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑡 = 4000 𝜇𝑠. 
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Figure 3.2 (c) presents what actually is achieved for this penalty. There are four 

performance metrics presented in this figure. The MER for the case of not having the 

retransmission scheme (the red line with squares) is measured while running the 

simulation and assumes that there is no retransmission in the architecture. It implies 

that retransmissions are not counted in this case. There used to be another plot, not 

shown in any figure, which was measured with running the simulation separately 

without the retransmissions scheme. This case is not shown because the result was 

very close to the results of this case. Hereinafter, for the sake of simplicity in 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 3.4: : The simulation results for the case of having 𝑟𝐴𝑐𝑘 = 6 𝑀𝑏/𝑠, 𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑡 = 6 𝑀𝑏/𝑠 and 
𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑡 = 3000 𝜇𝑠. 
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explanation, the 𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑜𝑟𝑑 is referred to where the message error rate is measured for 

the case that actual MER is only counted for ordinary transmissions. The 𝐸𝑀𝐸𝑅 

(green line) is also behaving as 𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑜𝑟𝑑. This similar behaviour of theoretical and 

simulation result shows the consistency of our analysis with the implementation. The 

𝐸𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑡 (violet line) presents the level of improvement that the framework can 

theoretically experience. On the contrary, the MER in case of having retransmissions 

(blue line) does not show any improvement in comparison to the case of not having 

the retransmission scheme. Hereinafter, for simplicity’s sake, 𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑡 is referred to 

actual MER when it is measured for the case of having the retransmission scheme, 

and of course retransmissions are counted in this case.  Figure 3.3 represents the 

performance metrics for 𝑟𝐴𝑐𝑘 = 6 𝑀𝑏/𝑠, 𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑡 = 2 𝑀𝑏/𝑠 and 𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑡 = 4000 𝜇𝑠. There is a 

slight decrease in channel acceptance ratio (Figure 3.3 (a)) and utilization penalty 

(Figure 3.3 (b)) in comparison with previous case, while it shows a reduction of 

𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑡  of around one order of magnitude in comparison with the case of not having 

the retransmission scheme. However, there is still a difference of more than one 

order of magnitude between the simulation results (𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑡) and the ideal theoretical 

results (𝐸𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑡). It’s worth noting that theoretical and simulation results are 

complying with each other for the case of not having retransmissions. The 

performance metrics for 𝑟𝐴𝑐𝑘 = 6 𝑀𝑏/𝑠, 𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑡 = 6 𝑀𝑏/𝑠 and 𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑡 = 3000 𝜇𝑠 are shown 

in Figure 3.4. The utilization and channel acceptance ratio figures show similar 

reduction as the first case discussed, whilst the improvement in 𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑡 in 

comparison with 𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑜𝑟𝑑 is more than two orders of magnitude, in average.  

The reason behind this difference in 𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑡 for the different previously stated cases 

is the performance of the traffic shapers. In Figure 3.5, the 𝐴𝑇𝐿𝑅 for these cases is 

presented. The average ratio of acknowledgments that are losing their corresponding 

time-out for the first case is more than 0.9. Consequently, large number of 

retransmissions are produced and stuck in the retransmission queues. The 𝑅𝐷𝐿𝑅, in 

Figure 3.6, for this case shows that no retransmission arrived at destination meeting 

its deadline for more than 20 requested channels and the performance for 𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑡 

falls back to the case of not having any retransmission scheme. On the other side, the 

acknowledgment traffic shaper almost shows perfect performance in the second case. 

However, one out of ten retransmission packets for the case with 𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑡 = 2 𝑀𝑏/𝑠 loses 

their corresponding deadline, in worst case, which leads to worse 𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑡 compared 

to the case with 𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑡 = 6 𝑀𝑏/𝑠. The time that each packet arrives at its destination is 

stored in simulation. This value is subtracted by its absolute deadline and stored if it 

is positive. In other words, the average time between deadline and arrival of each 

 

Figure 3.5: The comparison of simulated results for 𝐴𝑇𝐿𝑅 in three different cases. 
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retransmission packet to its destination has been measured for retransmissions that 

missed their corresponding deadline. The ones that have not arrived at destination in 

the period of simulation are disregarded. Figure 3.7 presents this average time for 

the last three cases in micro seconds. This figure shows less than 1000 μs delay for 

retransmission packets for the case with 𝑟𝐴𝑐𝑘 = 6 𝑀𝑏/𝑠, 𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑡 = 6 𝑀𝑏/𝑠 and 𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑡 =

3000 𝜇𝑠. Therefore, it is expected to observe a considerable improvement in 𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑡 

with increasing the retransmission delay in this case. Consequently, the average 

 

Figure 3.6: The comparison of simulated results for 𝑅𝐷𝐿𝑅 in four different cases. 

 

Figure 3.7: The comparison of the average time between arrival of retransmission packets 
and the corresponding absolute deadlines for three different cases in simulations. 
Retransmissions that arrived at destination before the corresponding deadline are excluded. 
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difference time declines noticeably for the case of having  𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑡 = 4000 𝜇𝑠. Figure 3.8 

presents the performance metrics for this case (having 𝑟𝐴𝑐𝑘 = 6 𝑀𝑏/𝑠, 𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑡 = 6 𝑀𝑏/𝑠 

and 𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑡 = 4000 𝜇𝑠.). Although, the utilization and channel acceptance ratio penalty 

remains steady in comparison with the case of having 𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑡 = 3000 𝜇𝑠, the 𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑡 

improves more than 1.5 times in average. Besides, an average reduction of more than 

two orders of magnitude is achieved in comparison with the case of not having 

retransmission scheme for its own case.  

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 3.8: : The simulation results for the case of having 𝑟𝐴𝑐𝑘 = 6 𝑀𝑏/𝑠, 𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑡 = 6 𝑀𝑏/𝑠 and 
𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑡 = 4000 𝜇𝑠. 
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The case of simulating with  𝑟𝐴𝑐𝑘 = 6 𝑀𝑏/𝑠, 𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑡 = 8 𝑀𝑏/𝑠 and 𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑡 = 3000 𝜇𝑠, not 

shown in any figure, do not improve the 𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑡 in comparison with the 𝑟𝐴𝑐𝑘 =

6 𝑀𝑏/𝑠, 𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑡 = 6 𝑀𝑏/𝑠 and 𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑡 = 4000 𝜇𝑠 while the utilization penalty increases by 

0.02 at saturation. The 𝑟𝐴𝑐𝑘 = 6 𝑀𝑏/𝑠, 𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑡 = 8 𝑀𝑏/𝑠 and 𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑡 = 4000 𝜇𝑠 case is shown 

in Figure 3.9. The utilization and channel acceptance ratio penalty is the same as the 

similar case but with 𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑡 = 3000 𝜇𝑠 but the 𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑡 behaves as 𝐸𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑡 which is the 

theoretical expectation of the message error rate with the retransmission scheme. It 

 
(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 3.9: : The simulation results for the case of having 𝑟𝐴𝑐𝑘 = 6 𝑀𝑏/𝑠, 𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑡 = 8 𝑀𝑏/𝑠 and 
𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑡 = 4000 𝜇𝑠. 
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implies that both traffic shapers have reasonable performance and retransmissions 

are able to meet their relative deadline.  

As it may have been noted, the utilization and channel acceptance ratio does not 

dramatically change with the different allocation of traffic shaper’s bandwidth. The 

reason lies behind the line topology of simulated network. The links connected to 

switches in both sides reach the 100% utilization faster and therefore no more hard 

real-time channel can be accepted. 

Assuming the message error rate to be negligible, the number of packets sent from 

the source nodes is the same as the number of acknowledgments produced in the 

destination nodes. When the number of acknowledgments decreases, the message 

error rate goes up. 𝑟𝐴𝑐𝑘 must be chosen considering the size and number of 

acknowledgments compared to ordinary packets, i.e., 

 
(a) 

 

Figure 3.10: The mathematical expectation of the improvement in 𝑀𝐸𝑅 for the proposed 
framework for (a) 𝐵𝐸𝑅 = 10−8 and (b) 𝐵𝐸𝑅 = 10−9 

 

(b) 
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𝑇𝐴𝑐𝑘

𝑇𝑋
=

𝑟𝐴𝑐𝑘

𝑅
 Equation 3.11 

 

  

where  𝑇𝐴𝑐𝑘 and 𝑇𝑋 are the transmission time for an acknowlegment and a maximum 

sized packet, respectively. 𝑟𝐴𝑐𝑘 is the allocated send rate for the acknowledgement 

queue and 𝑅 is the send rate for the link. Given our simulation values and using  

Equation 3.11 𝑟𝐴𝑐𝑘 has to be at least 5.64 Mb/s. This is the reason of not having any 

improvement in 𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑡 for the case of 𝑟𝐴𝑐𝑘 = 4 𝑀𝑏/𝑠  in Figure 3.2 and the high 

amount of 𝐴𝑇𝐿𝑅 in Figure 3.5 for this case. 

The theoretical results for the cases of having the bit error rates 10−8 and 10−9 are 

presented in Figure 3.10. It shows, in (a), that more than three orders of magnitude 

improvement can be achieved in message error rate with sufficient amount of 𝑟𝐴𝑐𝑘 

and 𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑡 while having 10−8 as BER. This improvement rises to more than four orders 

of magnitude in case of having 10−9 as the objective BER in the packet-switched 

network. It is worth noting that channel level results (including utilization and 

channel acceptance ratio) does not change in comparison with the corresponding 

case while having 𝐵𝐸𝑅 = 10−7. Therefore, the less BER is experienced in the 

network, the better performance is provided by our retransmission scheme.   
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Chapter 4  

4 Conclusions  

In this thesis, a comprehensive and generic research study on more reliable multi 

hop packet-switched networks has been conducted. A retransmission scheme is 

suggested to exist on the transport layer to provide end-to-end retransmissions while 

still meeting the timing requirements of ordinary transmissions. The strict priority 

queuing with a specific amount of bandwidth allocation by the use of traffic shapers 

for acknowledgments and retransmissions is employed to fulfil the requirements of 

ordinary transmissions. EDF scheduling is used for hard real-time traffic and soft 

real-time traffic while FCFS queuing is suggested for non-real-time traffic. Traffic 

shapers, as restriction providers for the two highest queues in each output port, are 

formalized to assist the analysis of traffic in the network. In order to guarantee the 

deadline of ordinary transmissions, a distributed method for admission control is 

developed and utilized in this study. This method not only respects the timing 

requirements of ordinary transmissions, but also considers amount of time for 

retransmissions. It can be used in different large distributed hard real-time 

application areas where reliability and timing are concerned, e.g. distributed process 

control applications.  

In this thesis, both real-time analysis and implementations (simulator) have been 

made generic and practicable since they support different topologies, variable-sized 

packets, different number of switches and different bit rates for the communication 

links. However, the line topology with three switches has been chosen in order to be 

able to compare specific cases with different performance metrics. A simulation 

study conducted an evaluation of the performance of our framework in terms of 

utilization and channel acceptance ratio penalty and improvement of the MER, 

which is dependent on the performance of the traffic shapers. The compliance of the 

results of theoretical and simulated performance metrics confirms the precision of 

our method and implementation. There has been a comparison study to illustrate the 

impacts of allocated send rate for acknowledgment and retransmission traffic 

shapers on the MER. Calculating the average time difference between the arrival of 

acknowledgements and their time-out, in source nodes, led us to a better analysis for 

this traffic shaper. Similar measurements have been done for retransmissions using 

our simulator. The amount of allocated resources for each traffic shaper has a direct 

consequence on the MER. As the number of acknowledgments which lose their time-

out increases, the improvement of MER decreases. The same scenario exists for 

retransmissions. Results show an improvement of the experienced message error rate 

of several orders of magnitude, depending on the objective BER of communication 

links, with sufficient allocation of bandwidth for acknowledgments and 

retransmissions. Nevertheless, the utilization and acceptance ratio penalty remains at 

a reasonable level. The lower values of BER lead to higher improvements in regards 

with the MER using our retransmission scheme.   

This improvement becomes more appreciated while hard real-time tasks are 

addressed in large distributed embedded systems. The reason for it is that on one 

side, the objective BER cannot be achieved due to vibration, temperature and other 
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characteristics of industrial communications. On the other hand, the number of hops 

and large messages cause considerable MER for hard real-time traffic.  

This work has opened new horizons for future use of our framework with different 

design parameters. The number of retransmissions can be increased while still 

respecting the ordinary transmissions. The real-time analysis for retransmission 

packets is also challenging in this concept. Placing retransmissions on the link layer, 

instead of the transport layer as in our framework, is another alternative to enable 

per hop retransmissions. A comparison study of this case with our end-to-end 

retransmission scheme can be precious to observe the advantages and disadvantages 

of these two cases. Applying the admission control using the extra time for 

retransmissions in radio base stations is an attractive field of activity for future 

research. 

This work is also expected to help researchers develop different admission control 

algorithms based on EDF scheduling with differently considered design parameters. 
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Appendix  

Here is the most important functions of the simulator. The case of running 
the simulator for not having retransmission scheme is not presented here 
due to large number of similar script lines. 
 

% G_SIMULATOR function which handles the GUI of simulator! 

% In g_simulator.m 

 
function varargout = g_simulator(varargin) 
% G_SIMULATOR MATLAB code for g_simulator.fig 
%      G_SIMULATOR, by itself, creates a new G_SIMULATOR or raises 

the existing 
%      singleton*. 
% 
%      H = G_SIMULATOR returns the handle to a new G_SIMULATOR or the 

handle to 
%      the existing singleton*. 
% 
%      G_SIMULATOR('CALLBACK',hObject,eventData,handles,...) calls 

the local 
%      function named CALLBACK in G_SIMULATOR.M with the given input 

arguments. 
% 
%      G_SIMULATOR('Property','Value',...) creates a new G_SIMULATOR 

or raises the 
%      existing singleton*.  Starting from the left, property value 

pairs are 
%      applied to the GUI before g_simulator_OpeningFcn gets called.  

An 
%      unrecognized property name or invalid value makes property 

application 
%      stop.  All inputs are passed to g_simulator_OpeningFcn via 

varargin. 
% 
%      *See GUI Options on GUIDE's Tools menu.  Choose "GUI allows 

only one 
%      instance to run (singleton)". 
% 
% See also: GUIDE, GUIDATA, GUIHANDLES 

  
% Edit the above text to modify the response to help g_simulator 

  
% Last Modified by GUIDE v2.5 17-Sep-2013 10:25:16 

  
% Begin initialization code - DO NOT EDIT 
gui_Singleton = 1; 
gui_State = struct('gui_Name',       mfilename, ... 
                   'gui_Singleton',  gui_Singleton, ... 
                   'gui_OpeningFcn', @g_simulator_OpeningFcn, ... 
                   'gui_OutputFcn',  @g_simulator_OutputFcn, ... 
                   'gui_LayoutFcn',  [] , ... 
                   'gui_Callback',   []); 
if nargin && ischar(varargin{1}) 
    gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{1}); 
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end 

  
if nargout 
    [varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 
else 
    gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 
end 
% End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT 

  

  
% --- Executes just before g_simulator is made visible. 
function g_simulator_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, 

varargin) 
% This function has no output args, see OutputFcn. 
% hObject    handle to figure 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
% varargin   command line arguments to g_simulator (see VARARGIN) 

  
% Choose default command line output for g_simulator 
handles.output = hObject; 

  
% Update handles structure 
guidata(hObject, handles); 

  
% UIWAIT makes g_simulator wait for user response (see UIRESUME) 
% uiwait(handles.figure1); 

  

  
% --- Outputs from this function are returned to the command line. 
function varargout = g_simulator_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, 

handles)  
% varargout  cell array for returning output args (see VARARGOUT); 
% hObject    handle to figure 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

  
% Get default command line output from handles structure 
varargout{1} = handles.output; 

  

  
% --- Executes on selection change in figure_choice. 
function figure_choice_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
NUM_CHANNELS=str2num(get(handles.NUM_CHANNELS,'String')); 
RB=get(handles.radiobutton1,'Value'); 
val=get(handles.figure_choice,'Value'); 
cntrl=get(handles.admission_cntrl,'Value'); 
often=str2double(get(handles.often,'String')); 
if cntrl==0 
    if often==1 
        x=(1:1:NUM_CHANNELS); 
        axes(handles.axes1); 
        switch val 
            case 1 
                

plot(x,handles.ch_acceptance_ratio,'b','LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor

','k','MarkerFaceColor','c','MarkerSize',4);hold on 
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                plot(x,handles.ch_acceptance_ratio_utan_ret,'-

.g','LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','y','Marker

Size',4); 
                set(gca,'XTick',0:NUM_CHANNELS/10:NUM_CHANNELS) 
%                 

set(gca,'XTickLabel',0:NUM_CHANNELS/10:NUM_CHANNELS) 
                set(gca,'YTick',0:0.1:1) 
                set(gca,'YTickLabel',0:0.1:1) 
                legend('with our retransmission scheme','without our 

retransmission scheme') 
                xlabel('Number of Requested Channels') 
                ylabel('Channel Acceptence Ratio') 
                hold off 
            case 2 
                

plot(x,handles.UNet,'b','LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFa

ceColor','c','MarkerSize',4);hold on 
                plot(x,handles.UNet_utan_ret,'-

.g','LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','y','Marker

Size',4); 
                set(gca,'XTick',0:NUM_CHANNELS/10:NUM_CHANNELS) 
%                 

set(gca,'XTickLabel',0:NUM_CHANNELS/10:NUM_CHANNELS) 
                set(gca,'YTick',0:0.1:1) 
%                 set(gca,'YTickLabel',0:0.1:1) 
                legend('with our retransmission scheme','without our 

retransmission scheme') 
                xlabel('Number of Requested Channels') 
                ylabel('Utilization') 
                hold off 
            case 3 
                if RB==1 
                    

plot(x,handles.MER_ret,'b','LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','Marke

rFaceColor','c','MarkerSize',4);hold on 
                    plot(x,handles.MER_before_ret,'color',[.7 .5 

0],'LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','c','MarkerS

ize',4);hold on 
                    plot(x,handles.MER,'-

.g','LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','y','Marker

Size',4);hold on 
                    plot(x,handles.EMER_utan_ret,'-

.r','LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','y','Marker

Size',4); 
                    set(gca,'XTick',0:NUM_CHANNELS/10:NUM_CHANNELS) 
                    legend('with our retransmission scheme','with 

retransmission scheme if retransmissions are not counted','without 

our retransmission scheme','Mathematical expectation of MER for the 

model without retransmission scheme') 
                    xlabel('Number of Requested Channels') 
                    ylabel('Message Error Rate') 
                    hold off 
                else 
                    

semilogy(x,handles.MER_ret,'b','LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','M

arkerFaceColor','c','MarkerSize',4);hold on 
                    semilogy(x,handles.MER_before_ret,'color',[.7 .5 

0],'LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','c','MarkerS

ize',4);hold on 
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                    semilogy(x,handles.EMER_utan_ret,'-

.r','LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','y','Marker

Size',4); 
                    set(gca,'XTick',0:NUM_CHANNELS/10:NUM_CHANNELS) 
        %             set(gca,'YTickLabel',0:0.2:1) 
                    legend('with our retransmission scheme','with 

retransmission scheme if retransmissions are not 

counted','Mathematical expectation of MER for the model without 

retransmission scheme') 
                    xlabel('Number of Requested Channels') 
                    ylabel('Message Error Rate') 
                    hold off             
                end 
        end 
    else     
        x=[1 often:often:NUM_CHANNELS]; 
        switch val 
            case 1 
                plot(x,handles.ch_acceptance_ratio,'-

bs','LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','c','Marker

Size',4);hold on 
                plot(x,handles.ch_acceptance_ratio_utan_ret,'-

.gs','LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','y','Marke

rSize',4); 
                set(gca,'XTick',x) 
                set(gca,'YTick',0:0.1:1) 
                set(gca,'YTickLabel',0:0.1:1) 
                legend('with our retransmission scheme','without our 

retransmission scheme') 
                xlabel('Number of Requested Channels') 
                ylabel('Channel Acceptence Ratio') 
                hold off 
            case 2 
                axes(handles.axes1); 
                plot(x,handles.UNet,'-

bs','LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','c','Marker

Size',4);hold on 
                plot(x,handles.UNet_utan_ret,'-

.gs','LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','y','Marke

rSize',4); 
                set(gca,'XTick',x) 
%                 set(gca,'XTickLabel',x) 
                set(gca,'YTick',0:0.1:1) 
%                 set(gca,'YTickLabel',0:0.1:1) 
                legend('with our retransmission scheme','without our 

retransmission scheme') 
                xlabel('Number of Requested Channels') 
                ylabel('Utilization') 
                hold off 
            case 3 
                if RB==1 
                    plot(x,handles.MER_ret,'-

bs','LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','c','Marker

Size',4);hold on 
                    plot(x,handles.MER_before_ret,'-s','color',[.7 .5 

0],'LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','c','MarkerS

ize',4);hold on 
                    plot(x,handles.MER,'-

.gs','LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','y','Marke

rSize',4);hold on 
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                    plot(x,handles.EMER_utan_ret,'-

.rs','LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','y','Marke

rSize',4); 
                    set(gca,'XTick',x) 
        %             set(gca,'YTickLabel',0:0.2:1) 
                    legend('with our retransmission scheme','with 

retransmission scheme if retransmissions are not counted','without 

our retransmission scheme','Mathematical expectation of MER for the 

model without retransmission scheme') 
                    xlabel('Number of Requested Channels') 
                    ylabel('Message Error Rate') 
                    hold off 
                else 
                    plot(x,handles.MER_ret,'-

bs','LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','c','Marker

Size',4);hold on 
                    plot(x,handles.MER_before_ret,'-s','color',[.7 .5 

0],'LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','c','MarkerS

ize',4);hold on 
                    plot(x,handles.EMER_utan_ret,'-

.rs','LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','y','Marke

rSize',4); 
                    set(gca,'XTick',x) 
        %             set(gca,'YTickLabel',0:0.2:1) 
                    legend('with our retransmission scheme','with 

retransmission scheme if retransmissions are not 

counted','Mathematical expectation of MER for the model without 

retransmission scheme') 
                    xlabel('Number of Requested Channels') 
                    ylabel('Message Error Rate') 
                    hold off             
                end 
        end 

         
    end 
else 
    x=(1:1:NUM_CHANNELS); 
    switch val 
        case 1 
            

plot(x,handles.ch_acceptance_ratio,'b','LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor

','k','MarkerFaceColor','c','MarkerSize',4);hold on 
            plot(x,handles.ch_acceptance_ratio_utan_ret,'-

.g','LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','y','Marker

Size',4); 
            set(gca,'XTick',0:NUM_CHANNELS/10:NUM_CHANNELS) 
%             set(gca,'XTickLabel',0:NUM_CHANNELS/10:NUM_CHANNELS) 
            set(gca,'YTick',0:0.1:1) 
            set(gca,'YTickLabel',0:0.1:1) 
            legend('with our retransmission scheme','without our 

retransmission scheme') 
            xlabel('Number of Requested Channels') 
            ylabel('Channel Acceptence Ratio') 
            hold off 
        case 2 
            

plot(x,handles.UNet,'b','LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFa

ceColor','c','MarkerSize',4);hold on 
            plot(x,handles.UNet_utan_ret,'-

.g','LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','y','Marker

Size',4); 
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            set(gca,'XTick',0:NUM_CHANNELS/10:NUM_CHANNELS) 
%             set(gca,'XTickLabel',0:NUM_CHANNELS/10:NUM_CHANNELS) 
            set(gca,'YTick',0:0.1:1) 
            set(gca,'YTickLabel',0:0.1:1) 
            legend('with our retransmission scheme','without our 

retransmission scheme') 
            xlabel('Number of Requested Channels') 
            ylabel('Utilization') 
            hold off 
     end 

     
end 

  

  
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function figure_choice_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 

  

  

  
function BER_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function BER_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 

  
function num_nodes_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function num_nodes_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 

  

  

  
function num_bit_per_packet_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to num_bit_per_packet (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

  
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of num_bit_per_packet 

as text 
%        str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of 

num_bit_per_packet as a double 

  

  
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function num_bit_per_packet_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to num_bit_per_packet (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns 

called 
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% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows. 
%       See ISPC and COMPUTER. 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 

  

  

  
function D_retr_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to D_retr (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

  
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of D_retr as text 
%        str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of D_retr 

as a double 

  

  
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function D_retr_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 

  

  

  
function num_bit_per_ack_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to num_bit_per_ack (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

  
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of num_bit_per_ack as 

text 
%        str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of 

num_bit_per_ack as a double 

  

  
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function num_bit_per_ack_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to num_bit_per_ack (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns 

called 

  
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows. 
%       See ISPC and COMPUTER. 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 

  

  

  
function NUM_CHANNELS_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
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% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function NUM_CHANNELS_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 
function Tprop_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

  
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function Tprop_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

  
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows. 
%       See ISPC and COMPUTER. 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 

  

  

  
function NUM_SIM_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to NUM_SIM (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

  
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of NUM_SIM as text 
%        str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of 

NUM_SIM as a double 

  

  
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function NUM_SIM_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to NUM_SIM (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns 

called 

  
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows. 
%       See ISPC and COMPUTER. 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 

  

  

  
function edit26_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to edit26 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

  
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of edit26 as text 
%        str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of edit26 

as a double 
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% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function edit26_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

  
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 

  

  

  
function edit27_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to edit27 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

  
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of edit27 as text 
%        str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of edit27 

as a double 

  

  
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function edit27_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to edit27 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns 

called 

  
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows. 
%       See ISPC and COMPUTER. 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 

  

  

  
function A_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

  
function A_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 

  

  

  
function TX_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

  
function TX_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 

  

  

  
function B_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
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% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function B_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 

  

  

  
function TX_ack_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

  
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function TX_ack_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 

  

  

  
function SIM_LENGTH_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

  
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function SIM_LENGTH_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 

  
% --- Executes on button press in start_simulation. 
function start_simulation_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
Tprop=str2double(get(handles.Tprop,'String')); 
A=str2double(get(handles.A,'String')); 
B=str2double(get(handles.B,'String')); 
BER=str2num(get(handles.BER,'String')); 
num_bit_per_packet=str2num(get(handles.num_bit_per_packet,'String')); 
num_bit_per_ack=str2num(get(handles.num_bit_per_ack,'String')); 
TX=str2double(get(handles.TX,'String')); 
TX_ack=str2double(get(handles.TX_ack,'String')); 
often=str2double(get(handles.often,'String')); 
D_retr=str2double(get(handles.D_retr,'String')); 
NUM_CHANNELS=str2double(get(handles.NUM_CHANNELS,'String')); 
NUM_SIM=str2double(get(handles.NUM_SIM,'String')); 
N=str2double(get(handles.SIM_LENGTH,'String')); 
data=get(handles.channel_specification,'data'); 
data=cell2mat(data); 
num_nodes=zeros(1,2); 
num_nodes(1,1)=str2double(get(handles.switch1,'String')); 
num_nodes(1,2)=str2double(get(handles.switch2,'String')); 
num_nodes(1,3)=str2double(get(handles.switch3,'String')); 
data(data==0)=[]; 
data=reshape(data,size(data,2)/3,3); 
cntrl=get(handles.admission_cntrl,'Value'); 
Gbnodes=get(handles.Gbnodes,'Value'); 
Gbswitch(1,1)=get(handles.Gbswitch,'Value'); 
Gbswitch(1,2)=get(handles.Gbswitch23,'Value'); 
axes(handles.axes1); 
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if cntrl==0 
    RB=get(handles.radiobutton1,'Value'); 
    if RB==1 
        

[ch_acceptance_ratio_utan_ret,ch_acceptance_ratio,UNet_utan_ret,UNet,

MER,EMER_utan_ret,MER_ret,MER_before_ret]=simulator( A,B,N,BER,num_bi

t_per_packet,num_bit_per_ack,num_nodes,TX,TX_ack,Tprop,D_retr,NUM_CHA

NNELS,NUM_SIM,data,Gbnodes,Gbswitch,often ); 
        handles.MER=MER; 
    else 
        

[ch_acceptance_ratio_utan_ret,ch_acceptance_ratio,UNet_utan_ret,UNet,

EMER_utan_ret,MER_ret,MER_before_ret]=simulator_fast( A,B,N,BER,num_b

it_per_packet,num_bit_per_ack,num_nodes,TX,TX_ack,Tprop,D_retr,NUM_CH

ANNELS,NUM_SIM,data,Gbnodes,Gbswitch,often ); 
    end 
    handles.ch_acceptance_ratio_utan_ret 

=ch_acceptance_ratio_utan_ret; 
    handles.ch_acceptance_ratio=ch_acceptance_ratio; 
    handles.UNet_utan_ret=UNet_utan_ret; 
    handles.UNet=UNet; 
    handles.EMER_utan_ret=EMER_utan_ret;  
    handles.MER_ret=MER_ret; 
    handles.MER_before_ret=MER_before_ret; 
    val=get(handles.figure_choice,'Value'); 
    axes(handles.axes1); 
    if often==1 
        x=(1:1:NUM_CHANNELS); 
        axes(handles.axes1); 
        switch val 
            case 1 
                

plot(x,ch_acceptance_ratio,'b','LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','M

arkerFaceColor','c','MarkerSize',4);hold on 
                plot(x,ch_acceptance_ratio_utan_ret,'-

.g','LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','y','Marker

Size',4); 
                set(gca,'XTick',0:NUM_CHANNELS/10:NUM_CHANNELS) 
%                 

set(gca,'XTickLabel',0:NUM_CHANNELS/10:NUM_CHANNELS) 
                set(gca,'YTick',0:0.1:1) 
%                 set(gca,'YTickLabel',0:0.1:1) 
                legend('with our retransmission scheme','without our 

retransmission scheme') 
                xlabel('Number of Requested Channels') 
                ylabel('Channel Acceptence Ratio') 
                hold off 
            case 2 
                

plot(x,UNet,'b','LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor'

,'c','MarkerSize',4);hold on 
                plot(x,UNet_utan_ret,'-

.g','LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','y','Marker

Size',4); 
                set(gca,'XTick',0:NUM_CHANNELS/10:NUM_CHANNELS) 
%                 

set(gca,'XTickLabel',0:NUM_CHANNELS/10:NUM_CHANNELS) 
                set(gca,'YTick',0:0.1:1) 
%                 set(gca,'YTickLabel',0:0.1:1) 
                legend('with our retransmission scheme','without our 

retransmission scheme') 
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                xlabel('Number of Requested Channels') 
                ylabel('Utilization') 
                hold off 
            case 3 
                if RB==1 
                    

plot(x,MER_ret,'b','LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceCol

or','c','MarkerSize',4);hold on 
                    plot(x,MER_before_ret,'color',[.7 .5 

0],'LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','c','MarkerS

ize',4);hold on 
                    plot(x,MER,'-

.g','LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','y','Marker

Size',4);hold on 
                    plot(x,EMER_utan_ret,'-

.r','LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','y','Marker

Size',4); 
                    set(gca,'XTick',0:NUM_CHANNELS/10:NUM_CHANNELS) 
        %             set(gca,'YTickLabel',0:0.2:1) 
                    legend('with our retransmission scheme','with 

retransmission scheme if retransmissions are not counted','without 

our retransmission scheme','Mathematical expectation of MER for the 

model without retransmission scheme') 
                    xlabel('Number of Requested Channels') 
                    ylabel('Message Error Rate') 
                    hold off 
                else 
                    

semilogy(x,MER_ret,'b','LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFac

eColor','c','MarkerSize',4);hold on 
                    semilogy(x,MER_before_ret,'color',[.7 .5 

0],'LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','c','MarkerS

ize',4);hold on 
                    semilogy(x,EMER_utan_ret,'-

.r','LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','y','Marker

Size',4); 
                    set(gca,'XTick',0:NUM_CHANNELS/10:NUM_CHANNELS) 
        %             set(gca,'YTickLabel',0:0.2:1) 
                    legend('with our retransmission scheme','with 

retransmission scheme if retransmissions are not 

counted','Mathematical expectation of MER for the model without 

retransmission scheme') 
                    xlabel('Number of Requested Channels') 
                    ylabel('Message Error Rate') 
                    hold off             
                end 
        end 
    else 

  
        x=[1 often:often:NUM_CHANNELS]; 
        switch val 
            case 1 
                plot(x,ch_acceptance_ratio,'-

bs','LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','c','Marker

Size',4);hold on 
                plot(x,ch_acceptance_ratio_utan_ret,'-

.gs','LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','y','Marke

rSize',4); 
                set(gca,'XTick',x) 
%                 set(gca,'XTickLabel',x) 
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                set(gca,'YTick',0:0.1:1) 
%                 set(gca,'YTickLabel',0:0.1:1) 
                legend('with our retransmission scheme','without our 

retransmission scheme') 
                xlabel('Number of Requested Channels') 
                ylabel('Channel Acceptence Ratio') 
                hold off 
            case 2 
                plot(x,UNet,'-

bs','LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','c','Marker

Size',4);hold on 
                plot(x,UNet_utan_ret,'-

.gs','LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','y','Marke

rSize',4); 
                set(gca,'XTick',x) 
%                 set(gca,'XTickLabel',x) 
                set(gca,'YTick',0:0.1:1) 
%                 set(gca,'YTickLabel',0:0.1:1) 
                legend('with our retransmission scheme','without our 

retransmission scheme') 
                xlabel('Number of Requested Channels') 
                ylabel('Utilization') 
                hold off 
            case 3 
                if RB==1 
                    plot(x,MER_ret,'-

bs','LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','c','Marker

Size',4);hold on 
                    plot(x,MER_before_ret,'-s','color',[.7 .5 

0],'LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','c','MarkerS

ize',4);hold on 
                    plot(x,MER,'-

.gs','LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','y','Marke

rSize',4);hold on 
                    plot(x,EMER_utan_ret,'-

.rs','LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','y','Marke

rSize',4); 
                    set(gca,'XTick',x) 
        %             set(gca,'YTickLabel',0:0.2:1) 
                    legend('with our retransmission scheme','with 

retransmission scheme if retransmissions are not counted','without 

our retransmission scheme','Mathematical expectation of MER for the 

model without retransmission scheme') 
                    xlabel('Number of Requested Channels') 
                    ylabel('Message Error Rate') 
                    hold off 
                else 
                    plot(x,MER_ret,'-

bs','LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','c','Marker

Size',4);hold on 
                    plot(x,MER_before_ret,'-s','color',[.7 .5 

0],'LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','c','MarkerS

ize',4);hold on 
                    plot(x,EMER_utan_ret,'-

.rs','LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','y','Marke

rSize',4); 
                    set(gca,'XTick',x) 
        %             set(gca,'YTickLabel',0:0.2:1) 
                    legend('with our retransmission scheme','with 

retransmission scheme if retransmissions are not 
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counted','Mathematical expectation of MER for the model without 

retransmission scheme') 
                    xlabel('Number of Requested Channels') 
                    ylabel('Message Error Rate') 
                    hold off             
                end 
        end 

         
    end 
else 
     

[ch_acceptance_ratio_utan_ret,ch_acceptance_ratio,UNet_utan_ret,UNet]

=channel_acceptance_ratio( A,B,num_nodes,TX,TX_ack,Tprop,D_retr,NUM_C

HANNELS,NUM_SIM,data,Gbnodes,Gbswitch); 
     handles.ch_acceptance_ratio_utan_ret 

=ch_acceptance_ratio_utan_ret; 
     handles.ch_acceptance_ratio=ch_acceptance_ratio; 
     handles.UNet_utan_ret=UNet_utan_ret; 
     handles.UNet=UNet; 
     val=get(handles.figure_choice,'Value'); 
     x=(1:1:NUM_CHANNELS); 
     axes(handles.axes1); 
     switch val 
        case 1 
            

plot(x,ch_acceptance_ratio,'b','LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','M

arkerFaceColor','c','MarkerSize',4);hold on 
            plot(x,ch_acceptance_ratio_utan_ret,'-

.g','LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','y','Marker

Size',4); 
            set(gca,'XTick',0:NUM_CHANNELS/10:NUM_CHANNELS) 
%             set(gca,'XTickLabel',0:NUM_CHANNELS/10:NUM_CHANNELS) 
            set(gca,'YTick',0:0.1:1) 
%             set(gca,'YTickLabel',0:0.1:1) 
            legend('with our retransmission scheme','without our 

retransmission scheme') 
            xlabel('Number of Requested Channels') 
            ylabel('Channel Acceptence Ratio') 
            hold off 
        case 2 
            

plot(x,UNet,'b','LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor'

,'c','MarkerSize',4);hold on 
            plot(x,UNet_utan_ret,'-

.g','LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','y','Marker

Size',4); 
            set(gca,'XTick',0:NUM_CHANNELS/10:NUM_CHANNELS) 
            set(gca,'YTick',0:0.1:1) 
            legend('with our retransmission scheme','without our 

retransmission scheme') 
            xlabel('Number of Requested Channels') 
            ylabel('Utilization') 
            hold off 
     end 
end 
guidata(hObject,handles) 

  

  
% --- Executes on mouse press over axes background. 
function axes1_ButtonDownFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
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function radiobutton1_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

  
function channel_specification_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

  
function add_traffic_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

  
function admission_cntrl_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

  
function switch1_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

  
function switch1_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 

  

  

  
function switch2_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

  

  
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function switch2_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 

  

  
% --- Executes on button press in begin. 
function begin_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to begin (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
top=get(handles.topology,'Value'); 
if top==1 
    Im=imread('topology1.tif'); 
    Im=imresize(Im,[493 1600]); 
    axes(handles.axes1); 
    imshow(Im); 
else 
    Im2=imread('topology2.tif'); 
    Im2=imresize(Im2,[493 1600]); 
    axes(handles.axes1); 
    imshow(Im2); 
end 

  

  
% --- Executes on button press in Gbnodes. 
function Gbnodes_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to Gbnodes (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

  
% Hint: get(hObject,'Value') returns toggle state of Gbnodes 
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% --- Executes on button press in Gbswitch. 
function Gbswitch_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
function topology_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
top=get(hObject,'Value'); 
if top==1 
    Im=imread('topology1.tif'); 
    Im=imresize(Im,[493 1600]); 
    axes(handles.axes1); 
    imshow(Im); 
else 
    Im2=imread('topology2.tif'); 
    Im2=imresize(Im2,[493 1600]); 
    axes(handles.axes1); 
    imshow(Im2); 
end 

  

  
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function topology_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to topology (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns 

called 

  
% Hint: popupmenu controls usually have a white background on Windows. 
%       See ISPC and COMPUTER. 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 

  

  

  
function often_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to often (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

  
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of often as text 
%        str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of often 

as a double 

  

  
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function often_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 

  

  

  
function edit39_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

  

  
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function edit39_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
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if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 

  

  
% -------------------------------------------------------------------

- 
function file_tag_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

   
% -------------------------------------------------------------------

- 
function save_tag_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
set(gcf,'paperpositionmode','auto') 
saveas(gcf,'results\temp.tiff') 

  

  
% --- Executes on button press in Gbswitch23. 
function Gbswitch23_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

   
function switch3_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

  

  
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function switch3_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 

% -------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

% The function which handles running channel level and packet level 

simulation and save the statistics. 

% simulator_fast.m  

function 

[ch_acceptance_ratio_utan_ret,ch_acceptance_ratio,UNet_utan_ret,UNet,

EMER_utan_ret,MER_ret,MER_before_ret]=simulator_fast( A,B,N,BER,num_b

it_per_packet,num_bit_per_ack,num_nodes,TX,TX_ack,Tprop,D_retr,NUM_CH

ANNELS,NUM_SIM,data,Gbnodes,Gbswitch,often ) 
tic 
% profile on 
global node port node_utan_ret port_utan_ret RTC RTC_utan_ret 
[node,node_utan_ret,num_nodes]=route_generator(num_nodes,A,B,TX,TX_ac

k,Gbnodes,Gbswitch); 
num_swi=max(max(fix(node(1).route/100)));%since in the routing of 

each node to every node, all switches are passed so this is enough to 

find out num_swi 
max_num_ports=0; 
for i=1:size(node,2) 
    temp_max_num_ports=max(max(rem(node(i).route,100))); 
    if temp_max_num_ports>max_num_ports 
        max_num_ports=temp_max_num_ports; 
    end 
end 
[port,port_utan_ret]=port_generator(node,num_swi,max_num_ports,A,B,TX

,TX_ack); 
% % % % some initialization for the situation of having 

retransmission 
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% scheme 
[node.next_event]=deal(0); 
[node.transmitter_ready]=deal(1); 
[node.QUEUE]=deal(double.empty(0,9)); 
[node.ack_QUEUE]=deal(double.empty(0,9)); 
[node.ret_QUEUE]=deal(double.empty(0,9)); 
[node.sent_ack]=deal(0); 
[node.sent_ret]=deal(0); 
[node.ret_counter_time]=deal(0); 

  
[port.next_event]=deal(-1); 
[port.transmitter_ready]=deal(1); 
[port.QUEUE]=deal(double.empty(0,9)); 
[port.ack_QUEUE]=deal(double.empty(0,9)); 
[port.ret_QUEUE]=deal(double.empty(0,9)); 
[port.sent_ack]=deal(0); 
[port.sent_ret]=deal(0); 
[port.ret_counter_time]=deal(0); 
% % % % %  
% % To keep the initialization state for further procedure to avoid 

doing 
% it for each iteration 
node_temp=node; 
port_temp=port; 
node_utan_ret_temp=node_utan_ret; 
port_utan_ret_temp=port_utan_ret; 
%%%%initialization of arrays for keeping the statistics 
if often==1 
    often_loop=(1:1:NUM_CHANNELS); 
else 
    often_loop=[1 often:often:NUM_CHANNELS]; 
end 
%%%%initialization of arrays for keeping the statistics 
ch_acceptance_ratio_utan_ret=zeros(1,size(often_loop,2)); 
UNet_utan_ret=zeros(1,size(often_loop,2)); 
UNet=zeros(1,size(often_loop,2)); 
ch_acceptance_ratio=zeros(1,size(often_loop,2)); 
MER_ret=zeros(1,size(often_loop,2)); 
EMER_utan_ret=zeros(1,size(often_loop,2)); 
EMER_new=zeros(1,size(often_loop,2)); 
EMER_ret=zeros(1,size(often_loop,2)); 
MER_before_ret=zeros(1,size(often_loop,2)); 
AER=zeros(1,size(often_loop,2)); 
ATLR=zeros(1,size(often_loop,2)); 
ATLR_EE=zeros(1,size(often_loop,2)); 
average_amount_time_out_loss=zeros(1,size(often_loop,2)); 
RERP=zeros(1,size(often_loop,2)); 
RDLR=zeros(1,size(often_loop,2)); 
RDLR_EE=zeros(1,size(often_loop,2)); 

  
RERT=zeros(1,size(often_loop,2)); 
RDLR_IA=zeros(1,size(often_loop,2)); 
RDLR_EE_IA=zeros(1,size(often_loop,2)); 
average_difference_time_passed_deadline=zeros(1,size(often_loop,2)); 
% %  
% % %   
RTC_main=message_generate(NUM_CHANNELS,num_nodes,data); 
for num_sim=1:NUM_SIM 
    for num_channels=often_loop 
        RTC=[]; 
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        RTC.period=RTC_main.period(1:num_channels); 
        RTC.deadline=RTC_main.deadline(1:num_channels); 
        RTC.capacity=RTC_main.capacity(1:num_channels); 
        RTC.sn=RTC_main.sn(1:num_channels); 
        RTC.dn=RTC_main.dn(1:num_channels); 
        disp('-->') 
        disp(['new simulation with ',num2str(num_channels),' channels 

while number of simulations is ',num2str(num_sim)]) 
        disp('<---') 
        for k=1:size(RTC.period,2) 
            

RTC.num_hops(k)=sum(node(RTC.sn(k)).route(RTC.dn(k),:)~=0)+1; 
        end 
        RTC.D_total=RTC.deadline; 
        for ch=1:size(RTC.period,2) 
            RTC.deadline(ch)=RTC.D_total(ch)-Tprop*RTC.num_hops(ch)-

(node(RTC.sn(ch)).self_weight*TX)-

sum(node(RTC.sn(ch)).weight(RTC.dn(ch),:)*TX); 
             % now, RTC.deadline represents e2e max queuing delay  
        end 
        RTC.d_ord=RTC.deadline; 
        RTC_utan_ret=RTC; 
        index=floor(num_channels/often)+1; 
        

[node_utan_ret,~,UNet_utan_ret_temp,ch_acceptance_ratio_utan_ret_temp

]=admission_control_utan_ret(node_utan_ret,port_utan_ret,RTC_utan_ret

,num_swi,max_num_ports,TX,num_nodes); 
        UNet_utan_ret(index)=UNet_utan_ret_temp+UNet_utan_ret(index); 
        

ch_acceptance_ratio_utan_ret(index)=ch_acceptance_ratio_utan_ret_temp

+ch_acceptance_ratio_utan_ret(index); 
        RTC_utan_ret_accepted= all_accepted_channels( node_utan_ret); 
        sim_length= hyper_period_utan_ret( RTC_utan_ret_accepted )*N; 

  
        EMER_mat=1-((1-

BER).^(num_bit_per_packet*(RTC_utan_ret_accepted.num_hops.*RTC_utan_r

et_accepted.capacity))); 
        

EMER_utan_ret_temp=sum(EMER_mat.*(sim_length./RTC_utan_ret_accepted.p

eriod))./sum(sim_length./RTC_utan_ret_accepted.period);  
        EMER_utan_ret(index)=EMER_utan_ret_temp+EMER_utan_ret(index); 

         

         
%         disp(['EMER= ',num2str(EMER_utan_ret_temp)]) 
        RTC.D_retr=ones(1,size(RTC.period,2))*D_retr; 
        RTC.D_ord=RTC.D_total-RTC.D_retr; 
        for ch=1:size(RTC.period,2) 
            RTC.deadline(ch)=RTC.D_ord(ch)-2*Tprop*RTC.num_hops(ch)-

(node(RTC.sn(ch)).self_weight*TX*(1/B)*A+node(RTC.sn(ch)).self_weight

*TX_ack)-

sum(node(RTC.sn(ch)).weight(RTC.dn(ch),:)*TX*(1/B)*A+node(RTC.sn(ch))

.weight(RTC.dn(ch),:)*TX_ack)-(node(RTC.sn(ch)).self_weight*TX)-

sum(node(RTC.sn(ch)).weight(RTC.dn(ch),:)*TX); 
            % now, RTC.deadline represents e2e max queuing delay  
        end 
        RTC.d_ord=RTC.deadline; 
        

[node,port,UNet_temp,ch_acceptance_ratio_temp]=admission_control( nod

e,port,RTC,num_swi,max_num_ports,TX,TX_ack,num_nodes); 
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ch_acceptance_ratio(index)=ch_acceptance_ratio_temp+ch_acceptance_rat

io(index); 
        UNet(index)=UNet_temp+UNet(index); 
        RTC_accepted= all_accepted_channels( node); 
        sim_length= hyper_period_utan_ret( RTC_accepted )*N; 
        for nx=1:size(node,2) 
            

node(nx).RTC.num_err_mess_matrix=zeros(size(node(nx).RTC.period,2),ce

il(max(sim_length./node(nx).RTC.period))); 
            

node(nx).RTC.num_nonerr_mess_matrix=zeros(size(node(nx).RTC.period,2)

,ceil(max(sim_length./node(nx).RTC.period))); 
            

node(nx).RTC.counter_nonerr_matrix=zeros(size(node(nx).RTC.period,2),

ceil(max(sim_length./node(nx).RTC.period))); 
            

node(nx).RTC.delay=ones(size(node(nx).RTC.period,2),ceil(max(sim_leng

th./node(nx).RTC.period)))*-1; 
        end 
        RTC_med_ret_accepted= all_accepted_channels( node); 
        EMER_new_mat=zeros(1,size(RTC_med_ret_accepted.period,2)); 
        EMER_ret_mat=zeros(1,size(RTC_med_ret_accepted.period,2)); 
        for p_calc=1:size(RTC_med_ret_accepted.period,2) 
            PE=1-((1-

BER)^(num_bit_per_packet*RTC_med_ret_accepted.num_hops(p_calc)));  
            PC=(1-

BER)^(num_bit_per_packet*RTC_med_ret_accepted.num_hops(p_calc)); 
            if RTC_med_ret_accepted.capacity(p_calc)==2 
                EMER_new_mat(p_calc)=PE^2+PE*PC*2; 
                EMER_ret_mat(p_calc)=PE^2*(2*PE*PC+PE^2)+PE*PC*2*PE; 
            elseif RTC_med_ret_accepted.capacity(p_calc)==1 
                EMER_new_mat(p_calc)=PE; 
                EMER_ret_mat(p_calc)=PE*PE; 
            elseif RTC_med_ret_accepted.capacity(p_calc)==3 
                EMER_new_mat(p_calc)=PE^3+PE^2*PC*3+PE^1*PC^2*3; 
                

EMER_ret_mat(p_calc)=PE^3*(PE^3+PE^2*PC*3+PE*PC^2*3)+PE^2*PC*3*(PE^2+

PE*PC*2)+PE^1*PC^2*3*(PE); 
            elseif RTC_med_ret_accepted.capacity(p_calc)==4 
                

EMER_new_mat(p_calc)=4*PE*(PC^3)+6*(PE^2)*(PC^2)+4*(PE^3)*(PC)+(PE^4)

; 
                

EMER_ret_mat(p_calc)=4*PE*(PC^3)*PE+6*(PE^2)*(PC^2)*(PE*PC*2+PE^2)+4*

(PE^3)*(PC)*(PE^3+PE^2*PC*3+PE*PC^2*3)+PE^4*(PE^4+PE^3*PC*4+PE^2*PC^2

*6+PE*PC^3*4); 
            end 
        end 
        

EMER_new_temp=sum(EMER_new_mat.*(sim_length./RTC_med_ret_accepted.per

iod))./sum(sim_length./RTC_med_ret_accepted.period);  
        

EMER_ret_temp=sum(EMER_ret_mat.*(sim_length./RTC_med_ret_accepted.per

iod))./sum(sim_length./RTC_med_ret_accepted.period); 
        EMER_new(index)=EMER_new_temp+EMER_new(index); 
        EMER_ret(index)=EMER_ret_temp+EMER_ret(index); 

         
        

[MER_ret_temp,MER_before_ret_temp,AER_temp,ATLR_temp,ATLR_EE_temp,ave
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rage_amount_time_out_loss_temp,RERP_temp,RDLR_temp,RDLR_EE_temp,RERT_

temp,RDLR_IA_temp,RDLR_EE_IA_temp,average_difference_time_passed_dead

line_temp]=MER_med_ret(node,port,BER,num_bit_per_packet,num_bit_per_a

ck,TX,TX_ack,Tprop,sim_length); 
        MER_ret(index)=MER_ret_temp+MER_ret(index); 
        

MER_before_ret(index)=MER_before_ret_temp+MER_before_ret(index); 
        AER(index)=AER_temp+AER(index); 
        ATLR(index)=ATLR_temp+ATLR(index); 
        ATLR_EE(index)=ATLR_EE_temp+ATLR_EE(index); 
        

average_amount_time_out_loss(index)=average_amount_time_out_loss_temp

+average_amount_time_out_loss(index); 

         
        RERP(index)=RERP_temp+RERP(index); 
        RDLR(index)=RDLR_temp+RDLR(index); 
        RDLR_EE(index)=RDLR_EE_temp+RDLR_EE(index); 

         
        RERT(index)=RERT_temp+RERT(index); 
        RDLR_IA(index)=RDLR_IA_temp+RDLR_IA(index); 
        RDLR_EE_IA(index)=RDLR_EE_IA_temp+RDLR_EE_IA(index); 
        

average_difference_time_passed_deadline(index)=average_difference_tim

e_passed_deadline_temp+average_difference_time_passed_deadline(index)

; 

         

         
        node=node_temp; 
        port=port_temp; 
        node_utan_ret=node_utan_ret_temp; 
        port_utan_ret=port_utan_ret_temp; 
    end 
end   
ch_acceptance_ratio_utan_ret=ch_acceptance_ratio_utan_ret/NUM_SIM; 
UNet_utan_ret=UNet_utan_ret/NUM_SIM; 
UNet=UNet/NUM_SIM; 
ch_acceptance_ratio=ch_acceptance_ratio/NUM_SIM; 

  
EMER_utan_ret=EMER_utan_ret/NUM_SIM; 
EMER_new=EMER_new/NUM_SIM; 
EMER_ret=EMER_ret/NUM_SIM; 

  
MER_before_ret=MER_before_ret/NUM_SIM; 
MER_ret=MER_ret/NUM_SIM; 

  
AER=AER/NUM_SIM; 
ATLR=ATLR/NUM_SIM; 
ATLR_EE=ATLR_EE/NUM_SIM; 
average_amount_time_out_loss=average_amount_time_out_loss/NUM_SIM; 

  
RERP=RERP/NUM_SIM; 
RDLR=RDLR/NUM_SIM; 
RDLR_EE=RDLR_EE/NUM_SIM; 

  
RERT=RERT/NUM_SIM; 
RDLR_IA=RDLR_IA/NUM_SIM; 
RDLR_EE_IA=RDLR_EE_IA/NUM_SIM; 
average_difference_time_passed_deadline=average_difference_time_passe

d_deadline/NUM_SIM; 
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% % % % % To plot channel acceptance ratio and utilization 
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %  
if often==1 
    x=often_loop; 
    h1=figure(1); 
            plot(x,ch_acceptance_ratio,'-

s',x,ch_acceptance_ratio_utan_ret,'--s'); 
            set(gca,'XTick',0:NUM_CHANNELS/10:NUM_CHANNELS) 
            set(gca,'YTick',0:0.2:1) 
            legend('with our retransmission scheme','without our 

retransmission scheme') 
            xlabel('Number of Requested Channels') 
            ylabel('Channel Acceptence Ratio') 
            title(['A=',num2str(A),', B=',num2str(B),', Dretr=', 

num2str(D_retr),', BER=',num2str(BER)]) 
            hold off 
            saveas(h1,'results\1\ch_acceptance_ratio.fig') 
    h2=figure(2); 
            plot(x,UNet,'-s',x,UNet_utan_ret,'--s'); 
            set(gca,'XTick',0:NUM_CHANNELS/10:NUM_CHANNELS) 
%             set(gca,'XTickLabel',0:NUM_CHANNELS/10:NUM_CHANNELS) 
            set(gca,'YTick',0:0.2:1) 
%             set(gca,'YTickLabel',0:0.2:1) 
            legend('with our retransmission scheme','without our 

retransmission scheme') 
            xlabel('Number of Requested Channels') 
            ylabel('Utilization') 
            title(['A=',num2str(A),', B=',num2str(B),', Dretr=', 

num2str(D_retr),', BER=',num2str(BER)]) 
            hold off 
            saveas(h2,'results\1\UNet.fig') 
    h3=figure(3);  
                semilogy(x,MER_ret,'-s',x,MER_before_ret,'--

s',x,EMER_utan_ret,'--s',x,EMER_new,'--s',x,EMER_ret,'-s'); 

  
                set(gca,'XTick',0:NUM_CHANNELS/10:NUM_CHANNELS) 
                legend('with our retransmission scheme','with 

retransmission scheme if retransmissions are not 

counted','Mathematical expectation of MER for the model without 

retransmission scheme','Mathematical expectation of MER for the model 

without retransmission scheme with accepted channels of our 

model','Mathematical Expectation with retransmission scheme') 
                xlabel('Number of Requested Channels') 
                ylabel('Message Error Rate') 
                title(['A=',num2str(A),', B=',num2str(B),', Dretr=', 

num2str(D_retr),', BER=',num2str(BER)]) 
                hold off 
                saveas(h3,'results\1\MER_ret.fig') 
     

h4=figure(4);plot(x,RDLR,'b','LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','Mar

kerFaceColor','c','MarkerSize',4); 
        set(gca,'XTick',0:NUM_CHANNELS/10:NUM_CHANNELS) 
        legend('with our retransmission scheme') 
        xlabel('Number of Requested Channels') 
        ylabel('RDLR') 
        title(['Retransmission deadline loss rate/Number of requested 

channels,    BER=',num2str(BER)]) 
        saveas(h4,'results\1\RDLR.fig') 
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h5=figure(5);plot(x,ADLR,'b','LineWidth',1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','Mar

kerFaceColor','c','MarkerSize',4);hold on 
        set(gca,'XTick',0:NUM_CHANNELS/10:NUM_CHANNELS) 
%             set(gca,'XTickLabel',0:NUM_CHANNELS/10:NUM_CHANNELS) 
%             set(gca,'YTickLabel',0:0.2:1) 
        legend('with our retransmission scheme') 
        xlabel('Number of Requested Channels') 
        ylabel('ADLR') 
        title(['Acknowledgment Time-out loss rate/Number of requested 

channels,    BER=',num2str(BER)]) 
        saveas(h5,'results\1\ALTR.fig') 
else 
    x=often_loop; 
    h1=figure(1); 
            plot(x,ch_acceptance_ratio,'-

s',x,ch_acceptance_ratio_utan_ret,'--s'); 
%             set(gca,'XTick',x) 
%             set(gca,'XTickLabel',0:NUM_CHANNELS/10:NUM_CHANNELS) 
            set(gca,'YTick',0:0.2:1) 
%             set(gca,'YTickLabel',0:0.2:1) 
            legend('with our retransmission scheme','without our 

retransmission scheme') 
            xlabel('Number of Requested Channels') 
            ylabel('Channel Acceptence Ratio') 
            title(['A=',num2str(A),', B=',num2str(B),', Dretr=', 

num2str(D_retr),', BER=',num2str(BER)]) 
            hold off 
            saveas(h1,'results\1\ch_acceptance_ratio.fig') 
    h2=figure(2); 
            plot(x,UNet,'-s',x,UNet_utan_ret,'--s'); 
            set(gca,'YTick',0:0.2:1) 
            legend('with our retransmission scheme','without our 

retransmission scheme') 
            xlabel('Number of Requested Channels') 
            ylabel('Utilization') 
            title(['A=',num2str(A),', B=',num2str(B),', Dretr=', 

num2str(D_retr),', BER=',num2str(BER)]) 
            hold off 
            saveas(h2,'results\1\UNet.fig') 
    h3=figure(3);  
                semilogy(x,MER_ret,'-s',x,MER_before_ret,'--

s',x,EMER_utan_ret,'--s',x,EMER_new,'--s',x,EMER_ret,'-s'); 
                legend('with our retransmission scheme','with 

retransmission scheme if retransmissions are not 

counted','Mathematical expectation of MER for the model without 

retransmission scheme','Mathematical expectation of MER for the model 

without retransmission scheme with accepted channels of our 

model','Mathematical Expectation with retransmission scheme') 
                xlabel('Number of Requested Channels') 
                ylabel('Message Error Rate') 
                title(['A=',num2str(A),', B=',num2str(B),', Dretr=', 

num2str(D_retr),', BER=',num2str(BER)]) 
                hold off 
                saveas(h3,'results\1\MER_ret.fig') 
     h4=figure(4); 
        plot(x,RERP,'--s',x,RDLR,'--s',x,RDLR_EE,'-s'); 

         
        legend('Ret. Error Rate made by Packets','Ret. Deadline Loss 

Rate Inc. Packet','Ret. Deadline Loss Rate Inc. Packets Ex. 

Erronoeus') 
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        xlabel('Number of Requested Channels') 
        ylabel('Ret. traffic shaper performance measure') 
        title(['A=',num2str(A),', B=',num2str(B),', Dretr=', 

num2str(D_retr),', BER=',num2str(BER)]) 
        saveas(h4,'results\1\RDLR.fig') 

       
      h5=figure(5); 
        plot(x,average_difference_time_passed_deadline,'-s'); 

  
        legend('Average Time that packets arrived after their 

deadline') 
        xlabel('Number of Requested Channels') 
        ylabel('Average difference time passed deadline for Ret. made 

by packets') 
        title(['A=',num2str(A),', B=',num2str(B),', Dretr=', 

num2str(D_retr),', BER=',num2str(BER)]) 
        saveas(h5,'results\1\Average_passed_deadline.fig')    

         
      h6=figure(6); 
        plot(x,RERT,'--s',x,RDLR_IA,'--s',x,RDLR_EE_IA,'-s'); 
        legend('Ret. Error Rate Total','Ret. Deadline Loss Rate Inc. 

Ack.','Ret. Deadline Loss Rate Ex. Erroneous Inc. Ack') 
        xlabel('Number of Requested Channels') 
        ylabel('Ret. traffic shaper performance measure with total 

rets.') 
        title(['A=',num2str(A),', B=',num2str(B),', Dretr=', 

num2str(D_retr),', BER=',num2str(BER)]) 
        saveas(h6,'results\1\RDLR_IA.fig') 

         
     h7=figure(7); 
        plot(x,AER,'--s',x,ATLR,'--s',x,ATLR_EE,'-s'); 

         
        legend('Ack. Error Rate','Ack. Time-out Loss Rate','Ack. 

Time-out Loss Rate Ex. Erroneous') 
        xlabel('Number of Requested Channels') 
        ylabel('Ack. traffic shaper performance measure') 
        title(['A=',num2str(A),', B=',num2str(B),', Dretr=', 

num2str(D_retr),', BER=',num2str(BER)]) 
        saveas(h7,'results\1\ATLR.fig') 

         
      h8=figure(8); 
      plot(x,average_amount_time_out_loss,'-s'); 
        legend(['A=',num2str(A),', B=',num2str(B),', Dretr=', 

num2str(D_retr)]) 
        xlabel('Number of Requested Channels') 
        ylabel('average time-out loss') 
        title(['A=',num2str(A),', B=',num2str(B),', Dretr=', 

num2str(D_retr),', BER=',num2str(BER)]) 
        saveas(h8,'results\1\Average_time_out_passed.fig') 
end 

  
program_duration=toc 

  
save('results\1\duration.mat','program_duration') 

  
end 

% -------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------
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---------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% In route_generator.m, this function supports routing table for star 

and line topology containing either 2 or 3 swtiches. 

function [node,node_utan_ret,num_nodes]= 

route_generator(num_nodes,A,B,TX,TX_ack,Gbnodes,Gbswitch) 
% To produce the routing for single switch. node(i).route(2,:) 

represent 
% the route from node1 to node2. for example for node1.route we have 
% [0;102;103;104;105] 1 means the switch num and 02 means second 

port! 
%and for bandwidth 1 means 100Mb/s and 10 means 1Gb/s  
% Gbnodes=1--> nodes of switch2 Gb 
% Gbswitch=1-->link between switches Gb 
%  
if num_nodes(1,1)==0 && num_nodes(1,3)~=0 
    num_nodes(1,1)=num_nodes(1,3); 
    num_nodes(1,3)=0; 
end 
node(1:sum(num_nodes))=struct(); 
if num_nodes(1,3)==0 
    if Gbnodes==1 
        Gbnodes=0.1; 
    else 
         Gbnodes=1; 
    end 
    if Gbswitch(1,1)==1 
        Gbswitch(1,1)=0.1; 
    else 
         Gbswitch(1,1)=1; 
    end 
        for i=1:sum(num_nodes) 
            if i<=num_nodes(1,1) 
                for j=1:num_nodes(1,1) 
                    if i~=j 
                        node(i).route(j,:)=[100+j 0]; 
                        node(i).weight(j,:)=[1 0]; 
                    else 
                        node(i).route(j,:)=[0 0];  
                        node(i).weight(j,:)=[0 0]; 
                    end 
                end 
                for j=num_nodes(1,1)+1:num_nodes(1,1)+num_nodes(1,2) 
                        node(i).route(j,:)=[100+num_nodes(1,1)+1 

200+j-num_nodes(1,1)]; 
                        node(i).weight(j,:)=[Gbswitch(1,1) Gbnodes]; 
                end 
                node(i).self_weight=1; 
            else 
                for j=1:num_nodes(1,1) 
                        node(i).route(j,:)=[200+num_nodes(1,2)+1 

100+j] ; 
                        node(i).weight(j,:)=[Gbswitch(1,1) 1]; 
                end 
                for j=num_nodes(1,1)+1:num_nodes(1,1)+num_nodes(1,2) 
                    if i~=j 
                        if num_nodes(1,1)~=0 
                            node(i).route(j,:)=[200+j-num_nodes(1,1) 

0]; 
                        else 
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                            node(i).route(j,:)=[100+j-num_nodes(1,1) 

0]; 
                        end 
                        node(i).weight(j,:)=[Gbnodes 0]; 
                    else 
                        node(i).route(j,:)=[0 0]; 
                        node(i).weight(j,:)=[0 0]; 
                    end 
                end 
                node(i).self_weight=Gbnodes; 
            end 
        end 
else 

     
        if Gbnodes==1 
            Gbnodes=0.1; 
        else 
             Gbnodes=1; 
        end 
        if Gbswitch(1,1)==1 
            Gbswitch(1,1)=0.1; 
        else 
             Gbswitch(1,1)=1; 
        end 
        if Gbswitch(1,2)==1 
            Gbswitch(1,2)=0.1; 
        else 
            Gbswitch(1,2)=1; 
        end 
        for i=1:sum(num_nodes) 
            if i<=num_nodes(1,1) 
                for j=1:num_nodes(1,1) 
                    if i~=j 
                        node(i).route(j,:)=[100+j 0 0]; 
                        node(i).weight(j,:)=[1 0 0]; 
                    else 
                        node(i).route(j,:)=[0 0 0];  
                        node(i).weight(j,:)=[0 0 0]; 
                    end 
                end 
                for j=num_nodes(1,1)+1:num_nodes(1,1)+num_nodes(1,2) 
                        node(i).route(j,:)=[100+num_nodes(1,1)+1 

200+j-num_nodes(1,1) 0]; 
                        node(i).weight(j,:)=[Gbswitch(1,1) Gbnodes 

0]; 
                end 
                for j=num_nodes(1,1)+num_nodes(1,2)+1:sum(num_nodes) 
                        node(i).route(j,:)=[100+num_nodes(1,1)+1 

200+num_nodes(1,2)+2 300+j-(num_nodes(1,1)+num_nodes(1,2))]; 
                        node(i).weight(j,:)=[Gbswitch(1,1) 

Gbswitch(1,2) 1];                     
                end 
                node(i).self_weight=1; 
            elseif i>num_nodes(1,1) && 

i<=num_nodes(1,1)+num_nodes(1,2) 
                for j=1:num_nodes(1,1) 
                        node(i).route(j,:)=[200+num_nodes(1,2)+1 

100+j] ; 
                        node(i).weight(j,:)=[Gbswitch(1,1) 1]; 
                end 
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                for j=num_nodes(1,1)+1:num_nodes(1,1)+num_nodes(1,2) 
                    if i~=j 
                        node(i).route(j,:)=[200+j-num_nodes(1,1) 0]; 
                        node(i).weight(j,:)=[Gbnodes 0]; 
                    else 
                        node(i).route(j,:)=[0 0]; 
                        node(i).weight(j,:)=[0 0]; 
                    end 
                end 
                for j=num_nodes(1,1)+num_nodes(1,2)+1:sum(num_nodes) 
                        node(i).route(j,:)=[200+num_nodes(1,2)+2 

300+j-(num_nodes(1,1)+num_nodes(1,2))]; 
                        node(i).weight(j,:)=[Gbswitch(1,2) 1];                     
                end 
                node(i).self_weight=Gbnodes; 
            else 
                for j=1:num_nodes(1,1) 
                        node(i).route(j,:)=[300+num_nodes(1,3)+1 

200+num_nodes(1,2)+1 100+j] ; 
                        node(i).weight(j,:)=[Gbswitch(1,2) 

Gbswitch(1,1) 1]; 
                end 
                for j=num_nodes(1,1)+1:num_nodes(1,1)+num_nodes(1,2) 
                        node(i).route(j,:)=[300+num_nodes(1,3)+1 

200+j-num_nodes(1,1) 0]; 
                        node(i).weight(j,:)=[Gbswitch(1,2) Gbnodes 

0]; 
                end 
                for j=num_nodes(1,1)+num_nodes(1,2)+1:sum(num_nodes) 
                    if i~=j 
                        node(i).route(j,:)=[300+j-

(num_nodes(1,1)+num_nodes(1,2)) 0 0]; 
                        node(i).weight(j,:)=[1 0 0]; 
                    else 
                        node(i).route(j,:)=[0 0 0]; 
                        node(i).weight(j,:)=[0 0 0]; 
                    end 
                end 
                node(i).self_weight=1; 
            end 
        end 

     
end 

  
    for i=1:sum(num_nodes) 
        node(i).RTC.period=[]; 
        node(i).RTC.deadline=[]; 
        node(i).RTC.D_total=[]; 
        node(i).RTC.D_ord=[]; 
        node(i).RTC.d_ord=[]; 
        node(i).RTC.D_retr=[]; 
        node(i).RTC.capacity=[]; 
        node(i).RTC.sn=[]; 
        node(i).RTC.dn=[]; 
        node(i).RTC.num_hops=[]; 
        node(i).RTC.next_event=[]; 
        node(i).RTC.next_hop=[]; 
        node(i).RTC.num=[]; 
        node(i).RTC.num_err_mess=[]; 
        node(i).RTC.num_nonerr_mess=[]; 
        node(i).RTC.err_mess_generation=[]; 
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        node(i).RTC.nonerr_mess_generation=[]; 
        node(i).RTC.counter=[]; 
        node(i).BUFFER.next_event=-1; 
    end 
    node_utan_ret=node; 
    for i=1:sum(num_nodes) 
        node(i).period.ret=(1/B)*TX*node(i).self_weight; 
        node(i).period.ack=(1/A)*TX_ack*node(i).self_weight; 
        node(i).period.A=A; 
        node(i).period.B=B; 
        node(i).RTC.num_err_ack=[]; 
        node(i).RTC.num_nonerr_ack=[]; 
        node(i).RTC.err_ack_generation=[]; 
        node(i).RTC.nonerr_ack_generation=[]; 
        node(i).RTC.counter_ack=[]; 
        node(i).BUFFER_in.num=[]; 
        node(i).BUFFER_in.sn=[]; 
        node(i).BUFFER_in.period=[]; 
        node(i).BUFFER_in.deadline=[]; 
        node(i).BUFFER_in.generation=[]; 
        node(i).BUFFER_in.num_packet=[]; 
        node(i).BUFFER_in.dn=[]; 
        node(i).BUFFER_in.ack_generation=[]; 
        node(i).BUFFER_in.num_e_hops_ack=[]; 
        node(i).BUFFER_in.next_event=[]; 
    end 

  
end 
 

 

% -------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% In admission_control_utan_ret.m which handles the distributed 

channel level simulation 

function [node,port,UNet_t,ch_acceptance_ratio_t] = 

admission_control_utan_ret( node,port,RTC,num_swi,max_num_ports,TX,nu

m_nodes ) 
UNode=zeros(1,size(node,2)); 
USwi=zeros(num_swi,max_num_ports); 
num_acc_channels=0; 
UNet=zeros(1,size(RTC.period,2)); 
ch_acceptance_ratio=zeros(1,size(RTC.period,2)); 
for i=1:size(RTC.period,2) 
    %temp route is a route that channel i is passed by. 
    temp_route=node(RTC.sn(i)).route(RTC.dn(i),:); 
    temp_weight=node(RTC.sn(i)).weight(RTC.dn(i),:); 
    %To omit zeros in route in case of having different number of 

hops  
    temp_route=temp_route(temp_route~=0); 
    temp_weight=temp_weight(temp_weight~=0); 
    num_hops_utan_node=size(temp_route,2); 
    [UNode_temp]=utilization_utan_ret_node(node,RTC,UNode,i,TX); 
%     utlization check for source node 
    if UNode_temp(RTC.sn(i))>1       
        [UNet(i),~,~]=utilization_final(node,port,TX,num_nodes); 
        ch_acceptance_ratio(i)=num_acc_channels/i;        
        continue 
    end 
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    [USwi_temp]= 

utilization_utan_ret_switch(node,RTC,USwi,i,temp_route,num_hops_utan_

node,TX); 
%     utilization check for intermediate switches 
    if max(max(USwi_temp))>1 
%         disp(['channel i= ',int2str(i),' is not acceptet due to 

overflow of its intermediate switches utilization while RTC.sn= 

',int2str(RTC.sn(i)),' RTC.dn= ',int2str(RTC.dn(i))]); 
%           Utilization and ch_acceptance ratio must be updated due 

to 
%           refusal of channel 
        [UNet(i),~,~]=utilization_final(node,port,TX,num_nodes); 
        ch_acceptance_ratio(i)=num_acc_channels/i; 
        continue 
    end 
%     queuing delay must be calculated per hop in order to check 

workload 
%     function 
    temp_queuing_delay 

=RTC.deadline(i)*(node(RTC.sn(i)).self_weight)/(node(RTC.sn(i)).self_

weight + sum(temp_weight)); 
    for k=1:num_hops_utan_node 
       temp_queuing_delay=[temp_queuing_delay  

RTC.deadline(i)*(node(RTC.sn(i)).weight(RTC.dn(i),k))/(node(RTC.sn(i)

).self_weight + sum(temp_weight))]; 
    end 
%     temp_queuing_delay=temp_queuing_delay-latency; 
    [is_accepted,~]=hNode_utan_ret(node,RTC,temp_queuing_delay,i,TX); 
%     To accept a channel for a node, it must be accepted in all 

procidures 
%     of admission control so if it's not accepted for node, it's not 

gonna 
%     be accepted at all! 
    if is_accepted==0 
        [UNet(i),~,~]=utilization_final(node,port,TX,num_nodes); 
        ch_acceptance_ratio(i)=num_acc_channels/i;        
        continue 
    end 
    

[is_accepted]=hSwi_utan_ret(node,port,RTC,temp_queuing_delay,i,temp_r

oute,num_hops_utan_node,TX); 
    if is_accepted==0 
        [UNet(i),~,~]=utilization_final(node,port,TX,num_nodes); 
        ch_acceptance_ratio(i)=num_acc_channels/i;        
        continue 
    end 
%         since the channel i has passed all the admission control 

levels, 
%         it's the time to add it to respective nodes and ports. 
% % % updating utilization table 
    UNode=UNode_temp; 
    USwi=USwi_temp; 

     
% % % %     end 
% % % updating channels for respective source node 

  
    node(RTC.sn(i)).RTC.period(end+1)=RTC.period(i); 
    node(RTC.sn(i)).RTC.deadline(end+1)=temp_queuing_delay(1); 
    node(RTC.sn(i)).RTC.D_total(end+1)=RTC.D_total(i); 
    node(RTC.sn(i)).RTC.d_ord(end+1)=RTC.d_ord(i); 
    node(RTC.sn(i)).RTC.capacity(end+1)=RTC.capacity(i); 
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    node(RTC.sn(i)).RTC.sn(end+1)=RTC.sn(i); 
    node(RTC.sn(i)).RTC.dn(end+1)=RTC.dn(i); 
    node(RTC.sn(i)).RTC.num_hops(end+1)=RTC.num_hops(i); 
    node(RTC.sn(i)).RTC.next_event(end+1)=0; 
    

node(RTC.sn(i)).RTC.next_hop(end+1)=node(RTC.sn(i)).route(RTC.dn(i),1

); 
    

node(RTC.sn(i)).RTC.num(end+1)=size(node(RTC.sn(i)).RTC.period,2); 
    node(RTC.sn(i)).RTC.num_err_mess(end+1)=0; 
    node(RTC.sn(i)).RTC.num_nonerr_mess(end+1)=0; 
    node(RTC.sn(i)).RTC.err_mess_generation(end+1)=-1; 
    node(RTC.sn(i)).RTC.nonerr_mess_generation(end+1)=-1; 
    node(RTC.sn(i)).RTC.counter(end+1)=0; 
% % %     end 
% % % updating channels for respective intermediate  
for j=1:num_hops_utan_node 
    swi=fix(temp_route(j)/100); 
    ports=rem(temp_route(j),100); 
    port(swi,ports).RTC.period(end+1)=RTC.period(i); 
    port(swi,ports).RTC.deadline(end+1)=temp_queuing_delay(j+1); 
    port(swi,ports).RTC.capacity(end+1)=RTC.capacity(i); 
    port(swi,ports).RTC.sn(end+1)=RTC.sn(i); 
    port(swi,ports).RTC.dn(end+1)=RTC.dn(i); 
    if j<num_hops_utan_node 
        port(swi,ports).RTC.next_hop(end+1)=temp_route(j+1); 
    else 
         port(swi,ports).RTC.next_hop(end+1)=RTC.dn(i); 
    end 
    port(swi,ports).RTC.num(end+1)=node(RTC.sn(i)).RTC.num(end); 

     
end 
num_acc_channels=num_acc_channels+1; 

  
end 
[UNet_t,~,~]=utilization_final(node,port,TX,num_nodes); 
ch_acceptance_ratio_t=num_acc_channels/i; 
end 

% -------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% In utilization_utan_ret_switch.m  

function [ USwi ] = 

utilization_utan_ret_switch(node,RTC,USwi,i,temp_route,num_hops_utan_

node,TX) 
swi=fix(temp_route/100); 
ports=rem(temp_route,100); 
for num_swi_util=1:num_hops_utan_node 
    USwi(swi(num_swi_util),ports(num_swi_util))=(RTC.capacity(i)* 

floor(TX*node(RTC.sn(i)).weight(RTC.dn(i),num_swi_util)))/RTC.period(

i)+USwi(swi(num_swi_util),ports(num_swi_util)); 
end 

% -------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% In utilization_final.m which handles the distributed channel level 

simulation 

function [UNet,Unode,Uport]=utilization_final(node,port,TX,num_nodes) 
Unode=zeros(1,size(node,2)); 
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Uport=zeros(size(port,1),size(port,2)); 
for i=1:size(node,2) 
        Unode(i)=sum((node(i).RTC.capacity.* 

TX.*node(i).self_weight)./(node(i).RTC.period)); 
end 
for i=1:size(port,1) 
    for j=1:size(port,2) 
        Uport(i,j)=sum(( (port(i,j).RTC.capacity).* 

TX.*(port(i,j).self_weight) )./(port(i,j).RTC.period)); 
    end 
end 
% UNet=(sum(Unode) + 

(sum(sum(Uport))))/(sum(sum(Unode~=0))+sum(sum(Uport~=0))); 
if num_nodes(1,3)==0 
    if num_nodes(1,2)~=0 && num_nodes(1,1)~=0 
        UNet=(sum(Unode) + (sum(sum(Uport))))/(size(node,2)*2+2); 
    else 
        UNet=(sum(Unode) + (sum(sum(Uport))))/(size(node,2)*2); 
    end 
else 
        UNet=(sum(Unode) + (sum(sum(Uport))))/(size(node,2)*2+4); 
end 
% -------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% In hNode_utan_ret.m which handles the distributed channel level 

simulation 

function 

[is_accepted,RTC_t]=hNode_utan_ret(node,RTC,temp_queuing_delay,i,TX,T

X_ack,has_retransmission) 
if nargin==5 
    has_retransmission=0; 
    TX_ack=0; 
end 

  
    RTC_t=node(RTC.sn(i)).RTC; 
    RTC_t.period(end+1)=RTC.period(i); 
    RTC_t.deadline(end+1)=temp_queuing_delay(1); 
    RTC_t.capacity(end+1)=RTC.capacity(i); 
    RTC_t.sn(end+1)=RTC.sn(i); 
    RTC_t.dn(end+1)=RTC.dn(i); 
%     To set the transmission time according to the bandwidth of node 
    TX=TX*(node(RTC.sn(i)).self_weight); 
    TX_ack=TX_ack*(node(RTC.sn(i)).self_weight); 
    if has_retransmission==0 
        BP=busy_period_utan_ret(RTC_t,TX); 
        is_accepted=workload_utan_ret(RTC_t,BP,TX); 
    else 
        BP=busy_period(RTC_t,TX,TX_ack,node(RTC.sn(i)).period); 
        

is_accepted=workload_step(RTC_t,BP,TX,TX_ack,node(RTC.sn(i)).period); 
    end 

     
end 
% -------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% In hNode_utan_ret.m 

function[is_accepted]=hSwi_utan_ret(node,port,RTC,temp_queuing_delay,

i,temp_route,num_hops_utan_node,TX,TX_ack,has_retransmission) 
if nargin==8 
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    has_retransmission=0; 
    TX_ack=0; 
end 
for num_swi=1:num_hops_utan_node 
    swi=fix(temp_route(num_swi)/100); 
    ports=rem(temp_route(num_swi),100); 
    RTC_t=port(swi,ports).RTC; 
    RTC_t.period(end+1)=RTC.period(i); 
    RTC_t.deadline(end+1)=temp_queuing_delay(num_swi+1); 
    RTC_t.capacity(end+1)=RTC.capacity(i); 
    RTC_t.sn(end+1)=RTC.sn(i); 
    RTC_t.dn(end+1)=RTC.dn(i); 
    TX_t=TX*node(RTC.sn(i)).weight(RTC.dn(i),num_swi); 
    TX_ack_t=TX_ack*node(RTC.sn(i)).weight(RTC.dn(i),num_swi); 
    if has_retransmission==0 
        BP=busy_period_utan_ret(RTC_t,TX_t); 
        is_accepted=workload_utan_ret( RTC_t,BP,TX_t ); 
        if is_accepted==0 
            break 
        end 
    else 
        BP=busy_period(RTC_t,TX_t,TX_ack_t,port(swi,ports).period); 
        

is_accepted=workload_step(RTC_t,BP,TX,TX_ack_t,port(swi,ports).period

); 
        if is_accepted==0 
            break 
        end 
    end 
end 

  

  
end 
% -------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% In workload_step.m which calculates the distributed workload 

function 

function [is_accepted] = workload_step(RTC,BP,TX,TX_ack,period) 
if nargin==2 
    TX=125; 
end 
% % % % policy1=normal 
%First of all, we need to make all the t, that workload function must 

be 
%checked there 
% % t=[]; 
% % for i=1:size(RTC.period,2) 
% %     m=(0:1:ceil(BP/RTC.period(i))); 
% %     temp=RTC.deadline(i)+m*RTC.period(i); 
% %     if isempty(t) 
% %         t=temp(temp<=BP); 
% %     else 
% %         t=union(t,temp(temp<=BP)); so slow!!! 
% %           t=[t temp(~ismember(temp,t)&temp<=BP)]; 
% %     end 
% % end 
% % t=sort(t); 
% t=(1:1:BP); 
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%Since there might be need for memory in future programming it's 

better to make the 
%unnecessary arrays clear 

  
% % % % % % % % end of first policy 
% % % % % % % % % % % second policy: expected to be faster!without 

for 
% loop! 
m=ceil(BP./RTC.period); 
m=max(m); 
m_period=(0:1:m)'*RTC.period; 
temp=m_period+repmat(RTC.deadline,m+1,1); 
t=unique(temp(temp<=BP))'; 
% % clear temp 
H=zeros(1,size(t,2));  

  
% % % % % % % % % % % % % policy 

1 % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %  
% % % % % % Increasing the workload function immiedietely using 

matrix-->faster% % % % % % % % % 
% % % % codes: 
quota_ack=period.ret*period.A+TX_ack; 
H=ceil(t/period.ret)*quota_ack+ceil(t/period.ret)*TX+H; 

  
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % End of policy 

1 % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % 

  
% % % % % % % % % % % % % policy 

2 % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %  
% % % % % % Increasing the workload function immiedietely using 

loops-->slower% % % % % % % % % 
% 
% % for i=1:size(RTC.period,2) 
% %     number_of_messages=floor((t-

RTC.deadline(i))/RTC.period(i))+1; 
% %     %if t<d then ceil(t-d/p)+1<=0, to avoid considering t<d, we 

put 0 for 
% %     %these variables 
% %     number_of_messages(number_of_messages<0)=0; 
% %     temp=H; 
% %     H=number_of_messages*TX*RTC.capacity(i)+H; 
% % %     str_t=sprintf('%8d',t); 
% % %     str_H=sprintf('%8d',H); 
% %     str_number_of_messages=sprintf('%8d',number_of_messages); 
% %     disp(['       i: ',num2str(i)]) 
% % %     disp(['       t: ',str_t]) 
% % %     disp(['       H: ',str_H])    
% %     disp(['     NoM: ',str_number_of_messages]) 
% %    
% %     %To check if there is a index in H which is bigger than t! if 

yes, put 
% %     %zero in all RTC specification of that channel and this 

channel is not 
% %     %accepted 
% %     if ~isempty(find(H>t,1)) 
% %         RTC.period(i)=0; 
% %         RTC.deadline(i)=0; 
% %         RTC.capacity(i)=0; 
% %         %Workload function must come back to previous situation 

because the 
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% %         %current channel is not accepted! 
% %         H=temp; 
% %     end 
% % end 
% % if isempty(RTC.period(RTC.period==0)) && 

isempty(RTC.deadline(RTC.deadline==0)) 
% %     is_accepted=1; 
% % else 
% %     is_accepted=0; 
% % end 

  
% % % % % % policy2:must be faster 
% % in this policy number_of_messages becomes a marix which each row 

is 
% representing number of messages (each index in the respective time). 
number_of_messages=(floor((repmat(t,size(RTC.period,2),1)-

repmat(RTC.deadline',1,size(t,2)))./(repmat(RTC.period',1,size(t,2)))

))+1; 
number_of_messages(number_of_messages<0)=0; 
H=sum(number_of_messages.*repmat(RTC.capacity',1,size(t,2))*TX)+H; 
if sum(H>t)==0 
    is_accepted=1; 
else 
    is_accepted=0; 
end 

  
end 

 
 

 

 

 
 % ------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------

- 
% In admission_control.m which does the distributed channel level 

simulation in case of having retransmission scheme 

function [node,port,UNet_t,ch_acceptance_ratio_t] = 

admission_control( node,port,RTC,num_swi,max_num_ports,TX,TX_ack,num_

nodes) 
has_retransmission=1;   %  This parameter is used for hNode_utan_ret 

and hSwi_utan_ret in order to represent these functions for 

retransmission scheme. This avoids defining new functions.  
% utilization matrices are equal to TX/period.ret + TX.ack/period.ack 

  
% % UNode=zeros(1,size(node,2)); 
% % for j=1:size(node,2) 
% %     

UNode(j)=(TX*node(j).self_weight/node(j).period.ret)+(TX_ack*node(j).

self_weight/node(j).period.ack); 
% % end 
% or better to do: 
tmp_period=[node.period]; 
quota_ack_node= 

[tmp_period.ret].*[tmp_period.A]+TX_ack.*[node.self_weight]; 
UNode=(TX*[node.self_weight]./[tmp_period.ret])+(quota_ack_node./[tmp

_period.ret]); 
% % % %  
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% % USwi=zeros(num_swi,max_num_ports); 
% % for i=1:num_swi 
% %     for j=1:max_num_ports 
% %         

USwi(i,j)=(TX*port(i,j).self_weight/port(i,j).period.ret)+(TX_ack*por

t(i,j).self_weight/port(i,j).period.ack); 
% %     end 
% % end 
% or better to do: 
tmp_period=[port.period]; 
quota_ack_port= 

[tmp_period.ret].*[tmp_period.A]+TX_ack.*[port.self_weight]; 
USwi=(TX*[port.self_weight]./[tmp_period.ret])+(quota_ack_port./[tmp_

period.ret]); 
USwi=reshape(USwi,num_swi,max_num_ports); 
% % % % % % % %  
UNet=zeros(1,size(RTC.period,2)); 
ch_acceptance_ratio=zeros(1,size(RTC.period,2)); 
num_acc_channels=0; 
for i=1:size(RTC.period,2) 
    %temp route is a route that channel i is passed by. 
    temp_route=node(RTC.sn(i)).route(RTC.dn(i),:); 
    temp_weight=node(RTC.sn(i)).weight(RTC.dn(i),:); 
    %To omit zeros in route in case of having different number of 

hops  
    temp_route=temp_route(temp_route~=0); 
    temp_weight=temp_weight(temp_weight~=0); 
    num_hops_utan_node=size(temp_route,2); 
    [UNode_temp]=utilization_utan_ret_node(node,RTC,UNode,i,TX); 
%     utlization check for source node 
    if UNode_temp(RTC.sn(i))>1 
%         disp(['channel i= ',int2str(i),' is not acceptet due to 

overflow of source node utilization while RTC.sn= 

',int2str(RTC.sn(i)),' RTC.dn= ',int2str(RTC.dn(i))]); 
%           Utilization and ch_acceptance ratio must be updated due 

to 
%           refusal of channel 
          [UNet(i),~,~]=utilization_final(node,port,TX,num_nodes); 
          ch_acceptance_ratio(i)=num_acc_channels/i; 
          continue 
    end 
    

[USwi_temp]=utilization_utan_ret_switch(node,RTC,USwi,i,temp_route,nu

m_hops_utan_node,TX); 
%     utilization check for intermediate switches 
    if max(max(USwi_temp))>1 
%         disp(['channel i= ',int2str(i),' is not acceptet due to 

overflow of its intermediate switches utilization while RTC.sn= 

',int2str(RTC.sn(i)),' RTC.dn= ',int2str(RTC.dn(i))]); 
       [UNet(i),~,~]=utilization_final(node,port,TX,num_nodes); 
       ch_acceptance_ratio(i)=num_acc_channels/i; 
       continue 
    end 
%     queuing delay must be calculated per hop in order to check 

workload 
%     function 
    temp_queuing_delay 

=RTC.deadline(i)*(node(RTC.sn(i)).self_weight)/(node(RTC.sn(i)).self_

weight + sum(temp_weight)); 
    for k=1:num_hops_utan_node 
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       temp_queuing_delay=[temp_queuing_delay  

RTC.deadline(i)*(node(RTC.sn(i)).weight(RTC.dn(i),k))/(node(RTC.sn(i)

).self_weight + sum(temp_weight))]; 
    end 
    

[is_accepted,~]=hNode_utan_ret(node,RTC,temp_queuing_delay,i,TX,TX_ac

k,has_retransmission); 
%     To accept a channel for a node, it must be accepted in all 

procidures 
%     of admission control so if it's not accepted for node, it's not 

gonna 
%     be accepted at all! 
    if is_accepted==0 
%         disp(['channel i= ',int2str(i),' is not acceptet due to 

overflow of its source node workload function while RTC.sn= 

',int2str(RTC.sn(i)),' RTC.dn= ',int2str(RTC.dn(i))]); 
       [UNet(i),~,~]=utilization_final(node,port,TX,num_nodes); 
       ch_acceptance_ratio(i)=num_acc_channels/i; 
       continue 
    end 
    

[is_accepted]=hSwi_utan_ret(node,port,RTC,temp_queuing_delay,i,temp_r

oute,num_hops_utan_node,TX,TX_ack,has_retransmission); 
    if is_accepted==0 
%         disp(['channel i= ',int2str(i),' is not acceptet due to 

overflow of its intermediate switches workload function while RTC.sn= 

',int2str(RTC.sn(i)),' RTC.dn= ',int2str(RTC.dn(i))]); 
       [UNet(i),~,~]=utilization_final(node,port,TX,num_nodes); 
       ch_acceptance_ratio(i)=num_acc_channels/i; 
       continue 
    end 
%         since the channel i has passed all the admission control 

levels, 
%         it's the time to add it to respective nodes and ports. 
% % % updating utilization table 
    UNode=UNode_temp; 
    USwi=USwi_temp; 
% % % %     end 
% % % updating channels for respective source node 

  
    node(RTC.sn(i)).RTC.period(end+1)=RTC.period(i); 
    node(RTC.sn(i)).RTC.deadline(end+1)=temp_queuing_delay(1); 
    node(RTC.sn(i)).RTC.D_total(end+1)=RTC.D_total(i); 
    node(RTC.sn(i)).RTC.D_ord(end+1)=RTC.D_ord(i); 
    node(RTC.sn(i)).RTC.d_ord(end+1)=RTC.d_ord(i); 
    node(RTC.sn(i)).RTC.D_retr(end+1)=RTC.D_retr(i); 
    node(RTC.sn(i)).RTC.capacity(end+1)=RTC.capacity(i); 
    node(RTC.sn(i)).RTC.sn(end+1)=RTC.sn(i); 
    node(RTC.sn(i)).RTC.dn(end+1)=RTC.dn(i); 
    node(RTC.sn(i)).RTC.num_hops(end+1)=RTC.num_hops(i); 
    node(RTC.sn(i)).RTC.next_event(end+1)=0; 
    

node(RTC.sn(i)).RTC.next_hop(end+1)=node(RTC.sn(i)).route(RTC.dn(i),1

); 
    

node(RTC.sn(i)).RTC.num(end+1)=size(node(RTC.sn(i)).RTC.period,2); 
    node(RTC.sn(i)).RTC.num_err_mess(end+1)=0; 
    node(RTC.sn(i)).RTC.num_nonerr_mess(end+1)=0; 
    node(RTC.sn(i)).RTC.err_mess_generation(end+1)=-1; 
    node(RTC.sn(i)).RTC.nonerr_mess_generation(end+1)=-1; 
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    node(RTC.sn(i)).RTC.counter(end+1)=0; 
    node(RTC.sn(i)).RTC.num_err_ack(end+1)=0; 
    node(RTC.sn(i)).RTC.num_nonerr_ack(end+1)=0; 
    node(RTC.sn(i)).RTC.err_ack_generation(end+1)=-1; 
    node(RTC.sn(i)).RTC.nonerr_ack_generation(end+1)=-1; 
    node(RTC.sn(i)).RTC.counter_ack(end+1)=0; 
% % %     end 
% % % updating channels for respective intermediate  

  
for j=1:num_hops_utan_node 
    swi=fix(temp_route(j)/100); 
    ports=rem(temp_route(j),100); 
    port(swi,ports).RTC.period(end+1)=RTC.period(i); 
    port(swi,ports).RTC.deadline(end+1)=temp_queuing_delay(j+1); 
    port(swi,ports).RTC.capacity(end+1)=RTC.capacity(i); 
    port(swi,ports).RTC.sn(end+1)=RTC.sn(i); 
    port(swi,ports).RTC.dn(end+1)=RTC.dn(i); 
    if j<num_hops_utan_node 
        port(swi,ports).RTC.next_hop(end+1)=temp_route(j+1); 
    else 
        port(swi,ports).RTC.next_hop(end+1)=RTC.dn(i); 
    end 
    port(swi,ports).RTC.num(end+1)=node(RTC.sn(i)).RTC.num(end); 

     
end 
% disp(['i= ',int2str(i),' while RTC.sn= ',int2str(RTC.sn(i)),' 

RTC.dn= ',int2str(RTC.dn(i))]); 
num_acc_channels=num_acc_channels+1; 
% % % % end 
% % % now it's the time to get the information about current state! 
% utilization and channel acceptance ratio for i channels 
% [UNet(i),~,~]=utilization_final(node,port,TX,num_nodes); 
% ch_acceptance_ratio(i)=num_acc_channels/i; 
end 
[UNet_t,~,~]=utilization_final(node,port,TX,num_nodes); 
ch_acceptance_ratio_t=num_acc_channels/i; 

  
%  disp(['total number of accepted channels= 

',int2str(num_acc_channels)]) 
%  for k=1:size(node,2) 
%     disp(['total number of accepted channels in node ',int2str(k),' 

= ',int2str(size(node(k).RTC.period,2))]) 
%  end 

  
End 

% -------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% Function MER_med_ret.m does the distributed packet level simulation 

for the case of having retransmission scheme. 

function 

[MER_ret,MER_before_ret,AER,ATLR,ATLR_EE,average_amount_time_out_loss

,RERP,RDLR,RDLR_EE,RERT,RDLR_IA,RDLR_EE_IA,average_difference_time_pa

ssed_deadline] = 

MER_med_ret(node,port,BER,num_bit_per_packet,num_bit_per_ack,TX,TX_ac

k,Tprop,sim_length) 
time=0; 
acks.sn=[]; 
acks.num=[]; 
acks.num_packet=[]; 
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acks.generation=[]; 
acks.D_ord=[]; 
num_ret_packet_after_deadline=0; 
num_ret_packet_before_deadline=0; 
num_ret_packet=0; 
num_ret_counted_dest=0; 
num_ret_tot_before_deadline=0; 
num_ret_tot=0; 
num_acks_after_dl_counted_dest=0; 
num_acks_before_dl_counted_dest=0; 
num_acks_after_time_out=0; 
num_acks_tot=0; 
num_acks_lost=0; 
num_missed_ret=0; 
num_missed_ret_packet=0; 
amount_time_out_loss=0; 
difference_time_passed_deadline=0; 
num_mess_counted_source=0; 
node_On_time=(1:1:size(node,2)); 
while time<=sim_length 
    for i=node_On_time 
%         if node(i).next_event==time %faster way is chosen! 
            node(i)=update_ack_ret_QUEUE(node(i),time); 
%             disp(['node ',num2str(i),'ack queue 

size=',num2str(size(node(i).ack_QUEUE,1))]) 
            

[node(i).QUEUE,node(i).RTC,num_mess_counted_source]=update_QUEUE(node

(i).RTC,time,node(i).QUEUE,node(i).self_weight*TX,sim_length,num_mess

_counted_source); 
            if node(i).BUFFER.next_event~=-1 & 

node(i).BUFFER.next_event==time 
               if node(i).BUFFER.period>0 %-->it means there is a 

normal packet in  BUFFER 
                    r=rand; 
                    if r<1-((1-BER)^num_bit_per_packet) %It means 

packet is missed 
%                         Save statistics for lost packet 
                        if 

node(node(i).BUFFER.sn).RTC.D_total(node(i).BUFFER.num)+node(i).BUFFE

R.generation<=sim_length 
    % % % % % % % % % % % % % method1 
                           if 

node(node(i).BUFFER.sn).RTC.err_mess_generation(node(i).BUFFER.num)~=

node(i).BUFFER.generation 
                                 

node(node(i).BUFFER.sn).RTC.num_err_mess(node(i).BUFFER.num)=node(nod

e(i).BUFFER.sn).RTC.num_err_mess(node(i).BUFFER.num)+1; 
                                 

node(node(i).BUFFER.sn).RTC.err_mess_generation(node(i).BUFFER.num)=n

ode(i).BUFFER.generation; 
                           end 
    % % % % % % % % % % % % % %method2 
                           

node(node(i).BUFFER.sn).RTC.num_err_mess_matrix(node(i).BUFFER.num,no

de(i).BUFFER.generation/node(i).BUFFER.period+1)=node(node(i).BUFFER.

sn).RTC.num_err_mess_matrix(node(i).BUFFER.num,node(i).BUFFER.generat

ion/node(i).BUFFER.period+1)+1; 
                           num_ret_packet=num_ret_packet+1; 
                           num_ret_tot=num_ret_tot+1; 
                        end 
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% % % % % % % % % %    Here is where to place retransmission but in 

the time-out which is D_ord 
                       

total_weight=sum(node(i).weight(node(i).BUFFER.dn,:))+node(i).self_we

ight; 
                       node(i).BUFFER_in.sn(end+1)=node(i).BUFFER.sn;  
                       

node(i).BUFFER_in.num(end+1)=node(i).BUFFER.num; 
                       node(i).BUFFER_in.period(end+1)=-1; %%%%It 

means this is retransmission packet 
                       

node(i).BUFFER_in.deadline(end+1)=node(i).RTC.D_ord(node(i).BUFFER.nu

m)+node(i).BUFFER.generation+(node(i).RTC.D_retr(node(i).BUFFER.num)*

node(i).self_weight/total_weight);  
                       

node(i).BUFFER_in.generation(end+1)=node(i).BUFFER.generation; 
                       

node(i).BUFFER_in.num_packet(end+1)=node(i).BUFFER.num_packet; 
                       node(i).BUFFER_in.dn(end+1)=node(i).BUFFER.dn; 
                       

node(i).BUFFER_in.ack_generation(end+1)=node(i).BUFFER.ack_generation

; 
                       node(i).BUFFER_in.num_e_hops_ack(end+1)=0; 
                       

node(i).BUFFER_in.next_event(end+1)=node(i).RTC.D_ord(node(i).BUFFER.

num)+node(i).BUFFER.generation; 

  
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %  
                    else       %It means packet must be placed in a 

next hop 
                        next_hop= 

node(i).RTC.next_hop(node(i).RTC.sn==node(i).BUFFER.sn & 

node(i).RTC.num==node(i).BUFFER.num); 
                        s=fix(next_hop/100); 
                        p=rem(next_hop,100); 
                        

next_hop_queuing_delay=port(s,p).RTC.deadline(port(s,p).RTC.sn==node(

i).BUFFER.sn & port(s,p).RTC.num==node(i).BUFFER.num); 
                        

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.sn(end+1)=node(i).BUFFER.sn;  
                        

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.num(end+1)=node(i).BUFFER.num; 
                        

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.period(end+1)=node(i).BUFFER.period; 
                        

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.deadline(end+1)=next_hop_queuing_delay+(port(s,p)

.self_weight*TX)+Tprop+node(i).BUFFER.deadline; 
                        

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.generation(end+1)=node(i).BUFFER.generation; 
                        

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.num_packet(end+1)=node(i).BUFFER.num_packet; 
                        

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.dn(end+1)=node(i).BUFFER.dn; 
                        

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.ack_generation(end+1)=node(i).BUFFER.ack_generati

on;%or -1 
                        port(s,p).BUFFER_in.num_e_hops_ack(end+1)=-1;  
                        

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.next_event(end+1)=Tprop+node(i).BUFFER.deadline; 
                        

next_event_tmp=min(port(s,p).BUFFER_in.next_event); 
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                        if port(s,p).BUFFER.next_event~=-1 
                            

port(s,p).next_event=min(next_event_tmp,port(s,p).BUFFER.next_event); 
                        else 
                            port(s,p).next_event=next_event_tmp; 
                        end 
                    end 
               elseif node(i).BUFFER.period==0 %It means ack packet 

in buffer since 0 was set to represent acks at the first point, in 

the 3rd member of the ack queue  
                   r=rand; 
                   if r<1-((1-BER)^num_bit_per_ack) %It means ack is 

lost 
                       if 

node(node(i).BUFFER.sn).RTC.D_total(node(i).BUFFER.num)+node(i).BUFFE

R.generation<=sim_length 
                         num_acks_lost=num_acks_lost+1; 
                       end 
% % % % % % % % % % % % % %  
                   else %It means ack must be placed to next port 
                       

next_hop=node(i).route(node(i).BUFFER.sn,node(i).BUFFER.num_e_hops_ac

k+1); 
                       s=fix(next_hop/100); 
                       p=rem(next_hop,100); 
                       

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.sn(end+1)=node(i).BUFFER.sn;  
                       

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.num(end+1)=node(i).BUFFER.num; 
                       

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.period(end+1)=node(i).BUFFER.period; 
                       

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.deadline(end+1)=((port(s,p).self_weight*TX)*(1/po

rt(s,p).period.B)*port(s,p).period.A)+Tprop+node(i).BUFFER.deadline+(

port(s,p).self_weight*TX_ack); 
                       

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.generation(end+1)=node(i).BUFFER.generation; 
                       

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.num_packet(end+1)=node(i).BUFFER.num_packet; 
                       

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.dn(end+1)=node(i).BUFFER.dn; 
                       

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.ack_generation(end+1)=node(i).BUFFER.ack_generati

on; 
                       

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.num_e_hops_ack(end+1)=node(i).BUFFER.num_e_hops_a

ck+1;%number of hops is set while putting in next hop buffer_in! 
                       

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.next_event(end+1)=Tprop+time; 

                        
                       

next_event_tmp=min(port(s,p).BUFFER_in.next_event); 
                       if port(s,p).BUFFER.next_event~=-1 
                           

port(s,p).next_event=min(next_event_tmp,port(s,p).BUFFER.next_event); 
                       else 
                           port(s,p).next_event=next_event_tmp; 
                       end 

               
                   end 
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               elseif node(i).BUFFER.period==-1 %-->It means there is 

a retransmission packet in the buffer 

                    
                    r=rand; 
                    if r<1-((1-BER)^num_bit_per_packet) %It means 

ret-packet is missed 
%                         Do nothing! There is just one 

retransmission! 
                        if 

node(node(i).BUFFER.sn).RTC.D_total(node(i).BUFFER.num)+node(i).BUFFE

R.generation<=sim_length 
                            num_missed_ret=num_missed_ret+1; 
                            if node(i).BUFFER.ack_generation==-1 %if 

it was made for packets 
                                

num_missed_ret_packet=num_missed_ret_packet+1; 
                            end 
                        end 

  
                    else       %It means ret-packet must be placed in 

a next hop 
                        next_hop= 

node(i).RTC.next_hop(node(i).RTC.sn==node(i).BUFFER.sn & 

node(i).RTC.num==node(i).BUFFER.num); 
                        s=fix(next_hop/100); 
                        p=rem(next_hop,100); 
                        

total_weight=sum(node(i).weight(node(i).BUFFER.dn,:))+node(i).self_we

ight; 
                        

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.sn(end+1)=node(i).BUFFER.sn;  
                        

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.num(end+1)=node(i).BUFFER.num; 
                        

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.period(end+1)=node(i).BUFFER.period; %%must be -1 

which it is! 
                        

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.deadline(end+1)=node(i).BUFFER.deadline+(node(i).

RTC.D_retr(node(i).BUFFER.num)*port(s,p).self_weight/total_weight); 
                        

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.generation(end+1)=node(i).BUFFER.generation; 
                        

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.num_packet(end+1)=node(i).BUFFER.num_packet; 
                        

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.dn(end+1)=node(i).BUFFER.dn; 
                        

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.ack_generation(end+1)=node(i).BUFFER.ack_generati

on;%or -1 
                        

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.num_e_hops_ack(end+1)=node(i).BUFFER.num_e_hops_a

ck+1;  
                        

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.next_event(end+1)=Tprop+time; 

                         
                        

next_event_tmp=min(port(s,p).BUFFER_in.next_event); 
                        if port(s,p).BUFFER.next_event~=-1 
                            

port(s,p).next_event=min(next_event_tmp,port(s,p).BUFFER.next_event); 
                        else 
                            port(s,p).next_event=next_event_tmp; 
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                        end 

    
                    end 

                    
               end 
                node(i).BUFFER.next_event=-1; 
                node(i).transmitter_ready=1; 
            end 
            if 

node(i).ret_counter_time~=floor(time/(node(i).period.ret)) 
                 node(i).sent_ret=0; 
                 node(i).sent_ack=0; 
                 

node(i).ret_counter_time=floor(time/(node(i).period.ret)); 
            end 
            if size(node(i).ack_QUEUE,1)>0 & 

(node(i).sent_ack<(1/node(i).period.B)*node(i).self_weight*TX*node(i)

.period.A) & node(i).transmitter_ready==1 
                 node(i).transmitter_ready=0; 
                 node(i).BUFFER.sn=node(i).ack_QUEUE(1,1); 
                 node(i).BUFFER.num=node(i).ack_QUEUE(1,2); 
                 node(i).BUFFER.period=node(i).ack_QUEUE(1,3);%it is 

set to zero before 
                 node(i).BUFFER.deadline=node(i).ack_QUEUE(1,4); 
                 node(i).BUFFER.generation=node(i).ack_QUEUE(1,5); 
                 node(i).BUFFER.num_packet=node(i).ack_QUEUE(1,6); 
                 node(i).BUFFER.dn=node(i).ack_QUEUE(1,7); 
                 

node(i).BUFFER.ack_generation=node(i).ack_QUEUE(1,8); 
                 

node(i).BUFFER.num_e_hops_ack=node(i).ack_QUEUE(1,9); 
                 

node(i).BUFFER.next_event=time+TX_ack*node(i).self_weight; 
                 

node(i).sent_ack=node(i).sent_ack+TX_ack*node(i).self_weight; 
                 node(i).ack_QUEUE(1,:)=[];%empty the first packet 

from queue 

  
            elseif size(node(i).ret_QUEUE,1)>0 & 

node(i).transmitter_ready==1 & 

node(i).sent_ret<TX*node(i).self_weight  
                 node(i).transmitter_ready=0; 
                 node(i).BUFFER.sn=node(i).ret_QUEUE(1,1); 
                 node(i).BUFFER.num=node(i).ret_QUEUE(1,2); 
                 node(i).BUFFER.period=node(i).ret_QUEUE(1,3);%it is 

set to zero before 
                 node(i).BUFFER.deadline=node(i).ret_QUEUE(1,4); 
                 node(i).BUFFER.generation=node(i).ret_QUEUE(1,5); 
                 node(i).BUFFER.num_packet=node(i).ret_QUEUE(1,6); 
                 node(i).BUFFER.dn=node(i).ret_QUEUE(1,7); 
                 

node(i).BUFFER.ack_generation=node(i).ret_QUEUE(1,8); 
                 

node(i).BUFFER.num_e_hops_ack=node(i).ret_QUEUE(1,9); 
                 

node(i).BUFFER.next_event=time+TX*node(i).self_weight; 
                 

node(i).sent_ret=node(i).sent_ret+TX*node(i).self_weight; 
                 node(i).ret_QUEUE(1,:)=[];%empty the first packet 

from queue 
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            elseif size(node(i).QUEUE,1)>0 & 

node(i).transmitter_ready==1 
                node(i).transmitter_ready=0; 
                node(i).BUFFER.sn=node(i).QUEUE(1,1); 
                node(i).BUFFER.num=node(i).QUEUE(1,2); 
                node(i).BUFFER.period=node(i).QUEUE(1,3); 
                node(i).BUFFER.deadline=node(i).QUEUE(1,4); 
                node(i).BUFFER.generation=node(i).QUEUE(1,5); 
                node(i).BUFFER.num_packet=node(i).QUEUE(1,6); 
                node(i).BUFFER.dn=node(i).QUEUE(1,7); 
                node(i).BUFFER.ack_generation=node(i).QUEUE(1,8); 
                node(i).BUFFER.num_e_hops_ack=node(i).QUEUE(1,9); 
                

node(i).BUFFER.next_event=time+TX*node(i).self_weight; 
                node(i).QUEUE(1,:)=[]; 
            end  
            if isempty(node(i).RTC.next_event)==0 
                next_event_tmp_RTC=min(node(i).RTC.next_event); 
                if isempty(node(i).BUFFER_in.period)==0 
                    

next_event_tmp_BUFFER_in=min(node(i).BUFFER_in.next_event); 
                    if node(i).BUFFER.next_event~=-1 
                          

node(i).next_event=min(min(next_event_tmp_RTC,next_event_tmp_BUFFER_i

n),node(i).BUFFER.next_event); 
                    else 
                          

node(i).next_event=min(next_event_tmp_RTC,next_event_tmp_BUFFER_in); 
                    end 
                else 
                     if node(i).BUFFER.next_event~=-1 
                          

node(i).next_event=min(next_event_tmp_RTC,node(i).BUFFER.next_event); 
                     else 
                          node(i).next_event=next_event_tmp_RTC; 
                     end 
                end 
            else 
                if isempty(node(i).BUFFER_in.period)==0 
                    

next_event_tmp_BUFFER_in=min(node(i).BUFFER_in.next_event); 
                    if node(i).BUFFER.next_event~=-1 
                          

node(i).next_event=min(next_event_tmp_BUFFER_in,node(i).BUFFER.next_e

vent); 
                    else 
                          

node(i).next_event=next_event_tmp_BUFFER_in; 
                    end 
                else 
                    node(i).next_event=node(i).BUFFER.next_event; 
                end 

  
            end %for choosing the next_event    
%         end 
    end %for all nodes 
    p_tmp=[port.next_event]; 
    port_On_time=find(p_tmp==time); 
    for L=port_On_time 
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            [j k]=ind2sub(size(port),L); 
                 [port(j,k)]=update_QUEUE_ret_port( port(j,k),time );                                       
                 if port(j,k).BUFFER.next_event~=-1 & 

port(j,k).BUFFER.next_event==time 
                     if port(j,k).BUFFER.period>0 %It means there is 

a normal packet in buffer 
                         r=rand; 
                         if r<1-((1-BER)^num_bit_per_packet) %packet 

is missed 
                              if 

node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.D_total(port(j,k).BUFFER.num)+port(j,k)

.BUFFER.generation<=sim_length 
    % % % % % % % % % % % % % % method1                               
                                if 

node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.err_mess_generation(port(j,k).BUFFER.nu

m)~=port(j,k).BUFFER.generation 
                                    

node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.num_err_mess(port(j,k).BUFFER.num)=node

(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.num_err_mess(port(j,k).BUFFER.num)+1; 
                                    

node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.err_mess_generation(port(j,k).BUFFER.nu

m)=port(j,k).BUFFER.generation; 
                                end  
    % % % % % % % % % % % % % %method2 
                                 

node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.num_err_mess_matrix(port(j,k).BUFFER.nu

m,port(j,k).BUFFER.generation/port(j,k).BUFFER.period+1)=node(port(j,

k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.num_err_mess_matrix(port(j,k).BUFFER.num,port(j,k).

BUFFER.generation/port(j,k).BUFFER.period+1)+1; 
                                 num_ret_packet=num_ret_packet+1; 
                                 num_ret_tot=num_ret_tot+1; 
                              end  
% % % % % % % % % % % % retransmission packet must be placed in 

source node and be eligible in D_ord (or time_out) 
                             

total_weight=sum(node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).weight(port(j,k).BUFFER.dn

,:))+node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).self_weight; 
                             

node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).BUFFER_in.sn(end+1)=port(j,k).BUFFER.sn;  
                             

node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).BUFFER_in.num(end+1)=port(j,k).BUFFER.num; 
                             

node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).BUFFER_in.period(end+1)=-1; %%%%It means 

this is retransmission packet 
                             

node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).BUFFER_in.deadline(end+1)=node(port(j,k).BU

FFER.sn).RTC.D_ord(port(j,k).BUFFER.num)+port(j,k).BUFFER.generation+

(node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.D_retr(port(j,k).BUFFER.num)*node(port

(j,k).BUFFER.sn).self_weight/total_weight);  
                             

node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).BUFFER_in.generation(end+1)=port(j,k).BUFFE

R.generation; 
                             

node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).BUFFER_in.num_packet(end+1)=port(j,k).BUFFE

R.num_packet; 
                             

node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).BUFFER_in.dn(end+1)=port(j,k).BUFFER.dn; 
                             

node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).BUFFER_in.ack_generation(end+1)=port(j,k).B

UFFER.ack_generation;%must be -1 
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node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).BUFFER_in.num_e_hops_ack(end+1)=0; 
                             

node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).BUFFER_in.next_event(end+1)=node(port(j,k).

BUFFER.sn).RTC.D_ord(port(j,k).BUFFER.num)+port(j,k).BUFFER.generatio

n;% this is ctually time-out 

                             
                             if 

isempty(node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.next_event)==0 
                                

next_event_tmp_RTC=min(node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.next_event); 
                                

next_event_tmp_BUFFER_in=min(node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).BUFFER_in.next

_event); 
                                if 

node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).BUFFER.next_event~=-1 
                                         

node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).next_event=min(min(next_event_tmp_RTC,next_

event_tmp_BUFFER_in),node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).BUFFER.next_event); 
                                else 
                                     

node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).next_event=min(next_event_tmp_RTC,next_even

t_tmp_BUFFER_in); 
                                end 
                             else 
                                

next_event_tmp_BUFFER_in=min(node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).BUFFER_in.next

_event); 
                                if 

node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).BUFFER.next_event~=-1 
                                      

node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).next_event=min(next_event_tmp_BUFFER_in,nod

e(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).BUFFER.next_event); 
                                else 
                                      

node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).next_event=next_event_tmp_BUFFER_in; 
                                end   
                             end                              

                              
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %  
                         else %packet must be sent 
                             

next_hop_tmp=port(j,k).RTC.next_hop(port(j,k).RTC.sn==port(j,k).BUFFE

R.sn &port(j,k).RTC.num==port(j,k).BUFFER.num); 
                             if fix(next_hop_tmp/100)==0 %It means 

destination is a node! so it's arrived to destination node! 
                                 if 

node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.D_total(port(j,k).BUFFER.num)+port(j,k)

.BUFFER.generation<=sim_length 
                                      num_acks_tot=num_acks_tot+1; 
    % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % method1 
                                     if 

node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.nonerr_mess_generation(port(j,k).BUFFER

.num)~=port(j,k).BUFFER.generation 
                                        

node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.nonerr_mess_generation(port(j,k).BUFFER

.num)=port(j,k).BUFFER.generation; 
                                        

node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.counter(port(j,k).BUFFER.num)=1; 
                                        if 

node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.capacity(port(j,k).BUFFER.num)==1 
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node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.num_nonerr_mess(port(j,k).BUFFER.num)=n

ode(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.num_nonerr_mess(port(j,k).BUFFER.num)+1; 
                                            

node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.counter(port(j,k).BUFFER.num)=0; 
                                        end  
                                     else 
                                         

node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.counter(port(j,k).BUFFER.num)=node(port

(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.counter(port(j,k).BUFFER.num)+1; 
                                         if 

node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.counter(port(j,k).BUFFER.num)==node(por

t(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.capacity(port(j,k).BUFFER.num) 
                                             

node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.num_nonerr_mess(port(j,k).BUFFER.num)=n

ode(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.num_nonerr_mess(port(j,k).BUFFER.num)+1; 
                                             

node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.counter(port(j,k).BUFFER.num)=0; 
                                         end 
                                     end 
    % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % method2 
                                    

node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.counter_nonerr_matrix(port(j,k).BUFFER.

num,port(j,k).BUFFER.generation/port(j,k).BUFFER.period+1)=node(port(

j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.counter_nonerr_matrix(port(j,k).BUFFER.num,port(j

,k).BUFFER.generation/port(j,k).BUFFER.period+1)+1; 
                                    if 

node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.counter_nonerr_matrix(port(j,k).BUFFER.

num,port(j,k).BUFFER.generation/port(j,k).BUFFER.period+1)==node(port

(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.capacity(port(j,k).BUFFER.num) 
                                       

node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.num_nonerr_mess_matrix(port(j,k).BUFFER

.num,port(j,k).BUFFER.generation/port(j,k).BUFFER.period+1)=1; 
                                    end 
                                 end 
%                                 

node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.delay(port(j,k).BUFFER.num,port(j,k).BU

FFER.generation/port(j,k).BUFFER.period+1)=time+Tprop-

port(j,k).BUFFER.generation; 
                                if 

port(j,k).BUFFER.deadline<time %buffer deadline is the deadline till 

here it will arrive after Tprop but time is also excluding Tprop 
                                    error(['deadline is missed! for 

the channel number ',num2str(port(j,k).BUFFER.num),'and source node 

',num2str(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn)]) 
                                end 
%                                ack packet must be made here and 

placed in 
%                                respective node 
%                                tmp_BUFFER=port(j,k).BUFFER; 
%                                

tmp_BUFFER.deadline=(RTC_accepted.deadline_ord(RTC_accepted.sn==tmp_B

UFFER.sn & RTC_accepted.num==tmp_BUFFER.num)+tmp_BUFFER.generation); 
%                                An ack packet is gonna be made soon, 
%                                num_e_hops_ack is set to 0 since 

next 
%                                node is zero's hop for ack. period 

is set 
%                                to zero. 
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node(next_hop_tmp).BUFFER_in.sn(end+1)=port(j,k).BUFFER.sn;  
                                 

node(next_hop_tmp).BUFFER_in.num(end+1)=port(j,k).BUFFER.num; 
                                 

node(next_hop_tmp).BUFFER_in.period(end+1)=0; 
                                 

node(next_hop_tmp).BUFFER_in.deadline(end+1)=(node(next_hop_tmp).self

_weight*TX*(1/node(next_hop_tmp).period.B)*(node(next_hop_tmp).period

.A))+port(j,k).BUFFER.deadline+Tprop+(node(next_hop_tmp).self_weight*

TX_ack);  
                                 

node(next_hop_tmp).BUFFER_in.generation(end+1)=port(j,k).BUFFER.gener

ation; 
                                 

node(next_hop_tmp).BUFFER_in.num_packet(end+1)=port(j,k).BUFFER.num_p

acket; 
                                 

node(next_hop_tmp).BUFFER_in.dn(end+1)=port(j,k).BUFFER.dn; 
                                 

node(next_hop_tmp).BUFFER_in.ack_generation(end+1)=Tprop+time; 
                                 

node(next_hop_tmp).BUFFER_in.num_e_hops_ack(end+1)=0; 
                                 

node(next_hop_tmp).BUFFER_in.next_event(end+1)=Tprop+time; 
% %                                  To make an array with all acks 

to take care of acks which lost deadlines! 
                                acks.sn(end+1)=port(j,k).BUFFER.sn; 
                                acks.num(end+1)=port(j,k).BUFFER.num; 
                                

acks.generation(end+1)=port(j,k).BUFFER.generation; 
                                

acks.num_packet(end+1)=port(j,k).BUFFER.num_packet; 
                                

acks.D_ord(end+1)=node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.D_ord(port(j,k).BUFFE

R.num)+port(j,k).BUFFER.generation; 
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %                                   
                                 if 

isempty(node(next_hop_tmp).RTC.next_event)==0 
                                     

next_event_tmp_RTC=min(node(next_hop_tmp).RTC.next_event); 
                                     

next_event_tmp_BUFFER_in=min(node(next_hop_tmp).BUFFER_in.next_event)

; 
                                     if 

node(next_hop_tmp).BUFFER.next_event~=-1 
                                          

node(next_hop_tmp).next_event=min(min(next_event_tmp_RTC,next_event_t

mp_BUFFER_in),node(next_hop_tmp).BUFFER.next_event); 
                                     else 
                                          

node(next_hop_tmp).next_event=min(next_event_tmp_RTC,next_event_tmp_B

UFFER_in); 
                                     end 
                                 else 
                                      

next_event_tmp_BUFFER_in=min(node(next_hop_tmp).BUFFER_in.next_event)

; 
                                      if 

node(next_hop_tmp).BUFFER.next_event~=-1 
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node(next_hop_tmp).next_event=min(next_event_tmp_BUFFER_in,node(next_

hop_tmp).BUFFER.next_event); 
                                      else 
                                            

node(next_hop_tmp).next_event=next_event_tmp_BUFFER_in; 
                                      end  
                                 end 

                                  
                             else %It means destination is a port for 

this packet! 
                                    s=fix(next_hop_tmp/100); 
                                    p=rem(next_hop_tmp,100); 
                                    

next_hop_deadline=port(s,p).RTC.deadline(port(s,p).RTC.sn==port(j,k).

BUFFER.sn & port(s,p).RTC.num==port(j,k).BUFFER.num); 
                                    

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.sn(end+1)=port(j,k).BUFFER.sn;  
                                    

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.num(end+1)=port(j,k).BUFFER.num; 
                                    

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.period(end+1)=port(j,k).BUFFER.period; 
                                    

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.deadline(end+1)=next_hop_deadline+(port(s,p).self

_weight*TX)+Tprop+port(j,k).BUFFER.deadline; %next hop queuing delay 
                                    

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.generation(end+1)=port(j,k).BUFFER.generation; 
                                    

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.num_packet(end+1)=port(j,k).BUFFER.num_packet; 
                                    

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.dn(end+1)=port(j,k).BUFFER.dn; 
                                    

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.ack_generation(end+1)=-1; 
                                    

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.num_e_hops_ack(end+1)=-1; 
                                    

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.next_event(end+1)=Tprop+port(j,k).BUFFER.deadline

; %current hop deadline must be placed in here to respect jitter-EDD 

                              
                                    

next_event_tmp=min(port(s,p).BUFFER_in.next_event); 
                                    if port(s,p).BUFFER.next_event~=-

1 
                                        

port(s,p).next_event=min(next_event_tmp,port(s,p).BUFFER.next_event); 
                                    else 
                                        

port(s,p).next_event=next_event_tmp; 
                                    end 
                             end 
                         end 
                     elseif port(j,k).BUFFER.period==0 %It means 

there is an ack in BUFFER 
                         r=rand; 
                         if r<1-((1-BER)^num_bit_per_ack) %ack is 

missed 
%                              Save statistics 
                             if  

node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.D_total(port(j,k).BUFFER.num)+port(j,k)

.BUFFER.generation<=sim_length 
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                                num_acks_lost=num_acks_lost+1; 
                             end                            
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %  
                         else %ack must be sent 
                             

tmp=node(port(j,k).BUFFER.dn).route(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn,:); 
                             num_swis_tmp=size(tmp(tmp~=0),2); %the 

size of non-zero elements in routing table is number of switches in 

the middle 
                             if 

port(j,k).BUFFER.num_e_hops_ack==num_swis_tmp %This means that the 

next hop is gonna be a node! 
                                 if  

node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.D_total(port(j,k).BUFFER.num)+port(j,k)

.BUFFER.generation<=sim_length 
                                     if time+Tprop-

port(j,k).BUFFER.generation> 

node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.D_ord(port(j,k).BUFFER.num) 
    %                                      max_D_Ack=time+Tprop-

port(j,k).BUFFER.ack_generation; 
    %                                      disp(['maximum queuing 

delay for acks is ',num2str(max_D_Ack),' for channel 

',num2str(port(j,k).BUFFER.num),'in source node 

',num2str(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn)]) 
    %                                      disp(['Total delay 

including ack for this case is=',num2str(time-

port(j,k).BUFFER.generation),' and it D_ord= 

',num2str(node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.D_ord(port(j,k).BUFFER.num))]

) 
                                         

num_acks_after_dl_counted_dest=num_acks_after_dl_counted_dest+1; 
                                         

amount_time_out_loss=amount_time_out_loss+(time+Tprop-

port(j,k).BUFFER.generation-

node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.D_ord(port(j,k).BUFFER.num)); 
                                     else 
                                         

num_acks_before_dl_counted_dest=num_acks_before_dl_counted_dest+1; 
                                     end 
                                 end 
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % 
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %  
                                 if 

acks.D_ord(acks.sn==port(j,k).BUFFER.sn & 

acks.num==port(j,k).BUFFER.num & 

acks.generation==port(j,k).BUFFER.generation & 

acks.num_packet==port(j,k).BUFFER.num_packet)>= time+Tprop %because 

the ack will arrive after a popagation delay 
                                    

ind_tmp=find(acks.sn==port(j,k).BUFFER.sn & 

acks.num==port(j,k).BUFFER.num & 

acks.generation==port(j,k).BUFFER.generation & 

acks.num_packet==port(j,k).BUFFER.num_packet); 
                                    acks.sn(ind_tmp)=[];  
                                    acks.num(ind_tmp)=[]; 
                                    acks.num_packet(ind_tmp)=[]; 
                                    acks.generation(ind_tmp)=[]; 
                                    acks.D_ord(ind_tmp)=[]; 

                                   
                                 end 
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                             else %It means destination is a port 
                                    

s=fix(tmp(port(j,k).BUFFER.num_e_hops_ack+1)/100); 
                                    

p=rem(tmp(port(j,k).BUFFER.num_e_hops_ack+1),100); 
                                    

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.sn(end+1)=port(j,k).BUFFER.sn;  
                                    

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.num(end+1)=port(j,k).BUFFER.num; 
                                    

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.period(end+1)=port(j,k).BUFFER.period; 
                                    

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.deadline(end+1)=((port(s,p).self_weight*TX)*(1/po

rt(s,p).period.B)*port(s,p).period.A)+Tprop+port(j,k).BUFFER.deadline

+(port(s,p).self_weight*TX_ack); 
                                    

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.generation(end+1)=port(j,k).BUFFER.generation; 
                                    

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.num_packet(end+1)=port(j,k).BUFFER.num_packet; 
                                    

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.dn(end+1)=port(j,k).BUFFER.dn; 
                                    

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.ack_generation(end+1)=port(j,k).BUFFER.ack_genera

tion; 
                                    

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.num_e_hops_ack(end+1)=port(j,k).BUFFER.num_e_hops

_ack+1; 
                                    

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.next_event(end+1)=Tprop+time; %current hop 

deadline must be placed in here to respect jitter-EDD 

                                     
                                    

next_event_tmp=min(port(s,p).BUFFER_in.next_event); 
                                    if port(s,p).BUFFER.next_event~=-

1 
                                        

port(s,p).next_event=min(next_event_tmp,port(s,p).BUFFER.next_event); 
                                    else 
                                        

port(s,p).next_event=next_event_tmp; 
                                    end                            

                              
                             end 
                         end     

                          

                      
                     elseif port(j,k).BUFFER.period==-1 
                         r=rand; 
                         if r<1-((1-BER)^num_bit_per_packet) %ret-

packet is missed 
% %                              Do nothing! 
                            if 

node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.D_total(port(j,k).BUFFER.num)+port(j,k)

.BUFFER.generation<=sim_length 
                                num_missed_ret=num_missed_ret+1; 
                                if port(j,k).BUFFER.ack_generation==-

1 %if it was made for packets 
                                    

num_missed_ret_packet=num_missed_ret_packet+1; 
                                end 
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                            end 

                             
                         else %ret-packet must be sent 
                             

tmp=node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).route(port(j,k).BUFFER.dn,:); 
                             num_swis_tmp=size(tmp(tmp~=0),2); %the 

size of non-zero elements in routing table is number of switches in 

the middle 
                             if 

port(j,k).BUFFER.num_e_hops_ack==num_swis_tmp %This means that the 

next hop is gonna be a node!so change MER if it's needed! 
                                 if ~(port(j,k).BUFFER.deadline-

port(j,k).BUFFER.generation<node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.D_total(por

t(j,k).BUFFER.num)+0.0001) & (port(j,k).BUFFER.deadline-

port(j,k).BUFFER.generation>node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.D_total(por

t(j,k).BUFFER.num)-0.0001) 
                                    

disp(['D_total=',num2str(node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.D_total(port(j

,k).BUFFER.num)),' calculated 

deadline=',num2str(port(j,k).BUFFER.deadline-

port(j,k).BUFFER.generation)]) 
                                    error(['The calculated deadline 

is different than D_total for 

sn',num2str(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn),'channel 

number',num2str(port(j,k).BUFFER.num),'destination',num2str(port(j,k)

.BUFFER.dn)]) 
%                                     disp(['The calculated deadline 

is different than D_total for 

sn',num2str(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn),'channel 

number',num2str(port(j,k).BUFFER.num),'destination',num2str(port(j,k)

.BUFFER.dn)]) 
                                 end 
                                 if  

node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.D_total(port(j,k).BUFFER.num)+port(j,k)

.BUFFER.generation<=sim_length 
                                    if 

port(j,k).BUFFER.ack_generation==-1 %% It shouldn't be counted if the 

retransmission of ack has been arrived! 
                                        if 

time+Tprop<=port(j,k).BUFFER.deadline 
                                            

node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.counter_nonerr_matrix(port(j,k).BUFFER.

num,(port(j,k).BUFFER.generation/(node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.perio

d(port(j,k).BUFFER.num)))+1)=node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.counter_no

nerr_matrix(port(j,k).BUFFER.num,(port(j,k).BUFFER.generation/(node(p

ort(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.period(port(j,k).BUFFER.num)))+1)+1; 
                                            if 

node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.counter_nonerr_matrix(port(j,k).BUFFER.

num,(port(j,k).BUFFER.generation/(node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.perio

d(port(j,k).BUFFER.num)))+1)==node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.capacity(

port(j,k).BUFFER.num) 
                                                

node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.num_nonerr_mess_matrix(port(j,k).BUFFER

.num,(port(j,k).BUFFER.generation/(node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.peri

od(port(j,k).BUFFER.num)))+1)=1; 
                                            end 
                                            

num_ret_packet_before_deadline=num_ret_packet_before_deadline+1; 
                                        else 
                                             

num_ret_packet_after_deadline=num_ret_packet_after_deadline+1; 
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difference_time_passed_deadline=difference_time_passed_deadline+(time

+Tprop-port(j,k).BUFFER.generation-

node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.D_total(port(j,k).BUFFER.num)); 
    %                                         

time_passed_deadline(end+1)=time-port(j,k).BUFFER.deadline; 
                                        end 
                                    end 
                                    if 

time+Tprop<=port(j,k).BUFFER.deadline  
                                        

num_ret_tot_before_deadline=num_ret_tot_before_deadline+1; 
                                    end 
                                    

num_ret_counted_dest=num_ret_counted_dest+1; 
                                 end 
                             else %It means destination is a port 
                                    

s=fix(tmp(port(j,k).BUFFER.num_e_hops_ack+1)/100);%%%%% error--

>solved 
                                    

p=rem(tmp(port(j,k).BUFFER.num_e_hops_ack+1),100); 
                                    

total_weight=sum(node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).weight(port(j,k).BUFFER.dn

,:))+node(port(j,k).BUFFER.sn).self_weight; 
                                    

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.sn(end+1)=port(j,k).BUFFER.sn;  
                                    

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.num(end+1)=port(j,k).BUFFER.num; 
                                    

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.period(end+1)=port(j,k).BUFFER.period; 
                                    

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.deadline(end+1)=port(j,k).BUFFER.deadline+(node(p

ort(j,k).BUFFER.sn).RTC.D_retr(port(j,k).BUFFER.num)*port(s,p).self_w

eight/total_weight); 
                                    

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.generation(end+1)=port(j,k).BUFFER.generation; 
                                    

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.num_packet(end+1)=port(j,k).BUFFER.num_packet; 
                                    

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.dn(end+1)=port(j,k).BUFFER.dn; 
                                    

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.ack_generation(end+1)=port(j,k).BUFFER.ack_genera

tion; 
                                    

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.num_e_hops_ack(end+1)=port(j,k).BUFFER.num_e_hops

_ack+1; 
                                    

port(s,p).BUFFER_in.next_event(end+1)=Tprop+time; 

                              
                                    

next_event_tmp=min(port(s,p).BUFFER_in.next_event); 
                                    if port(s,p).BUFFER.next_event~=-

1 
                                        

port(s,p).next_event=min(next_event_tmp,port(s,p).BUFFER.next_event); 
                                    else 
                                        

port(s,p).next_event=next_event_tmp; 
                                    end 
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                             end 
                         end     
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %  

                          
                     end %end for normal packets and elseif for ack 

packets for both port to port and port to node! 
                     port(j,k).BUFFER.next_event=-1; 
                     port(j,k).transmitter_ready=1; 

                      
                 end 
                 if 

port(j,k).ret_counter_time~=floor(time/port(j,k).period.ret) 
                     port(j,k).sent_ret=0; 
                     port(j,k).sent_ack=0; 
                     

port(j,k).ret_counter_time=floor(time/port(j,k).period.ret); 
                 end                      
                 if size(port(j,k).ack_QUEUE,1)>0 & 

(port(j,k).sent_ack<(1/port(j,k).period.B)*port(j,k).self_weight*TX*p

ort(j,k).period.A)&port(j,k).transmitter_ready==1 
                     port(j,k).transmitter_ready=0; 
                     port(j,k).BUFFER.sn=port(j,k).ack_QUEUE(1,1); 
                     port(j,k).BUFFER.num=port(j,k).ack_QUEUE(1,2); 
                     

port(j,k).BUFFER.period=port(j,k).ack_QUEUE(1,3);%it is set to zero 

before in the queue after coming from buffer_in in the dest node 
                     

port(j,k).BUFFER.deadline=port(j,k).ack_QUEUE(1,4); 
                     

port(j,k).BUFFER.generation=port(j,k).ack_QUEUE(1,5); 
                     

port(j,k).BUFFER.num_packet=port(j,k).ack_QUEUE(1,6); 
                     port(j,k).BUFFER.dn=port(j,k).ack_QUEUE(1,7); 
                     

port(j,k).BUFFER.ack_generation=port(j,k).ack_QUEUE(1,8); 
                     

port(j,k).BUFFER.num_e_hops_ack=port(j,k).ack_QUEUE(1,9); 
                     

port(j,k).BUFFER.next_event=time+TX_ack*port(j,k).self_weight; 
                     

port(j,k).sent_ack=port(j,k).sent_ack+TX_ack*port(j,k).self_weight; 
                     port(j,k).ack_QUEUE(1,:)=[];%empty the first 

packet from queue 

  
                 elseif size(port(j,k).ret_QUEUE,1)>0 & 

port(j,k).transmitter_ready==1 & 

port(j,k).sent_ret<TX*port(j,k).self_weight 
                     port(j,k).transmitter_ready=0; 
                     port(j,k).BUFFER.sn=port(j,k).ret_QUEUE(1,1); 
                     port(j,k).BUFFER.num=port(j,k).ret_QUEUE(1,2); 
                     

port(j,k).BUFFER.period=port(j,k).ret_QUEUE(1,3);%it is set to zero 

before 
                     

port(j,k).BUFFER.deadline=port(j,k).ret_QUEUE(1,4); 
                     

port(j,k).BUFFER.generation=port(j,k).ret_QUEUE(1,5); 
                     

port(j,k).BUFFER.num_packet=port(j,k).ret_QUEUE(1,6); 
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                     port(j,k).BUFFER.dn=port(j,k).ret_QUEUE(1,7); 
                     

port(j,k).BUFFER.ack_generation=port(j,k).ret_QUEUE(1,8); 
                     

port(j,k).BUFFER.num_e_hops_ack=port(j,k).ret_QUEUE(1,9); 
                     

port(j,k).BUFFER.next_event=time+TX*port(j,k).self_weight; 
                     

port(j,k).sent_ret=port(j,k).sent_ret+TX*port(j,k).self_weight; 
                     port(j,k).ret_QUEUE(1,:)=[];%empty the first 

packet from queue 

    

                      
                 elseif size(port(j,k).QUEUE,1)>0 & 

port(j,k).transmitter_ready==1 
                    port(j,k).transmitter_ready=0; 
                    port(j,k).BUFFER.sn=port(j,k).QUEUE(1,1); 
                    port(j,k).BUFFER.num=port(j,k).QUEUE(1,2); 
                    port(j,k).BUFFER.period=port(j,k).QUEUE(1,3); 
                    port(j,k).BUFFER.deadline=port(j,k).QUEUE(1,4); 
                    port(j,k).BUFFER.generation=port(j,k).QUEUE(1,5); 
                    port(j,k).BUFFER.num_packet=port(j,k).QUEUE(1,6); 
                    port(j,k).BUFFER.dn=port(j,k).QUEUE(1,7); 
                    

port(j,k).BUFFER.ack_generation=port(j,k).QUEUE(1,8); 
                    

port(j,k).BUFFER.num_e_hops_ack=port(j,k).QUEUE(1,9); 
                    

port(j,k).BUFFER.next_event=time+TX*port(j,k).self_weight; 
                    port(j,k).QUEUE(1,:)=[]; 

                      
                 end 

                  
                 if isempty(port(j,k).BUFFER_in.period)==0 
                    

next_event_tmp=min(port(j,k).BUFFER_in.next_event); 
                    if port(j,k).BUFFER.next_event~=-1 
                          

port(j,k).next_event=min(next_event_tmp,port(j,k).BUFFER.next_event); 
                    else 
                          port(j,k).next_event=next_event_tmp; 
                    end 
                 else 
                    port(j,k).next_event 

=port(j,k).BUFFER.next_event; 
                 end 
    end 
    prev_time=time; 
    node_next_event_temp=[node.next_event]; 
    port_next_event_temp=[port.next_event]; 
    time_tmp_node=min(node_next_event_temp(node_next_event_temp>=0)); 
    time_tmp_port=min(port_next_event_temp(port_next_event_temp>=0)); 
    if isempty(time_tmp_node) 
        next_time=time_tmp_port; 
    elseif isempty(time_tmp_port) 
        next_time=time_tmp_node; 
    else 
        next_time=min(time_tmp_port,time_tmp_node); 
    end 
    if next_time<prev_time 
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error(['next_time=',num2str(mid_time),'time=',num2str(time),'before 

checking time_outs!']) 
    end 
    acks_next_event_temp=min(acks.D_ord(acks.D_ord<=next_time)); 
    if isempty(acks_next_event_temp)==0 
        if next_time>=acks_next_event_temp 
        % % % retransmission must be set in source node because ack 

has not been 
        % arrived till D_ord. If it was arrived it'd be deleted from 

acks! 
            ind_ret=find(acks.D_ord<=next_time); 
            for ret=ind_ret 
                dn_tmp=node(acks.sn(ret)).RTC.dn(acks.num(ret)); 
                

total_weight=sum(node(acks.sn(ret)).weight(dn_tmp,:))+node(acks.sn(re

t)).self_weight; 
                node(acks.sn(ret)).BUFFER_in.sn(end+1)=acks.sn(ret);  
                

node(acks.sn(ret)).BUFFER_in.num(end+1)=acks.num(ret); 
                node(acks.sn(ret)).BUFFER_in.period(end+1)=-1; %%%%It 

means this is retransmission packet 
                

node(acks.sn(ret)).BUFFER_in.deadline(end+1)=node(acks.sn(ret)).RTC.D

_ord(acks.num(ret))+acks.generation(ret)+(node(acks.sn(ret)).RTC.D_re

tr(acks.num(ret))*node(acks.sn(ret)).self_weight/total_weight);  
                

node(acks.sn(ret)).BUFFER_in.generation(end+1)=acks.generation(ret); 
                

node(acks.sn(ret)).BUFFER_in.num_packet(end+1)=acks.num_packet(ret); 
                node(acks.sn(ret)).BUFFER_in.dn(end+1)=dn_tmp; 
                

node(acks.sn(ret)).BUFFER_in.ack_generation(end+1)=acks.D_ord(ret); 
                node(acks.sn(ret)).BUFFER_in.num_e_hops_ack(end+1)=0; 
                

node(acks.sn(ret)).BUFFER_in.next_event(end+1)=acks.D_ord(ret);%%it 

has generation inside! 
                num_ret_tot=num_ret_tot+1; 

  
                 if isempty(node(acks.sn(ret)).RTC.next_event)==0 
                     

next_event_tmp_RTC=min(node(acks.sn(ret)).RTC.next_event); 
                     

next_event_tmp_BUFFER_in=min(node(acks.sn(ret)).BUFFER_in.next_event)

; 
                     if node(acks.sn(ret)).BUFFER.next_event~=-1 
                           

node(acks.sn(ret)).next_event=min(min(next_event_tmp_RTC,next_event_t

mp_BUFFER_in),node(acks.sn(ret)).BUFFER.next_event); 
                     else 
                           

node(acks.sn(ret)).next_event=min(next_event_tmp_RTC,next_event_tmp_B

UFFER_in); 
                     end 
                 else 
                     

next_event_tmp_BUFFER_in=min(node(acks.sn(ret)).BUFFER_in.next_event)

; 
                     if node(acks.sn(ret)).BUFFER.next_event~=-1 
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node(acks.sn(ret)).next_event=min(next_event_tmp_BUFFER_in,node(acks.

sn(ret)).BUFFER.next_event); 
                     else 
                           

node(acks.sn(ret)).next_event=next_event_tmp_BUFFER_in; 
                     end   
                 end  
                 num_acks_after_time_out=num_acks_after_time_out+1; 
            end %%%end of for loop for putting retransmissions due to 

late acks! 
            acks.sn(ind_ret)=[]; 
            acks.num(ind_ret)=[]; 
            acks.num_packet(ind_ret)=[]; 
            acks.generation(ind_ret)=[]; 
            acks.D_ord(ind_ret)=[]; 
            next_time=acks_next_event_temp; 
        end 
    end 
    if next_time<time 
        

error(['next_time=',num2str(next_time),'time=',num2str(time)]) 
    end 
    time=next_time;     
    n_tmp=[node.next_event]; 
    node_On_time=find(n_tmp==time); 
end 
tmp=[node.RTC]; 
num_err_mess=sum([tmp.num_err_mess]); 
MER_before_ret=num_err_mess/num_mess_counted_source; 

  
num_nonerr_ret=0; 
for nod=1:size(node,2) 
    

num_nonerr_ret=sum(sum(node(nod).RTC.num_nonerr_mess_matrix,2))+num_n

onerr_ret; 
end 
MER_ret=1-(num_nonerr_ret/num_mess_counted_source); 

  
AER=num_acks_lost/num_acks_tot; 
ATLR=(num_acks_tot-num_acks_before_dl_counted_dest)/(num_acks_tot); 
ATLR_EE=(num_acks_tot-num_acks_lost-

num_acks_before_dl_counted_dest)/(num_acks_tot-num_acks_lost); 
if isnan(ATLR_EE) 
    ATLR_EE=0; 
end 
if num_acks_after_dl_counted_dest~=0 
    

average_amount_time_out_loss=amount_time_out_loss/num_acks_after_dl_c

ounted_dest; 
else 
    average_amount_time_out_loss=0; 
end 
RERP=num_missed_ret_packet/num_ret_packet; 
RDLR=(num_ret_packet-num_ret_packet_before_deadline)/num_ret_packet; 
RDLR_EE=(num_ret_packet-num_ret_packet_before_deadline-

num_missed_ret_packet)/(num_ret_packet-num_missed_ret_packet); 
if isnan(RDLR_EE) 
    RDLR_EE=0; 
end 
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RERT=num_missed_ret/num_ret_tot; 
RDLR_IA=(num_ret_tot-num_ret_tot_before_deadline)/num_ret_tot; 
RDLR_EE_IA=(num_ret_tot-num_ret_tot_before_deadline-

num_missed_ret)/(num_ret_tot-num_missed_ret); 
if isnan(RDLR_EE_IA) 
    RDLR_EE_IA=0; 
end 

  
if num_ret_packet_after_deadline ==0 
    average_difference_time_passed_deadline=0; 
else 
    

average_difference_time_passed_deadline=difference_time_passed_deadli

ne/num_ret_packet_after_deadline; 
end 

% -------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% Function update_QUEUE.m  

function [ QUEUE,RTC,num_mess_counted_source] = 

update_QUEUE(RTC,time,QUEUE,TX,sim_length,num_mess_counted_source) 
% This function has been made to update the queue at the time! It 

does 
% update the queue just in time not before! 
for i=1:size(RTC.period,2) 
     if RTC.next_event(i)==time 
         if RTC.D_total(i)+time<=sim_length 
             num_mess_counted_source=num_mess_counted_source+1; 
         end 
         for j=1:RTC.capacity(i) 
             QUEUE=[QUEUE;[RTC.sn(i) RTC.num(i) RTC.period(i) 

RTC.deadline(i)+time+TX time j RTC.dn(i) -1 -1]]; 

              
         end 
         RTC.next_event(i)=time+RTC.period(i);     
     end 
end 
QUEUE=sortrows(QUEUE,4); 
end 

  
 % ------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------

- 
% Function update_QUEUE_ret_port.m which handles the retransmissions 

and acknowledgment queue 

function [ port] = update_QUEUE_ret_port( port,time ) 
in=find(port.BUFFER_in.next_event==time & 

port.BUFFER_in.period>0); %These Indices are representing normal 

packets that must be place in QUEUE 
if isempty(in)==0 
    port.QUEUE=[port.QUEUE;port.BUFFER_in.sn(in)' 

port.BUFFER_in.num(in)' port.BUFFER_in.period(in)' 

port.BUFFER_in.deadline(in)' port.BUFFER_in.generation(in)' 

port.BUFFER_in.num_packet(in)' port.BUFFER_in.dn(in)' 

port.BUFFER_in.ack_generation(in)' 

port.BUFFER_in.num_e_hops_ack(in)']; 
    port.QUEUE=sortrows(port.QUEUE,4); 
    port.BUFFER_in.sn(in)=[];  
    port.BUFFER_in.num(in)=[]; 
    port.BUFFER_in.period(in)=[]; 
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    port.BUFFER_in.deadline(in)=[]; 
    port.BUFFER_in.generation(in)=[]; 
    port.BUFFER_in.num_packet(in)=[]; 
    port.BUFFER_in.dn(in)=[]; 
    port.BUFFER_in.ack_generation(in)=[]; 
    port.BUFFER_in.num_e_hops_ack(in)=[]; 
    port.BUFFER_in.next_event(in)=[]; 
end 
in2=find(port.BUFFER_in.next_event==time & 

port.BUFFER_in.period==0); %These Indices are representing acks that 

must be placed in ack_QUEUE 
if isempty(in2)==0 
    port.ack_QUEUE=[port.ack_QUEUE;port.BUFFER_in.sn(in2)' 

port.BUFFER_in.num(in2)' port.BUFFER_in.period(in2)' 

port.BUFFER_in.deadline(in2)' port.BUFFER_in.generation(in2)' 

port.BUFFER_in.num_packet(in2)' port.BUFFER_in.dn(in2)' 

port.BUFFER_in.ack_generation(in2)' 

port.BUFFER_in.num_e_hops_ack(in2)']; 
    port.ack_QUEUE=sortrows(port.ack_QUEUE,4); 
    port.BUFFER_in.sn(in2)=[];  
    port.BUFFER_in.num(in2)=[]; 
    port.BUFFER_in.period(in2)=[]; 
    port.BUFFER_in.deadline(in2)=[]; 
    port.BUFFER_in.generation(in2)=[]; 
    port.BUFFER_in.num_packet(in2)=[]; 
    port.BUFFER_in.dn(in2)=[]; 
    port.BUFFER_in.ack_generation(in2)=[]; 
    port.BUFFER_in.num_e_hops_ack(in2)=[]; 
    port.BUFFER_in.next_event(in2)=[]; 
end 
in3=find(port.BUFFER_in.next_event==time & port.BUFFER_in.period==-

1); %These Indices are representing ret-packets that must be placed 

in ret_QUEUE 
if isempty(in3)==0 
    port.ret_QUEUE=[port.ret_QUEUE;port.BUFFER_in.sn(in3)' 

port.BUFFER_in.num(in3)' port.BUFFER_in.period(in3)' 

port.BUFFER_in.deadline(in3)' port.BUFFER_in.generation(in3)' 

port.BUFFER_in.num_packet(in3)' port.BUFFER_in.dn(in3)' 

port.BUFFER_in.ack_generation(in3)' 

port.BUFFER_in.num_e_hops_ack(in3)']; 
    port.ret_QUEUE=sortrows(port.ret_QUEUE,4); 
    port.BUFFER_in.sn(in3)=[];  
    port.BUFFER_in.num(in3)=[]; 
    port.BUFFER_in.period(in3)=[]; 
    port.BUFFER_in.deadline(in3)=[]; 
    port.BUFFER_in.generation(in3)=[]; 
    port.BUFFER_in.num_packet(in3)=[]; 
    port.BUFFER_in.dn(in3)=[]; 
    port.BUFFER_in.ack_generation(in3)=[]; 
    port.BUFFER_in.num_e_hops_ack(in3)=[]; 
    port.BUFFER_in.next_event(in3)=[]; 
end 

  
end 

  
% -------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% Function message_generate.m which generates traffic with unform 

random distribution 
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function [ RTC ] = message_generate(num_channels,num_nodes,data) 
% This function makes channels as structure which has source node, 
% destination node, period, deadline 
if nargin==2 
    m=randi(4,1,num_channels); 
    RTC.period=(2.^m)*1000; 
    RTC.deadline=RTC.period*2; 
    RTC.capacity=randi(4,1,num_channels);     
else 
n=randi(size(data,1),1,num_channels); 
RTC.period=data(n,1)'; 
RTC.deadline=data(n,2)'; 
RTC.capacity=data(n,3)'; 
end 
RTC.sn=randi(sum(num_nodes),1,num_channels); 
RTC.dn=randi(sum(num_nodes),1,num_channels); 
%     To make sure source and destinations are not the same as each 

other 
    [~,b]=find(RTC.sn==RTC.dn); 
while sum(RTC.dn==RTC.sn)~=0 
    RTC.dn(b)=randi(sum(num_nodes),1,size(b,2)); 
    [~,b]=find(RTC.sn==RTC.dn); 
end 
str_channel_number=sprintf('%6.0f',1:num_channels); 
str_period=sprintf('%6.0f',RTC.period); 
str_deadline=sprintf('%6.0f',RTC.deadline); 
str_capacity=sprintf('%6.0f',RTC.capacity); 
str_sn=sprintf('%6.0f',RTC.sn); 
str_dn=sprintf('%6.0f',RTC.dn); 
disp(['   channel number: ',str_channel_number]); 
disp(['           period: ',str_period]); 
disp(['         deadline: ',str_deadline]); 
disp(['number of packets: ',str_capacity]); 
disp(['      source node: ',str_sn]); 
disp([' destination node: ',str_dn]); 
end 
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